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Editorial
By Emmy Abrahamson

Welcome to the biggest single issue of Scene. Ever. For months Sally
and I have been taking deep breaths trying to prepare ourselves mentally for
the immense task of putting this issue together and now – not unlike two
slightly cross-eyed yet exhilarated parents – we are proud to present What’s
happening in schools? 2015.
In this issue both individual members of ISTA and member schools let
us know about recent productions at their schools. Eight years ago in Scene
there was a similar focus and due to the overwhelmingly positive response
we got for that one, we decided that it was time to catch up with schools
again. More than 60 schools have generously shared their productions with
us and we have examples of almost 100 different school theatre productions.
These range from primary school to IB Theatre productions and from devised
pieces based on Bruegel paintings to Disney’s The little mermaid. For those of
you who would like a quick perusal of the productions we have also created
an At a quick glance-section.
It’s been an honour and a joy to be in touch with so many ISTA teachers
and seeing the excitement many schools have shown about sharing their
productions. Jo Riley at Munich International School called the experience
of writing about her production of Shaun Tan’s The arrival “actually very
therapeutic” and many others wrote how much they look forward to this
issue. A massive – massive – thank you to all the teachers who shared
their school productions and took the time to contribute. It is this sense of
generosity and openness that makes the ISTA community so unique and
unlike many other organisations.
When reading this issue I hope that you will discover new plays and
playwrights, learn about different ways a production can be staged and –
most importantly – be inspired. Putting on a school theatre production is an
immense task. The complaint most often echoed in the contributions is the
lack of time students have for rehearsals due to other extracurricular activities
such as sporting fixtures, service project groups, student council etc. Not to
mention balancing family responsibilities, homework, schedules, rehearsals
and struggling with adapting to middle/high school and/or a new school. Yet
theatre teachers are often asked to perform the magic trick of putting on a
spectacular production despite these and many other obstacles.
There’s often the issue of having little to none technical resources. Many
contributing teachers express the wish of having a larger theatre or even simply
a dedicated arts space. But as they say: necessity is the mother of invention like
e.g. Malina Patel at Pechersk School International who staged her production
of A midsummer night’s dream outdoors in the playground as the school lacks a
traditional performance facility. Or Catherine Rankin in her personal perspective
piece of ISTA, also lacking any facilities at the school where she was teaching
at the time, who describes how “the school hallways and canteens became a
Boal inspired Invisible Theatre piece”. The same can go for props. For The Visit,
Alan Hayes at the International School of Brussels asked the school community
to donate leftover packages and boxes. Kevin Burns at Istanbul International
Community School created the hairspray can in Hairspray using two hula hoops
as well as getting as many trashy celebrity magazines as possible for Love and
information to swamp the set with.
The importance of students feeling ownership of a performance is also
a recurring theme. Isabel Moreas, who at the time worked at Graded in
Sao Paulo, expresses it well when she writes: “By diving into the process so
intensively the student-actors owned their performances in such a brilliant
way that the final result was even more moving and aesthetically impacting
than I could have ever anticipated”. The formula sounds so simple: the more
active the participation of the students = the better the performance and
overall achievement. Yet the tricky navigation of creating engagement and
student-leadership while at the same time teaching theatre skills and putting
on a good production is not an easy one.
Another recurring obstacle is finding plays with enough parts for girls.
Thankfully, most schools take a non-Samuel Beckett stance (who strictly
forbade women from playing the roles of Vladimir and Estragon in Waiting
for Godot) on this and get creative when gender-bending the casting. The allfemale pirate crew in Taipei American School’s Peter Pan not only solved this
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problem but also “added an alternative spin on such a well-known musical”.
Michael Westberg at Jakarta Intercultural School writes about the frustration of
finding well-written, fun and interesting material for middle schoolers. “While
there are a lot of productions out there targeting this age group, I often find
them lacking the depth or sparkle I’m looking for - and often can’t imagine
living with the show for ten weeks without losing my enthusiasm for telling the
story.” Thankfully he found three which he has shared with us in this issue.
Allyn Rathus at Whitby School writes about doing plays that “requires its
actors to ask critical questions that risk their vulnerability”. Doing Oliver! her
student-actors explored how we define “right” and “wrong” and performing
Urinetown gave them “the opportunity to gain a perspective of the impact felt
when human rights are restricted”. Hairspray is another interesting example.
Kevin Burns at Istanbul International Community School writes that choosing
Hairspray was controversial as there were no “black” students in the cast
yet how this also lead to a discussion of skin colour and how the splitting
of identity can be transferred to other local and contemporary race issues.
Kelly Webber at the International School of Amsterdam is also a champion
of “productions that provide great platforms for continued conversation with
the cast”. In her case, doing Love and information, the cast were invited to
investigate how “plugged in” we are and how desensitised we have become –
all very relevant and universal issues.
In this issue of Scene three member teachers were also asked to share their
personal perspective on ISTA. Timothy Reid writes about the immense effect
participating at the New York TaPS has on his student, Sophie Galton describes
the immense rewards (even with the look of “ISTA exhaustion”) that come with
hosting an ISTA festival and Catherine Rankin how discussions with artists and
teachers at ISTA events gave her “the belief in myself to apply for the curriculum
review committee” and how ISTA has helped her develop professionally.
Personally, one of the most interesting parts was reading what everyone
would have done differently. There are some startling similarities which best
can be summed up as:
• keep cutting the script;
• schedule more rehearsals if you live in a tropical climate (or if you are
doing Little shop of horrors);
• do more character work with the students;
• frontload the audience especially if they mostly consist of non-English
speakers;
• never attempt to spray paint anything made of rubber.
Then why go through this struggle (apart from it frequently being part of
your job description)? This slog, stress and frustration that comes with putting
on a school theatre production? Rachel Ollagnon at Sturgis Public Charter
School East couldn’t have put it better. “The bond that develops when
working on a meaningful theatre production with a group of caring, talented
and hard-working students is difficult to put into words. As theatre teachers
and theatre lovers, I don’t think we can ask for much more.”
And with those closing words, I wish you a happy reading.

Emmy Abrahamson
Would you like to contribute to the 2015-2016 issues of Scene?
The 2015-2016 issues are going to take a closer look at the following themes:
1.

September 2015. Theatre and art – exploring the dynamic relationship
between theatre and art

2.

January 2016. It’s an outrage! – digging into provocative theatre

3.

May 2016. Stories and storytelling – investigating the importance and
benefits of storytelling

If you would like to contribute to any of the above please feel free to send an
email to: emmy@ista.co.uk.
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Whole school
productions

has created a culture around our productions; a
big musical in the fall and a smaller production in
the spring. Our current production had over 120
students auditioning for 28 roles and 255 students
applying for off stage crews. Our whole school
community gets behind each and every show.
One thing I would have done differently:
Throughout the process, we noted little things that
we could source out to student leaders and to our
parent association. For our current production, we
have taken those notes and added a few more off
stage crews to support.

British School New Delhi, India – Sophie
Galton
BREAKING GROUND based on school events
and the launch of the new building project. The
show was to celebrate the school’s 50th year.
Cast: Over 100 students, staff, parents, support
staff and alumni.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months. We started in
September and the show was in December.
Process: I scripted it but a lot came from the
students and staff who have been a part of The
British School over the years. We devised and
conducted questionnaires to get info and used
stories from the staff who have been here at the
school for many years. The process was often
cast and student-led as the show was about the
school and its history; we often made changes,
developed ideas and even cut out scenes as we
were going along. The process was like no other
show I had previously directed. Due to the nature
of the cast we often had to rehearse sections
before trying to place it all together. We also
had a lot of dance and a live band so they would
rehearse their sections and then we would try and
place it all together. We also rehearsed at school
but the performance was taking place in a hired
auditorium so the challenges of moving it to this
space a week before show night were huge and a
little stressful.
Most rewarding aspect: This was truly a whole
school community production. It was about the
school and its journey and it was a unique production
because of that. More importantly, it was a
celebration of the school and that’s what we enjoyed
the most about it. Everyone who was a part of it or
who came to see it found enjoyment in it.
Why we chose it: It chose me!
Response from the school community: They
loved it which was a huge relief for us.
One thing I would have done differently:
Probably been more organised (a weakness of
mine) and there were some scenes which I had
created right at the start of the process which
ended up being cut because they were just not
working. I wish I had kept them in.

International School Suva, Fiji – Alexandra
Karountzos
THE CREEPY ADDAMS by Luke Fuller based
on the 1960s classic and The Addams family
musical performed in Sydney’s Capitol Theatre,
featuring John Waters in 2013.
Cast: We had a cast of 44 males and females
which came from primary, middle and high school,
with an additional 56 crew members from high
school. Our youngest cast member was 9 and
our oldest was 18 years old. Our crew teams
came from secondary school ranging from years
6-12. It was led by two directors who were in
year 12: Tahi Izumi and Hannah Naiyaga. They
auditioned over 120 students through primary and
high school. From the moment the cast list came
out, the enthusiasm for the initial acting workshops
commenced. The directors researched possible
directorial approaches making sure that they could
get the best from their actors. They divided the
cast into two. Hannah worked with the Creep
family, which were a distorted mirror image of
the Addams family and Tahi worked with the
Addams cast. Every free moment was taken up by
rehearsals.
Duration of rehearsal: 16 weeks.
Process: Since 2008 the International School Suva
has worked on a leadership programme for school
productions. In The creepy Addams, students took
on roles as leaders of all the elements, director
and stage management. Each area had a teacher
mentor to support and reinforce the process. To
prepare for their roles as leaders, the students
were expected to research their job descriptions
and negotiate a contract with their mentors.
The actors followed their weekly schedules of
rehearsal during the first 10 weeks. By week 11 it
was expected that all the elements would come
together for full stage rehearsals. Set design kept
adding items to the stage until week 14. Costumes
and makeup joined them in week 15.The
performances were ready to go by the start of the
16th week.
Most rewarding aspect: I really enjoyed watching
how our students developed their skills in the
different areas of production. They soon learned
the necessity for research and the collaboration

Gems World Academy Dubai, United Arab
Emirates – Christy Cyr
SHREK THE MUSICAL based on the
DreamWorks, Animation motion picture and
book by William Steig. Originally produced on
Broadway by DreamWorks Theatricals and
Neal Street Production.
Cast: 78 secondary students (middle and high
school) and 20 primary students on stage, 207
students including off stage crews, 52 teacher
and parent supervisors over the course of three
shows, tech and dress rehearsals. The lead adults
included two directors, one stage manager, one
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backstage assistant, two dance instructors, one
music director and six musicians. We were quite a
crew! Shrek basically took over the school.
Duration of rehearsal: 12 weeks, 2 days a week
after school and 2-3 Saturdays a month.
Process: We began rehearsals straight away in
September and ran right through to our final
performance in November. The cast was divided
up into sub-groups (i.e. principles, guards, fairy
tale creatures etc) for rehearsals to maximise
scene and characterisation work. Saturdays were
for the whole cast to come together. About two
months out we began accepting applications and
putting together the support crews. The whole
production was student centred: from a student
director to student designed programmes. About
one month out crews started getting together to
design and practice hair, make-up etc. This was
about the time our front of house crew began
selling show programmes and our publicity crew
started to advertise. When tickets went on sale
we had a hard time keeping up. Our auditorium
of 650 sold out for all three nights! Show nights
were a magical time as the lobby and entrance
to the auditorium were transformed. The actors
- from Shrek, Donkey and Fiona, to the Fairytale
Creatures and Duloc Citizens, right down to the
cute little Dancing Rats (primary students) - lit
up the stage like nothing I’ve ever seen a school
production do before.
Most rewarding aspect: This was the first
production where we had a student leader in
charge of each crew. Our crews consisted of
backstage, front of house, publicity, programmes,
t-shirts, posters, sets, props, costume, tech, lights,
sound, make-up, hair, tickets and photography.
There was an adult assigned to each team then
a student leader who had the opportunity to
showcase their skills (both leadership and task
specific). The most rewarding part for me was to
see these students shine in their leadership roles.
We set high expectations for them and they went
well above and beyond.
Why we chose it: We mulled over a few options
for a while and this one just seemed to fit our
team as well as our school culture.
Response from the school community: GWA

was amazing. With such a large cast and crew, it
was inevitable that some hard decisions had to be
made but decisions were always respected and
reinforced by teacher mentors.
Why we chose it: During 2013, our senior
arts students went for a trip to Sydney, Australia
where they had the opportunity to view The
Addams family musical at the Capitol Theatre.
They were so impressed with the set design
and the representation of the stock characters
based on the 1960s TV show and came back to
Fiji with such enthusiasm. They thought about a
variety of shows they could do but discussions
always seemed to come back to the inspiration
of The Addams family. After many weeks of
storyboarding and collaboration between the
directors and the script writer the final script was
ready by early December.
Response from the school community: The
school community was very supportive and
enthusiastic about the production. I believe that
the closed set rehearsals added to the mystery of
the production and heightened the excitement.
In a small community, which is more exposed
to music and visual arts, it was wonderful to see
how supportive and excited they became with
our performance. The print media and radio
were involved in advertising the shows which ran
over two nights to a crowd of 500-600 people
each night. The feedback was very positive.
The students showed their preparedness and
confidence on both nights. News articles were
very complimentary.
One thing I would have done differently:
This was the first time we had two directors
working together. It was a challenge and we were
fortunate that they both collaborated well and
complemented each other in their roles. I don’t
believe that I would be confident in offering it to
two people again as it was inevitable that there
would be mixed messages delivered to cast and
crew at times.
Mont’Kiara International School, Malaysia
– Sterling Johnson, James Instone and Nia
Womack-Freeman
HAIRSPRAY JR. by Mark O’Donnell and
Thomas Meehan (book), Marc Shaiman (music),
Scott Wittman and Marc Shaiman (lyrics)
Cast: 50 student performers from our elementary,
middle and high school with additional students
helping behind the scenes.
Duration of rehearsal: 12 weeks.
Process: Hairspray Jr. is about social change and set
in Baltimore, Maryland in the United States in 1962.
It deals with the civil rights issues that were affecting
the country at that time between the white and the
black population as well as the perception of what
beauty is and who should be on television. It was
an adventure and challenge to put this show on due
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show like this) as well as a great music director
(Mr. James Instone) who was passionate about
“shaking it up in 1962!”.

to the multi-ethnic international community that we
draw from. We are a school which features a very
diverse student body and is in no way a “black” and
“white” American school (I myself am a Canadian).
This presented several interesting challenges. First
and foremost why do this show if it is not reflective
of the community we live and work in? There are
many answers to this question but the simplest and
main response is that the community wanted to do
this. This show was overwhelmingly the favourite
selected by our students and parents to perform as
our next show thus we choose to do it.
The next challenge was how exactly do we make
this work? I myself was pretty nervous about the
whole race issue but my colleagues, Nia WomackFreeman (who happens to be African-American)
and James Instone, were supportive and we
had many healthy discussions about how we
wanted to do this show and how we could make
it work. In the end we choose to cast the show
with the most suitable students who auditioned
regardless of their race, ethnicity, skin colour or
tone. They were the best actors available to us
for the part. Thus we had a young Caucasian
American Seaweed, a Malaysian Motormouth
Maybelle and Tracy, as well as many other
different nationalities and ethnicities scattered
through the cast. We separated the “black” and
“white” communities featured in the show by
character choices and costuming and I am proud
of this decision. I feel that ultimately the show
we did was intelligent, respectful of the source
material and most importantly reflective of our
community. The overriding message that I hope
was communicated was that we are very lucky
to be part of an inclusive community and not a
segregated one. In fact, on the back of our show
t-shirts we had the message “Integration Not
Segregation” which very much became the motto
of our show.
Most rewarding aspect: I think I was presented
with an opportunity to do a potentially difficult
and controversial show with the right people in
the right community (at the right time) and we
were able to pull it off. Students around the globe,
in local and international schools are constantly
having the conversation about identity and what it
means to be this or that and I am happy to have
contributed to that important conversation.
Response from the school community:
The response from the community was very
favourable. With tact, support and healthy
debate and conversation along the way I feel
this is a show that can be put on and done very
successfully in an international school community.
One thing I would have done differently:
It’s tough to say what I would change or do
differently, as I had the support of the community
and an excellent dance director in Ms. Nia
Womack-Freeman (which is vital in putting on a

Ruamrudee International School, Thailand
– Shorna Shand
42ND STREET by Michael Stewart and Mark
Bramble (book), Al Dubin (lyrics) and Harry
Warren (music)
Cast: The cast consisted of 25 females and
6 males. Alongside the cast there were 54
elementary singers and dancers, 18 stage wind
ensemble members and 3 pianists.
Duration of rehearsal: 7½ weeks.
Process: The process started with 2 hour
rehearsals, 4 days a week for leads, 3 days a week
for ensemble members. Students were divided
depending on scenes into a daily schedule, split
between acting, singing and dancing for the first
six weeks. After this, students were required
to attend as many rehearsals as possible. Also
cast members attended rehearsals on three full
non-school days. The last week and a half was
filled with full runs of the show with the main cast,
stage wind ensemble and elementary singers and
dancers. The final result was four shows over
two days, performing to over 1,000 audience
members. The students were committed and
excited throughout the process and extremely
focused and professional during the performance.
Most rewarding aspect: This year’s musical
required the leads to be able to sing, act and
dance which had not been done for several years
at RIS. Therefore throughout the audition stage
there were many students mentioning something
that they could not do: “I can’t act but I can
sing”, “I can’t sing but I can dance” etc. We were
worried and this was definitely a challenge. We
were able to give them a little push in the audition
stage and throughout the process to change
the “can not’s” to “can’s”. It’s always rewarding
standing backstage on the show days and watching
how much the performers have grown. For this
production I would say that the most rewarding
part was watching how they all worked together
to achieve their potential. Between runs I saw
students teach other students dance routines.
Backstage during the shows I watched performers
help the stagehands to change set quickly.
Their collaboration helped the show be a great
success and experiencing this would be the most
rewarding moment for me.
Why we chose it: RIS had not done a K-12
musical for over seven years and we wanted
to see if we could have all sections involved;
instrumental, choral, drama and dance together
for a show. Also we needed to find a musical
suitable for all ages; we were trying to avoid fairy
tales as well as teen themed productions as we
had touched on these topics in recent years.
Response from the school community: Very
well, we had many parents attend even though
the show was in the daytime. There were parents
from ES, MS and HS that came to support.
One thing I would have done differently: The
one thing that I would have done differently
would be providing an evening performance of
the musical. This would have given parents who
couldn’t attend in the day an opportunity to come
and watch the performance. Also I would have
invited other schools around Bangkok to come
and watch the show.
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Primary school
productions

International School of Stavanger, Norway
– Sandy Landis
GO FOR GOLD by Gawen Robinson and
SHAKESPEARE ROCKS! by Steve Titford
Cast: Flexible.
Duration of rehearsal: Ten weeks of three
meetings a week.
Process: Our primary drama team tends to
choose texts written for primary children which
always focus on a current event or on an issue
that is relevant for children of that age group.
Last spring our primary school produced Go for
gold, a children’s musical inspired by the World
Cup, an event dominating the news at the time
of production. The text is available from Musicline
and has flexible casting and minimal production
demands. The rehearsal period was approximately
ten weeks with two to three meetings a week.
Our goal was to get kids thinking and talking
and provide them with opportunities to express
themselves and learn in the process.
This year, we produced Shakespeare rocks!, a
musical exploring the life and plays of William
Shakespeare. This production provided a
foundational experience to prepare students for
a Shakespeare festival that we will be hosting
school-wide this spring. The text is available from
Musicline and has flexible casting and minimal
production demands. The rehearsal period is
approximately ten weeks with two to three
meetings a week.
Most rewarding aspect: Seeing students who are
given opportunities to take risks take them. Seeing
students who are given opportunities to shine
use them. Seeing students collaborate and work
together as a team.
Why we chose it: Flexibility in all things,
particularly cast size, as well as opportunities to
make the experience co-curricular.
Response from the school community: The
school community has responded consistently
positively.
Maadi British International School, Egypt –
Steven Williams
ALICE THE MUSICAL based on the original
story of Alice’s adventures in Wonderland by
Lewis Carrol. Adapted and dramatised by Mark
and Helen Johnson and Richard Davis.
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Cast: 110 students of mixed genders.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 weeks.
Process: At MBIS we are very lucky to be given
two full weeks off timetable to rehearse our
productions. Due to the large number of students
taking part all of the main characters/spoken parts
are given to year 5 students and years 3 and 4
do one dance each and form part of the chorus.
Each class teacher teaches their own class the
dances which is a real timesaver for those involved
in producing the production. We start to put
everything together towards the end of the first
week of rehearsals. The children begin to learn
the songs in music lessons at the start of the term
to make sure that they are fully prepared before
rehearsals. Auditions for main character parts take
place a few days before the rehearsals start. At
MBIS it really is a team effort. All of the teachers
and learning support assistants play a big part in
rehearsing the dances, painting the set, making

props, creating costumes, rehearsing dances and
giving their support during rehearsals and the
performances. We are also very lucky to have our
very own fulltime sound and light technician which
means that we can practice with microphones
and lights right from the onset. On the final day,
our dress rehearsal takes place in the morning
and is performed in front of the whole school and
parents who can attend. The evening performance
takes place on the same day and is open to the
entire school community.
Most rewarding aspect: The end result is always
the most rewarding part of any production for me,
seeing the children perform to the best of their
abilities after just two weeks of rehearsals. Another
rewarding point is the fact that we manage
to accompany all of the songs using our own
musicians, currently all year 7 students.
Why we chose it: I have always enjoyed the story
of Alice in Wonderland as a child and it still remains
a very popular story amongst children today.
Response from the school community: The
school community loved the performance. They
commented on how professional it was and
how well the children performed. They were
particularly impressed with the live band which was
made up of students from year 7.
One thing I would have done differently: I
probably would have cut out a few of the songs
and shortened the script slightly. The whole show
was just over an hour and a half which was a little
too long for the younger children in the audience.

Primary/
middle school
productions
Cevre College,Turkey - Seda Oz Cadirci
and Merve Şahlıoğlu
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL, JR. by David
Simpatico (playwright) and Bryan Louiselle
(composer)
Cast: 75 students: 68 girls and 7 boys from our
primary and secondary school.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 months with 2 hours a
week.
Process: As the English Musical Club of our
secondary school we perform a musical at the end

ISTA – a personal
perspective
By Sophie Galton
It was a cold, wet and windy day in South Yorkshire in 2004. I was in
my second year of teaching drama at a large secondary comprehensive.
I was fortunate to find myself working at a school that valued and actively
promoted the role of the arts in schools. My head teacher was an ex drama
teacher and as a result he was a keen activist in using drama more than just
“a chance to get the kids on stage”. We were initiating a pilot curriculum and
one that focused on using drama as a medium to teach and lead through a
number of subjects. There were lots of “planning” days, with great buffets
and a group of engaged, excited and hyper (coffee addicted) teachers
coming up with some brilliant teaching and learning ideas.
During one planning session we were introduced to an outside
consultant who would be working with us over the coming weeks. Into
the room walked Debbie Kidd. Fresh off the plane from Africa, apologising
for her absence due to something called an ISTA festival. I was intrigued.
What was ISTA? Why was it in Africa? I pressed for more information,
eager to know how we could be involved in such an exciting opportunity.
It was my first encounter with ISTA and a little ISTA seed had been planted
that would take a few more years to grow.
Fast forward to 2008. I had spent a year travelling (after taking a break
from teaching for bit), was keen to move overseas and felt that travelling
would lead me to my next job. I put my faith in fate and it thankfully paid off.
I was interviewed and appointed as drama teacher at The British School,
New Delhi. I flew in to sign the contract (sounds so glam) and came face
to face with banners and posters with the large print of ISTA. Here it was
again, this ISTA. As it turns out the school had just hosted a middle school
festival and I was literally arriving the day after the festival had ended. The
staff looked dreamily exhausted as I met a department who headed up the
arts in the school. The look of “ISTA exhaustion” was one I would become
very familiar with over the next few years. As I settled in my new job I finally
caught the ISTA bug when I attended our first TaPS in Malaysia that October.
It was a bubble of energy, fun and theatre for three whole days as we took
over a hotel in Penang. I met some wonderful artists, including the amazing
Sherri Sutton who “trained” me and thoroughly entertained me over three
days in the IB Theatre programme. It was such a wonderful festival and the
teachers and artists I met left me very much in awe of the ISTA family.
Back in Delhi, I discovered it was my turn to hold the ISTA mantle.
We were to host a festival. I was sent through the ISTA festival pack which
was to be my bible over the coming months; and I went about my way
planning and dreaming of the best festival ever. I am not going to lie; it
was exhausting, the last week in the run up to the festival was where
the energy (and coffee) really pushed me through. We had students and
artists flying in from all over the world. Flight schedules, artist bios, student
families hosting names, meals, transport, room booking, tents … the list

of each school year. In previous years we have
performed musicals like Mary Poppins, Oliver! and
Grease. Last year, we proudly performed High
school musical, Jr. We had two different groups
working on the same production: English drama
and modern dance. These two crowded teams
worked separately for about seven months and the
last two months we had rehearsals to put together
the play. The final production was full of great
movement, music, dance and, of course, some
teenage drama.
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was endless and my sleep was non-existent. The magic day I find is always
on that second morning. The students are all happy with their hosts, the
festival is running smoothly, you are in the thick of it all and it is working. It
is all going well and you can sit back and enjoy a cup of coffee (for about
60 seconds) basking in the festival.
We have not just hosted festivals, we have brought in ISTA artists to
work with IB Theatre groups, primary school classes and IGCSE Drama.
Whilst the festivals might be one of the biggest things ISTA does, there is a
wealth of other possibilities there to explore.
I have since hosted another ISTA festival, a Bonsai festival in
November 2014. We chose a smaller set-up this time: 40 students
from schools in Istanbul and Cairo. The students were older and the
theme more focused. Fenella Kelly and Chloe Keller were the leading
artists, taking students through Bogart and movement. The atmosphere
was intense and powerful and each artist brought with them a wealth of
experience, ideas and energy that allowed them to create some incredible
work in just three days. It was wonderful to sit and watch, listen and share
the work the students had done and the experience they had had coming
to India for the first time. It was an honour to be the person that hosted
that experience for them.
Sitting round the table during one of our evening meals, one of the
visiting teachers mentioned that they were thinking of hosting a festival
soon, however they had never done it before and had reservations. “Do
it!” I shouted (a little too loudly across the restaurant). “Yes, it is a lot of
work, yes, you are exhausted, yes, you will have a little moment where
you will go into the washroom and sob into your ISTA t-shirt from sheer
exhaustion; but no, you will not regret it!”
I find myself meeting people at ISTA events and sharing names and
stories with people who I have met through my ISTA years, getting hugs
from strangers who shout “that’s from Mark, he says hello, I just worked
with him in Singapore”. ISTA is a theatre family which is very welcoming
and supportive.
ISTA does a wonderful thing, bringing students, artists and teachers
together in such a creative and positive way. It reminds you that the
world, despite its size, is in fact very small. That the arts are a voice for
all and that we need to remind ourselves of that as much as we can,
especially in this digitally fast moving world we find ourselves in. As I
write this I am preparing to leave my current job. After seven years
out of the United Kingdom, we find it is time to return home. I was
delighted to hear that people applying for my post asked about ISTA. The
principle of the school was even prouder to be able to talk about our
positive relationship with ISTA and our work with the organisation with
prospective candidates.

Most rewarding aspect: We had a crowded
student group in this play so it was quite challenging
to set the scenes and put together the play.
However, seeing the final result made it all worth
it. It was wonderful to see lots of young artists and
dancers working together and doing their best.
Why we chose it: Having performed Grease the
previous year, we were looking for a play similar to
it and on the same theme. That’s why we decided
on High school musical, Jr. We liked it a lot because
we wanted to give our students the message

that being the popular kid in school doesn’t mean
everything and whatever is out there, they can still
go and chase their dreams.
Response from the school community: First of
all, we had a great response from the parents
of our cast and dancers. On the day of our final
performance, we had around 500 parents,
students and school teachers watching us.
The parents always supported us during our
long journey to the end. And after our final
performance, they were really proud of their kids.
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Middle school
productions
American School of The Hague, The
Netherlands – Caroline Hurd
H.M.S PINAFORE by librettist W.S. Gilbert and
composer Arthur Sullivan
Cast: 6 males (seven in the original) and 2
females (we created a couple of extra female
roles) and a large chorus of sisters, cousins, aunts
and sailors.
Duration of rehearsal: Our rehearsal period
lasted from the end of January through until
May – 14 contact weeks from auditions to
performance. We rehearsed 3 times a week for
1½ hours.
Process: As there is no copyright we put back
in dialogue, a number of the recitatives and a
few arias that were cut from the condensed
version. A live trio of piano, viola and clarinet/
bass clarinet accompanied these additions. We
also had to transpose quite a few numbers to fit
the students’ voices. We also speeded up some
of the orchestrated numbers – luckily with a
computer program such as Logic this can be done
without affecting the keys. We also made sure
every ensemble member had a moment and after
establishing a character for every member of the
cast the ensemble devised two extra scenes.
Most rewarding aspect: Seeing how the cast
and the audience (especially at an international/
American school) accepted and enjoyed this
100-year old British world and understood the
humour.
Why we chose it: We try and introduce the
students to a range of different types of shows original works, operettas, classic Broadway shows
and shows from the Broadway Junior collection
– including Disney musicals.
Response from the school community:
The audience responded positively, many of
them sharing that they had had doubts about
choosing such a show as they thought it might
be uninteresting or too outdated for today.
However, they were pleased to report that this
was definitely not the case. One of the magical
moments was walking home after a performance
when a large group of the cast cycled by singing
We sail the ocean blue at the tops of their voices.
One thing I would have done differently: The
only thing we would do differently next time is to
try and perform a preview in assembly time for the
elementary school and not only the middle school.
British International School Budapest,
Hungary – Katie Benson/Jon Spinks
FAME JR. conceived and developed by David
De Silva, book by José Fernandez, lyrics by
Jacques Levy and music by Steve Margoshes
Cast: Speaking roles: 7 male and 6 female. Of
these there are 5 female soloists and 2 male
soloists and an unlimited chorus.
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Duration of rehearsal: 4 months, 1½ hours a
week.
Process: We had a large cast of 40. The principal
roles were all middle school age and the chorus
from upper primary. We rehearsed weekly, with
additional dance sessions on weekends and solo
singing during break times. We held the final
performance at a local theatre as we do not have
a large performance space in school.
Most rewarding aspect: Some of our principal
characters were amazing and were able to
showcase their singing talents in particular. I also
liked the fact that the chorus had a very clear
defined role; they felt like they were a key part of
the cast.
Why we chose it: When discussing with some
of the students potential musicals one of them
suggested Fame. It has always been a show that
I wanted to direct but have been daunted in the
past about the dancing. I then saw that there
was a Junior version available. I had heard about
Broadway Junior but never staged one of their
shows before so this seemed like the perfect
opportunity.
Response from the school community: This
went down well with the school community with
many families attending the performances.
One thing I would have done differently: Not so
much something I would have done differently
but something to be aware of - with the kit
you receive there are CDs with lyrics as well as
backing tracks to help you learn the songs and
whilst these were useful there is no way we could
have done it without a strong musical director
breaking it down and teaching the songs to the
performers.
Dulwich College Shanghai, China –
Edward Hake
LORD OF THE FLIES by William Browning
Cast: 36 mixed cast. 2 main casts of 12 and a
chorus of 12. Both casts performed the same
show for two nights each.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 weeks.
Process: Sharing, demonstrating and peer
supporting.
Most rewarding aspect: Getting to know the

students and learning the process of putting on a
production in my new school.
Why we chose it: A play I have directed in the
past which was dark, moody and fun. Dealing
with issues relevant to children who sometimes
need to be careful what they wish for. I enjoy
total theatre, immersing the audience in the
environment of the production as if they are also
stranded on the desert island and hunting in the
jungle. We considered releasing mosquitos on the
audience but ran out of time…
Response from the school community: Positive
support from staff and management. Great
response from parents on the nights. A great first
production with both casts doing well.
One thing I would have done differently: Not
rehearse two casts. Not try to please everybody.
Graded, The American School of Sao
Paulo, Brazil – Isabel Moreas
HIDING IN THE OPEN by Kira Obolensky
Cast: The original script suggested 8-14 actors
but I worked with a group of 16 - this meant we
created some new characters to the story.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months.
Process: Together with my 16 student-actors,
we dug into our very own investigation of that
time period and what it was like to be a teenager
back in Poland in the late 1930s. While identifying
the specific aspects of that period, students
also realised that the conflicts and discoveries a
teenager goes through don’t vary that much. After
we had watched the opening scene of Spielberg’s
Schindler’s list together, I had my cast research and
design the costumes for each of the characters.
From the very beginning I decided that we would
stage the play in our black box theatre and that
there wouldn’t be a backstage – all actors would
be on stage the entire time – a hard and fantastic
exercise of what stage presence means for young
performers.
Most rewarding aspect: This was the most
intensive process I’ve ever been involved with in
my entire career as a teacher: pregnant, working
with an engaged group of student-actors that
I knew so well and on a play that addressed
fundamental human issues. By diving into the
process so intensively the student-actors owned

their performances in such a brilliant way that
the final result was even more moving and
aesthetically impacting than I could have ever
anticipated.
Why we chose it: The time to address a more
serious topic and to put on a production of a
dramatic play that so brilliantly touched on a
very well-known historical moment had arrived.
I was ready and I knew my students and our
community were ready for it. After three years
directing middle school plays at Graded, all of
them light-mooded tales, fantastic stories and
comedies, it was time to move forward and bring
a challenging piece to the table.
Response from the school community: Our
entire school community – students, teachers,
parents and administrators were impressed
by the students’ hard work, awareness and
commitment. Looking back at it, there’s nothing
I would have changed about the process – of
course it was not all roses, it was not always easy
but it turned out beautifully.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would try really hard to finish the process –
including the performances – before taking my
maternity leave. I had to leave one week before
the opening night and that broke my heart.

IELEV 125. Yil Schools, Turkey – Zuhal
Eren
HANSEL AND GRETEL AND THE CREEPY
WOODS by Jeannette Jaquish
Cast: 11 students: 2 boys and 9 girls.
Duration of rehearsal: Rehearsals took place
during the whole year round extracurricular club
time. My club is called English Drama Club and
ISTA. My students and I produce plays and get the
distinguished experience gained at an ISTA festival
each year.
Process: As English is the second foreign language
at my school, the students were initially a little
shy and insecure about their performances. To
help them gain as much confidence as possible
during the process I added songs and dance
performances as well as attractive audio-visual
effects into the play. During that process we also
participated in the Eden MS festival in Cornwall.
This represented the turning point for my
students. After the festival they came back home
with their heads full of new ideas for acting and
staging. They also put forward very to-the-point
suggestions for the script, such as some chants
and songs they had learned at the festival. I was
cool with all of them. In the end it turned out to
be their play which I was so happy with for all the
educational purposes. They were a very proud
cast and I was a proud director.
Most rewarding aspect: I thought it was a very
good example of a student-centred educational
www.ista.co.uk

process. I also learned by experience that if the
students take active part in their production they
also take a stronger ownership of it and the result
turns out to be most rewarding.
Why we chose it: I work in a German-medium
school where English is the second foreign
language. As last year was my first at this school
I didn’t initially have a clear idea of the students’
level of English in grade 6. Therefore, I thought
of finding a play which the students were already
familiar with. And then I came across Hansel and
Gretel and the Creepy Woods and said: “That’s it!”
Response from the school community: Our
performance was loved and praised by all the
school community and it received so many
compliments.

International School Manila, The
Philippines – Catherine Rankin
SEARCHING FOR HEROES by Tony Horitz
(renamed YOU, ME AND MRS. JONES)
Cast: 2 main, 38 small speaking roles and lots of
opportunities for extras. We had 90 on stage.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months.
Process: After auditions for the speaking roles
we ran ensemble building workshops, including a
four-hour Saturday basic skills kit for the students.
This allowed all the year levels to mix and get
to know each other. Then rehearsals happened
twice a week with a couple of Saturday sessions.
Each rehearsal started with a basic movement
warm up, ensemble building exercise and voice
then onto the text. We had two sets of leads with
each performing twice. The play culminated in
two matinees and two evening performances. As
it was based around heroes we had a trailer of
rehearsals, posters asking “Who is your hero?”, a
large poster of superheroes with their heads cut
out and t-shirts which said: “I am cast/crew– what
is your superpower?”.
Most rewarding aspect: It was wonderful to
see all year levels mixing together and working
together as a team whether cast or crew. We also
had a chant which I still hear the student saying.
Why we chose it: It is a fun play with a social
message about believing in yourself. It only lasts
one hour which works well for younger students
and it works with all types of audiences. It is easy
to direct as it is divided into vignettes. It allows
for simple staging and it allowed me to get a large
number of students on stage.
Response from the school community: Very
positive – there were lots of comments on how
it was the perfect length with a bit of everything. I
even added in a dance sequence.
One thing I would have done differently: Have
a meeting with parents about the importance of
students attending rehearsals.

International Community School of Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia – Jo King
HAMLET, ZOMBIE KILLER OF DENMARK by
Chris Stiles
Cast: 12-20.
Duration of rehearsal: Between 8-12 weeks and
between 3-6 hours per week after school.
Process: Final results are usually excellent.
Student performers show high levels of
confidence and give engaging performances
on both nights. We had full houses on both
nights. The process can be challenging for some
students in terms of line-learning and busy after
school schedules as well as absences/missed
rehearsals. Our larger performance/multipurpose spaces prove challenging to younger and/
or less confident students on the projection front.
Availability of rehearsal space(s) and preparation
time on actual stage with full set up is also a
challenge. Windy weather, cold outdoor spaces
and unpredictable rains always give directors the
jitters as we draw close to performance nights.
Most rewarding aspect: Confidence and
commitment levels of students increased
significantly from audition to performance.
Engagement and ownership of the productions
is very high e.g. completely student-led design,
backstage and production teams. Students
developed leadership qualities and really took on
responsibilities with a high level of maturity.
Why we chose it: Play choices are usually based
on student interest, staff interest and available
student ensembles and design body.
Response from the school community: Very well.
One thing I would have done differently: Had
another week or two of rehearsal time. Had a
large, indoor theatre/dedicated arts space.
International School of Brussels, Belgium
– Carl Robinson
FRAMED a devised performance
Cast: 15 students, no gender specific demands.
Duration of rehearsal: 25 hours spread across
6 weeks.
Process: Each autumn semester we audition
students to be part of our devised performance
project. In the workshop auditions we look for
creative ideas, flexible performers and most of all
good collaborators. Each year we start with a title
and a theme, this year the title was Framed and
the theme was a murder mystery.
From that theme, we then take the strategy
of “directive-response-response” (Goat Island
Performance Group talk about this idea in their
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fantastic book Small acts of repair) which basically
works like this: students are presented with a
stimulus (the directive) which they respond to in
whichever way they want; with a written text,
a picture, some movement or a song which
captures some of their ideas. They then present
these responses to the ensemble. Somebody in
the ensemble or a small group then responds to
this with another response of their own. We then
do it all again with a different stimulus. Through
this method we explore for the first part of the
rehearsal period until characters, storylines and
themes start to emerge. We then connect similar
or conflicting characters into scenarios and try
to draft possible scenes/events that could take
place. Then after around ten hours of rehearsals
we all get together around a whiteboard and
start to highlight possible connections between
all the material that has been created. From this
we decide on a loose plot for the piece and try to
fit the characters that have begun to be created
into that plot. Then it’s a case of developing and
problem-solving to make it all into a cohesive story.
Our story finally ended up being based
around the death of a scientist who worked for a
pharmaceuticals company. He and his partner had
been developing a cure for a disease which the
company was making a lot of money treating with
their meds when he had been mysteriously killed.
The race was then on to cover up the murder
and find his partner before she revealed the truth
to the world. With Framed this year we also
took on the challenge of making a promenade
performance in which the audience views the
action through large, empty picture frames which
are held up by the stage-hands at each location.
The piece took place both inside, in five different
rooms, and outside too.
Most rewarding aspect: Devising a performance
like this in such a short time can be a challenge.
Every rehearsal is intense and students have
to work under pressure for the entirety of the
production period but in the end they have
such an investment in the process. Working
collaboratively and following the “directiveresponse-response” method means that every
student is inextricably linked to all parts of the
performance. The ownership over ideas does not
lie with a director but with each and every person
in the team and it is this that is most rewarding
about devising.
Why we chose it: The plot was gripping, full of
twists and turns, through which each character’s
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own journey was told. As well as that, because
we weren’t following a pre-defined script, our
promenade was tailored specifically to the great
spaces we have at our disposal (in our studios,
backstage and outside in our enchanting forest) so
the experience for the audience was a rich and
exciting one.
Response from the school community: From
an audience member’s perspective the piece was
refreshingly original but more importantly from
a parent’s perspective it was wonderful to see
a performance created entirely from scratch by
their children.
One thing I would have done differently:
We performed the piece four times to fifteen
audience members each showing, totalling at sixty
people who were able to see it. Knowing how
much effort and energy went into the production
I wish we had put on at least another couple of
showings but it’s always tough with scheduling
shows. Students just have so many extracurricular
things going on.

International School of Stavanger – Sandy
Landis
CAMP ROCK, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JR,
SEUSSICAL JR, ARABIAN NIGHTS, A LITTLE
PRINCESS, MY SON PINOCCHIO, THE WIZ
Cast: Flexible.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 weeks. Four meetings a
week including exploratory class.
Process: Our annual middle school musical is a
co-curricular programme which we offer through
our exploratory programme (weekly ungraded
classes offering exploration of a skill or topic in
which our teachers have expertise). Our students
meet during the school day once a week for
one quarter (approximately eight meetings) and
outside of school three times a week for the same
period. During quarter 3, we run exploratories
almost exclusively for the annual musical so they
emerge as, essentially, specialised ensembles
including cast, instrumentalists, set-building, art
and design, publicity, backstage/properties and
tech. Toward the end of the process, we add a
front of house crew and a high school-led make
up crew. Our participation level for these projects
tends to be about 80% of students and staff in
the middle school which makes it a true team
collaboration.
In terms of shows we tend to choose crowdpleasing, family-friendly musicals. We have just
completed Camp rock: the musical which is highenergy and good fun for this age group. In 2014
and 2013, we tried junior versions of Beauty
and the beast and Seussical respectively both
of which were quite a good fit for our middle
schoolers. The draw-back of the junior versions

however is that they require pre-recorded
musical accompaniment rather than providing
orchestration and we prefer to use live music
and student instrumentalists when possible in
our middle school productions. All three of these
texts are demanding particularly vocally for middle
schoolers but they are also very accommodating
in terms of roles, cast sizes and role assignments.
Because we have an all-inclusive policy, with no
selective casting, flexibility is key for our choices.
Other productions we’ve done in recent
years which have all been effective options for
middle school include My son Pinocchio, The
Wiz, Arabian nights and A little princess. Again,
we found these to be effective choices for our
students. Each provides for the flexibility needed
for a middle school production.
Most rewarding aspect: Seeing students who are
given opportunities to take risks take them. Seeing
students who are given opportunities to shine
use them. Seeing students collaborate and work
together as a team.
Why we chose it: Flexibility in all things
particularly cast size as well as opportunities to
make the experience co-curricular.
Response from the school community: The
school community has responded consistently
positively.
Jakarta Intercultural School, Indonesia –
Michael Westberg
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM by William
Shakespeare
We composed the musical elements of the script
and used Balinese music for change of scene.
Cast: 20+ mixed cast.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks for a one hour
show.
Process: I placed the setting of the play
in Indonesia and the design and costumes
represented different areas of the country: royal
court and the crude mechanicals - Javanese, fairy
kingdom – Balinese and I replaced Bottom’s ass
head with a frightening Balinese mask with donkey
ears.
Most rewarding aspect: It was very exciting to
see the students get “turned on” to Shakespeare.
But the most rewarding part of this show for me
was bringing in local street children to help paint
the set which I based on a painting done by one
of the street kids. I then auctioned off sections of
the set as individual paintings. The raised funds
were donated to KDM, the organisation that
takes in the street kids and educates/trains them.
The entire experience was a dream come true
and ranks as one of the top of my directing career.
Why we chose it: I had always dreamed of
directing this play with middle school kids but
hadn’t found an adaptation that I liked. Finally I
asked my playwright sister, Chris Westberg, to
write the adaptation for me focusing on the love
and magical elements of the story.
Response from the school community: Hugely
successful, encore performances requested for
elementary school community.
One thing I would have done differently: Can’t
think of anything.
BAH HUMBUG! by Rebecca Ryland (book) and
Bill Francoeur (music and lyrics)
Cast: Large, mixed gender cast.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks for a one hour

show.
Process: Rehearsals were divided into staging,
choreography and music sessions. We had four
performances.
Most rewarding aspect: This adaptation includes
many female roles.
Why we chose it: I had always wanted to do A
Christmas carol and had searched for a middle
school friendly version (no longer than an hour
long, numerous roles for girls etc). This adaptation
includes some of the main roles re-written as
women’s parts (e.g. Bob Cratchit is now Beth
Cratchit). The music is sweet and memorable.
Response from the school community: Huge
success!
One thing I would have done differently: Not
sure what I would have done differently but one
of the big challenges for me was to ignore some
of the historical inaccuracies created by changing
male roles to female roles.
FINIAN’S RAINBOW JR. by Burton Lane
(music), Yip Harburg (book and lyrics),
Fred Saidy (book) and Deena R. Harburg
(adaptation)
Cast: Large cast (20+), mixed gender, many
female roles.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks.
Process: Due to the heavy choreography
and music demands of the show I began with
rehearsals focusing on music and choreography
only for the first four weeks. Then added staging
rehearsals.
Most rewarding aspect: Having the kids learn
about the period (1940s) and the social and
economic issues that existed during the time in
the south. I also involved the street children from
our service partner, KDM, to paint the set.
Why we chose it: The show is full of wonderful
music.
Response from the school community: Will
have been performed on 13th and 14th March
2015.
One thing I would have done differently: I
probably should have scheduled a 12 week
rehearsal period instead of the normal 8-10
weeks. We had many missed rehearsals due to
heavy rains and other disruptions which impacted
the readiness for opening.

Koc School, Turkey – Vuslat Ciggin
THE HILARIOUS HISTORY OF THE TROJAN
WAR by D.M. Larson
Cast: 35, mixed gender.
Duration of rehearsal: October- March, every
Friday from 2:00-4:30pm.
Process: Although we got interrupted with
some unexpected snow days we were able to
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complete our production to be shown on the
promised date.
Most rewarding aspect: Seeing how the kids
become a real “drama family” during the process
and the synergy they have is so rewarding and
exciting.
Why we chose it: It is an Anatolian story and
an important part of mythology. The story takes
place in Çanakkale which is a Turkish city and the
play is really “hilarious”. It has a flexible cast and it
is very easy to add music and dancing to it.

Overseas School of Colombo, Sri Lanka –
Rachel Jackson
WOLF BOY by Peter Charlton
Cast: 10 students.
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 12 weeks.
Process: The entire performance was
approximately 40 minutes long.
Most rewarding aspect: There was a wide range
of skill and competency between the ten students
but the use of chorus allowed those that felt
less comfortable to work alongside others. The
audience’s response to the work of chorus was
extremely positive and I was pleased with this
because the students had worked so hard. There
were a lot of lines, difficult cues and reactions.
Why we chose it: This came as a
recommendation from a peer during an MYP
conference. It was accessible, short and fitted the
group that I had to work with well.
Response from the school community: As
mentioned above, the reaction to the play’s
imaginative use of the chorus was well received
as well of the storyline and themes. Up until that
point, the middle school productions had involved
all students in grades 6–8 and so had been long
and not as well rehearsed due to time constraints.
However, now rehearsals happened after school
rather than during curriculum time so there was
an opportunity for students to volunteer to be a
part of the production and for a more focused
exploration of the text to take place.
One thing I would have done differently:
Incorporated more use of sound/music.

Duration of rehearsal: 6-8 weeks.
Process: Ensemble and physical theatre work.
The ensemble all worked as one to sing the song
we wrote about Sadako.
Most rewarding aspect: A wonderfully rewarding
process for the cast and crew involved. As the
director I was keen to use this touching story
as a learning tool for the students involved and
explore Hiroshima in 1945: how the countries
and families were affected, what an atomic bomb
is and how this was the beginning of the end
of World War Two. I also wanted to integrate
multimedia (actual video, photos and sound
footage) which worked really well to take the
audience to that time and place.
Why we chose it: I wanted to explore the
human spirit – how it adapts, grows and loves in
every part of the world in time of pain or in time
of peace. The process of bringing the production
to life has been a discovery of emotions and
historically based stories for both the cast and
crew. The story of Sadako that juxtaposes the
horrors of war with the celebratory spirit of
hope from a young girl stricken with leukaemia
as a result of the atomic bomb. With optimism
she began to fold 1,000 paper cranes so that
according to legend the gods would grant her a
wish and make her well.
Response from the school community:
Wonderful. And we involved much of the middle
school as they were all taught and asked to make
2-3 paper cranes that we then hung in the theatre
auditorium.
One thing I would have done differently:
The vocal and soundscape chorus I created
really could have been effectively done with the
other chorus members. I was trying to include
maximum potential of students but they had a lot
of down time.

Presbyterian Ladies College, Australia –
Liane Campbell
A THOUSAND CRANES by Kathryn Schultz
Miller
Cast: 3-10 but I managed to expand the cast to
42 students using them as different choruses: a
physical theatre troupe, musicians and also as a
soundscape chorus. As we are an all girls’ school
we only cast females and they also played the 2
male roles (Kenji and Father). Sadako needs to be
a strong performer who oozes optimism. She has
the bulk of the lines.
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6 students in the first production of the year.
Some struggled with adapting to middle school,
balancing homework, schedules and rehearsal.

Shanghai American School, China –
Juanita McGarrigle
ZOMBIED by Mary McMahon and Don
Woodward
Cast: 18 with extras.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 weeks, 4 rehearsals a
week, 2 weekend dates and 3 performances.
Process: 3 performances: Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Overall attendance 750+ over the
three days. Students sign a contract with their
parents prior to auditions stating that they will
attend all rehearsals.
Most rewarding aspect: I had a large group
of new to theatre students who had to learn
the roles of being a cast member, how to work
backstage, how to learn lines and all that comes
along with being a newbie. It was a struggle in
the beginning as 70% of the cast was new to
the whole experience. We swear an oath not to
reveal anything of the show to parents or friends
so that when the parents arrive they have the
special surprise of seeing their children on stage in
new ways. The most rewarding part was seeing
students pleased with their performance and the
audience’s reactions to their abilities on stage and
when their parents were amazed at their work.
Additionally, I feel proud of knowing that they
worked to their best ability.
Why we chose it: I chose it due to an October
production date and I wanted something that
would be a little Halloween type theme. It had
zombies in it and that helped us get creative with
makeup, costumes and lighting. We used limited
set pieces and involved a lot of tech theatre
effects to create the mood and atmosphere for
the show.
Response from the school community: It was
very well received with great compliments on
the stage presence and acting abilities of middle
school kids.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have chosen a later production date if
possible. The grade 6 students coming in were
very young and did not grasp the full nature of a
rehearsal schedule. I would try for a production
date later in the year or limit the amount of grade
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Taipei American School, Taiwan –
Georgina Christou
PETER PAN by Piers Charter Robinson based
on a novel by J.M. Barrie
Cast: Over 80 cast members (22 males). Great
potential for a large ensemble with regards to the
pirates and the lost boys.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months.
Process: If you intend to use flying there are a
couple of companies to consider. We used Flying
by Foy. Lots of planning in advance needed to
schedule the companies to visit and shipping of
equipment. Flying by Foy also choreographed the
fight scenes that involved flying.
Most rewarding aspect: I loved the fact that
we decided to cast the pirates exclusively as all
females. This added an alternative spin on such
a well-known musical. We also agreed that
Tinkerbell would be a female actor rather than a
light which is how she is traditionally portrayed.
Why we chose it: Primarily because the
community in Taipei and TAS students would be
familiar with the story but also because of the
potential for a large ensemble.
Response from the school community:
Amazing. A month before tickets went on sale we
realised that we would definitely be sold out (the
previous year had been a sell-out) so we added
another evening performance.
TASIS, The American School in England –
Nikki Holdaway
SEUSSICAL by Stephen Flaherty (book and
music) and co-conceived by Eric Idle
Cast: 25... animal cast and although there is a love
story between a male elephant and female bird we
played it with two females and it was fine.
Duration of rehearsal: 9 weeks with rehearsals
over 4 nights each week (90 minutes each night).
Process: Although we rehearsed four days a week
we could only call the majority of the cast for
two days (a requirement of our MS after school
activities). We had to be very organised to ensure
this could happen and that our rehearsals had the
right actors present. We have a choreographer,
Kay Harding, and she played a large role in the
process as the text is entirely sung and there are
many funky songs and dances. The lighting plot
was crazy - we had well over one hundred light
cues. We used our scrim and projected the Who’s
and Vlad Vladicoff onto it as well as projecting light
behind it to represent Whoville.
Why we chose it: We chose this piece for a few
reasons: we have a lot of girls audition and much

fewer boys. We are always looking for girl heavy
plays. Also, the content was very appropriate for
middle school. Too much emphasis on a love
interest can be difficult for this age. Also, we
always want to vary our choices, jump around
the musical theatre genre in terms of style,
period, story and music. Lastly, although at an
international school you are never sure who will
be at school the following year, we do try to think
about the talent that we have and what might be
an appropriate challenge for this group.
Response from the school community: We
performed over two days with two performances
on the Saturday. They were incredibly well received
and it was lovely because many of our lower school
students were able to come along and enjoy the
production. A true community event.
One thing I would have done differently:
One thing I would have done differently would
be to integrate the multimedia aspects of our
show sooner into the rehearsal process. We
encountered some issues with the projections
and with the light behind the scrim after we had
blocked and rehearsed these sections. It meant
we had to either make-do or find time to alter
things quite late into the process.

Whitby School, United States of America
– Allyn Rathus
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM by William
Shakespeare
Cast: My cast is 30 students. For the first time I
chose to split the cast in two and alternate their
performances.
Duration of rehearsal: We rehearsed twice a
week for three months.
Process: We began our rehearsal process with a
workshop led by the NYC-based theatre company
Third Rail Projects. They produced the acclaimed
NYC production of Then she fell, an immersive
theatre project based on the story of Alice in
Wonderland. During this workshop my students
interacted with an audience in new and interesting
ways, moved an audience from one performance
location to another and learned how to use the
architecture of three performance spaces to their

fullest capacities. We’ve kept this exploration alive
throughout our rehearsal process. We decided
that we want more from our audience than to be
auditors. We want an audience that feeds off of the
energy of the actors and takes the risk to participate
as much as the players themselves. We decided
that this is the magic of our production and that we
want our community to feel like they can join us in
making magic.
Most rewarding aspect: I am absolutely giddy
about my Midsummer cast’s goal to rouse
imaginations and allow them to run wild. They
want to capture their audience in the play’s maze
of desire - a desire so intense that it drives its
servants to turn reality upside down. They want
their audience to consider where this reality might
end and where the magic might begin. They want
them to consider what might be an illusion and
what, if anything, might be a dream.
Why we chose it: When I was in middle school
my family and I ran in to a production of A
midsummer night’s dream in Washington Square
Park. As part of this experience we journeyed
through Washington Square Park with this
production. I’ll never forget how free the actors
were as they jumped on, in and around the
architecture of the park. Above all, I remembered
their fearlessness when I was selecting a play
for more than thirty fearless Whitby actors. A
midsummer night’s dream was a most obvious and
most magical choice.
Age twelve marked my first involvement in
immersive theatre and I’ve continued to be
passionate about the genre as it has become
more mainstream with productions like Sleep no
more, Queen of the night, Then she fell and Tales
from the bad years. Since becoming a director I’ve
wanted to produce an experience during which
an audience is physically thrown into the world
of a play. I’ve craved the opportunity to facilitate
the colliding and combining of the worlds of the
actors and the audience. And I’ve been fascinated
by the thought of watching the roles that the
audience will decide to play when they become a
part of the action.
Response from the school community: This
production hasn’t been performed yet but there’s
great excitement surrounding it. I’m very fortunate
to be among a school administration, faculty,
students and parents that embrace the innovation
that I try to bring to the arts department.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have loved to add more technology to
this production in the form of social media. I
teach students who would have enjoyed creating
character profiles and working in role to write
trailers leading up to performances. I hope to do
something like this next year.
OLIVER! by Lionel Bart based on Charles
Dickens’ Oliver Twist
Cast: The cast was comprised of 27 middle
school students, grades 5-8 (ages 10-14). The
cast was co-ed.
Duration of rehearsal: We rehearsed two times
a week for just under three months.
Process: The famous director Anne Bogart wrote
about the importance of putting “‘a fire’ under
clichés in order to bring them to life”. I chose to
direct Oliver! because its characters and socioeconomic context are timeless and I wanted to
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“put a fire under” them in this time and this place
to show that they are still very much alive. I used
contemporary costumes and materials in order to
support the endurance of the characters and the
setting.
In my work I don’t play it safe. At Whitby
we don’t play it safe. We take risks and then
challenge ourselves to take greater ones. Oliver!
requires its actors to ask critical questions that risk
their vulnerability. The most important of these
questions has to do with morality since so many
of the musical’s characters can be described as
dishonourable and unethical. The actors explored
how we define “right” and “wrong”, and whether
morality is “black” and “white.” Their conclusion
was that morality is not “black” and “white”.
Rather it includes many shades of grey.
Because of the link between morality and
Oliver! I chose to direct it in a Brechtian or Epic
Theatre style. The purpose of the Epic Theatre
movement was not for viewers to undergo
catharsis but rather to self-reflect and form
personal interpretations of the action on stage.
I decided that it was important to make the
actors a part of the audience so that they could
adopt their own critical views of the scenes that
they watched and take action (in role as their
characters) to support their perspectives. I asked
my audience to do the same. I asked them to
reflect on morality as it exists within the musical
and as it relates to social, economic and political
issues of today. And I asked them to risk their
own vulnerability by considering what their
findings might tell them about their own lives.
Most rewarding aspect: I was proud of the strong
ensemble that developed during rehearsals and
performances of Oliver!. I was able to establish a
safe and sustainable learning community among
a group of students of different ages and different
social groups. They were supportive of each other
and worked productively with each other. Because
of their collaboration we were able to discuss
why we were performing Oliver!. We were able
to discuss the importance of highlighting human
behaviours typically considered unsavoury and we
examined the categorisation of these behaviours
with honesty and open-mindedness.
Response from the school community: Our
school community was thrilled with the risks that
were taken. They were thrilled to watch their
students and children sing and dance on stage for
the first time in Whitby history and they were in
awe of their reflections on what it meant to be a
part of the production.
ROMEO AND JULIET by William Shakespeare,
adapted for the National Theatre by Carl Heap
and further adapted for Whitby School by Allyn
Rathus
Cast: The cast was comprised of 30+ middle
school students, grades 5-8 (ages 10-14). The
cast was co-ed.
Duration of rehearsal: We rehearsed two times
a week for approximately four months.
Process: Romeo and Juliet was the first
Shakespeare play that I read. And Baz Luhrmann’s
onscreen adaptation of Romeo and Juliet was the
first film that I truly fell in love with. I thought that
I fell in love by imagining a handsome “Romeo”
and subsequently meeting him in the form of
Leonardo DiCaprio. But throughout the past

eighteen years since the film’s release I’ve realized
that Leo was only the tip of the iceberg for me.
What I really fell for was the idea of “Romeo”
and “Juliet” as vehicles for change. Both “Romeo”
and “Juliet” seem wise beyond their years and
their love seems more mature than a love
shared between teenagers can possibly be. Yet
it is these two young people that are the most
rational and most insightful in the play and the
power of their love brings peace to a city plagued
by years of feuding between their two families.
Although the urge to direct Romeo and Juliet has
been with me since I began to teach and direct
young actors there is a reason why I waited to
stage the adaptation that we performed. I waited
for the right time, the right school and the right
group of students to bring it to life. I waited for a
community unafraid to approach the fear, chaos
and love so often associated with change. And
I waited for moments in the state of our union
and the state of the world during which hope and
change could be characterised as a chain linking
many young people together.
The Whitby community understands that
young people have the ability to affect change.
We watched young Americans vote en masse
for Barack Obama in 2009 and 2012. We are
watching young Israelis and Palestinians use
music as a social movement against conflict.
And we are watching young Ukrainians protest
against corruption and inequality. Change can
be bloody and it can be terrifying. But the cast
of our Romeo and Juliet decided that it can also
provide a freedom that brings more joy than can
be described.
Many roles in this production were played
by multiple actors. My intention was to show the
different sides of these characters and how they
come together as a whole to express their ideals.
I asked my audience as they watched Romeo
and Juliet to consider whether their ideals which
are shared by many contemporary figures could
conquer reality.
Most rewarding aspect: I loved watching the
empathy that my cast showed their characters
and each other. They were very aware of
the relationships that exist between the play’s
characters and they used the weight of these
relationships to bond with each other. I am also
proud of my students’ proficiency (as Shakespeare
novices) at decoding Shakespearean language.
They merged their world with Shakespeare’s
language and they found both the humour and
the beauty in his words.
Response from the school community: Our
Romeo and Juliet was a musical. It included more
than a dozen popular songs from the 1960s
through today. The audience was mesmerised
by the connections between the music and the
text. And they were blown away by the sounds
that came from our students and the rock band
that accompanied them. Again, they appreciated
the risks that were taken to set this adaptation of
Shakespeare’s classic and tragic love story apart
from others.
URINETOWN by Greg Kotis (book and lyrics)
and Mark Hollmann (lyrics and music)
Cast: My cast was 30 students. Because of the
growing number of male students interested in
theatre at Whitby I changed a couple of roles
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from female to male.
Duration of rehearsal: We rehearsed twice a
week for three months.
Process: Whitby’s young people crave the
chance to affect change. Although Urinetown is a
fictional dark comedy its socio-economic premise
is real. We spoke about how governments are
frequently accused of being influenced by large
corporations and the argument that the “average”
citizen pays the price. Regardless of any political
parties that we subscribe to we realised that
our country is affected by lobbyists, allegations
of businesses profiting from war, allegations of
health care profits motivating corporations and
businesses profiting from our children’s education.
Through our rehearsals and performances
Urinetown gave our students the chance to
consider what it might be like to be a part of
such circumstances. Urinetown gave them the
opportunity to see what it might be like to be a
part of a company that imposes financial penalties
and charges on basic human rights. Their learning

journey through this production gave them the
opportunity to gain a perspective of the impact
felt when basic human rights are restricted.
Most rewarding aspect: I teach inquiring, risktaking and caring young people. Not only did
this cast ask critical questions and take physical
and emotional risks they took care of each other
throughout our rehearsal and performance
process. This cast bore their hearts and their
voices on our Whitby stage. But, more admirably,
they bore their perspectives on a world that
denies some of its people the rights that provide
them with dignity and grace.
Why we chose it: I saw Urinetown on Broadway
during my third year of college. I had never
seen such a unique musical. I had never seen
such edgy and humorous content, such bold
characters, such fun being had on stage.
“Unique”, “edgy”, “humorous”, “bold” and “fun”
are totally descriptive of the group of students for
whom I chose to direct this musical. The group
of students in Urinetown needed a show that was

gritty. They needed a show with an exciting hook.
They needed a musical score full of memorable
and varied melodies. They needed a show with
a hero. They needed a show with heart. They
needed a show with humour. They needed a
show with lots of bad guys. And they needed a
show that they felt was important.
Response from the school community: We are
so fortunate to have a community that embraces
challenges and risk-taking. Not only did our
community attend Urinetown in masses, they
asked its cast members about the changes that
they would make to this fictional (and to our real)
world. In this way they kept the production alive
after our performances.
One thing I would have done differently: Had
there been enough time during our rehearsal
process I would have encouraged students to add
directorial input to our production. I would have
loved to include their staging ideas and I would
have loved to watch them guide each other more
in their discovery of their characters.

LEATSS 2015
A week-long residential theatre summer school revolving entirely around
project work for acting, directing and musical theatre students
The 2015 Luxembourg European Annual Theatre Summer School, our 28th
since the establishment of the summer school on mainland Europe, will be held
from Saturday 25th July to Sunday 2nd August inclusive at the Clairefontaine
Centre d’Accueil on the border between Luxembourg and Belgium.
2015 will be the 90th anniversary of the founding of the original summer school
in England, and to mark this occasion, LEATSS will be offering, in addition to the
summer school, a series of 3 two-day workshop courses based on Richard III.
Tutors will include: Janice Dunn, Helen Ireland, Mitch Michelson (Summer School)
Mike McCormack, Graeme Du Fresne, Lawrence Evans (Workshop courses)
For full information on LEATSS please consult www.leatss.lu
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Middle/high school
productions

American International School of
Bucharest, Romania – Leah Bramley and
Danielle Pullar
LOVE ETC An evening of one act plays: The
Seussiﬁcation of Romeo and Juliet by Peter
Bloedel, The 9 worst breakups of all time by Ian
McWethy and Sixty second singles by Jon Jory
Cast: Each play can be as large or as small as
you like. The 9 worst breakups of all time and
Sixty second singles need a balance of males and
females.
Duration of rehearsal: 6 weeks.
Process: We rehearsed the three plays separately
and then they only came together on the night.
Most rewarding aspect: The Seussification of
Romeo and Juliet was such a fun play and full
of colour and physicality. The students loved
dressing up and being completely over the top.
The 9 worst breakups of all time was a quirky script
where the high school students could create
their own interpretation of characters and have
fun with it. Sixty second singles allowed a large
number of teachers and parents to be involved in
very short scenes so they didn’t have to learn too
many lines and we didn’t need much rehearsal
time. For a number of people it was their first
time on stage and it was a great first experience
for them.
Why we chose it: Wanted to involve as many
people as possible.
Response from the school community: Loved it.
One thing I would have done differently: There
are two alternative endings for The Seussification
of Romeo and Juliet which we didn’t do due to
time. They are very funny so would have loved to
have included them.
British School of Beijing – Heidi Arnold
GREASE by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey
Cast: 20 equal gender ratio although can be
adapted. Easy vocal range.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months.
Process: The process was long and I found
it hard ensuring that the cast came to their
rehearsals. As a school we try not to take students
out of lessons for rehearsal so we used evenings
and weekends. That is quite a big ask for some
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kids considering they have sporting commitments
and family responsibilities. The rehearsals went
really smoothly and I was impressed with the
talent shown from the students. We performed
3 sell out shows which was a real buzz for
everyone involved. It was a great collaborative
effort involving lots of other departments. We
were particularly grateful for the marketing
support.
Most rewarding aspect: The way it created a
sense of community within the school and the
way that it highlighted the incredible talent of our
students.
Why we chose it: We wanted a large scale
musical to establish drama within the school and it
needed to be engaging to students and something
they wanted to do.
Response from the school community: The
support we had from the community was
tremendous. We sold over 700 tickets which was
a phenomenal response for the students.
One thing I would have done differently:
Obtain the performance rights earlier on.

British School of Bucharest, Romania –
Vicki Ellison
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM by William
Shakespeare
Cast: 55 students were involved which included
the band and stage management team. These
ranged from 9-16 years old.
Duration of rehearsal: 5 months – October
to March with two hours per week, a Saturday
rehearsal, three or four lunchtimes a week and
three days off-timetable.
Process: We performed on two evenings. We
had two Hermias, two Demetrius’ and two
Lysanders.
Most rewarding aspect: I loved the way that
the students really discovered Shakespeare in
rehearsal, in that they began to understand what
the lines really meant and how the characters are
so similar to people we know in real life in today’s
society. We had great fun rehearsing the scenes
with the four lovers and looking at the subtext
which was often slightly risqué. Once the students
had figured out their characters’ motivations it

became much easier to add movement and to
bring the scenes to life. Developing the design
concept was also great fun as I got to work with
one of the mums who is an amazing costume
designer. We decided on the colours and
shopped for the fabric together. It was really
satisfying to see the whole process through from
beginning to end. Finally, watching the older
students lead and interact with the younger
students was in itself an incredibly rewarding
experience. Our small fairies were in awe of
the principals and really happy to be part of the
secondary school production.
Why we chose it: Not unusual for a drama
teacher, I love Shakespeare. This is mainly
because of the way that you can play with it, chop
it up, edit it, add extra scenes and set it in any
time period. Also, I needed a show with a large
cast of male and female characters and a chorus
for the Key Stage 2 students to play which could
be expanded. With Shakespeare, there is the
possibility to create something totally original each
time. We chose to set our version in the 1960s
and this was reflected in the design concept – big
skirts and bee hives. We also used a live band
and seven student vocalists to underscore the
important parts of the script and to create a
magical atmosphere. Our fairies became yoga
fanatics and we used a drone and percussion
to show that they were different to the human
characters. I also had to consider the students we
had available. We are a small school and as yet
just do not have enough older students to carry a
production like West side story or Phantom of the
opera.
Response from the school community: The
response was very positive. Many parents were
thrilled that their children had been able to tackle
Shakespeare and one even commented on how
natural the students seemed whilst speaking their
lines. One parent also said: “It was just like being
at the theatre!” which I took as a compliment.
The audience also really enjoyed the final scene
in which the mechanicals perform Pyramus and
Thisbe to Theseus and Hippolyta. The whole
audience was in fits of laughter especially at
Bottom’s “death” scene.
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One thing I would have done differently: I
would have cut the script even more – we used
the shorter Shakespeare version and cut many of
the long speeches which didn’t directly advance
the action. However, the show itself was still over
two hours long.
EARJ – Escola Americana do Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil – Marta Cotrim
THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS by
Tim Burton (story and characters), Michael
McDowell (adaptation), Caroline Thompson
(screenplay) and Danny Elfman (music)
Cast: Middle school and high school drama club
and band.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 ½ months.
Process: Adapting a screenplay to the theatre
is a difficult task and that is why I decided to
collaborate with the students so that we went
through the process together.
Most rewarding aspect: The challenge of
adapting a famous stop motion film into a musical
together with the students.
Why we chose it: Every Halloween the drama
club and band produce a musical to be performed
after the school party. It has become a tradition
to somehow follow the Halloween theme. On
previous years we have performed adapted
versions of The Addams family, Wicked and The
young Frankenstein part 1.
Response from the school community:
Nightmare before Christmas was a favourite
amongst teachers and middle school students
because it combined well-known characters and
songs with a theatrical twists such as the use of
puppets (Bunraku style), flash lights and live music.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have liked to perform the play in a more
modern theatre with more technical support.
EF Academy, United States of America –
Ginny Borton
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS by Alan Menken
(music) and Howard Ashman (book and lyrics)
Cast: Medium, flexible cast type and amount. I
had 40 cast/company members.
Duration of rehearsal: 10-12 weeks.
Process: Our musical director begins teaching
the songs, the band leader rehearses the band
on their own to learn the songs then our
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choreographer teaches the dances in order of
scenes all the while I am directing the scenes,
working on costumes and props, and our tech
director and crew are creating the set, lighting and
sound plot, and then it is all put together. Et voilà!
You never really know how it will work until all
the parts are combined.
Most rewarding aspect: The prop and set team
created the three puppets from paper-maché,
chicken wire and foam insulation. It was a very
rewarding experience for all and as a result they
all took ownership of the show even more. The
cast from over 20 different countries worked well
together and it was a joyful experience for all.
Why we chose it: The musical is set in the early
1960s with doo-wop and Motown music. It
is very catchy and fun for all. This is one of my
favourite musicals as it is quirky and different.
Students engage with the love story between
Seymour and Audrey, and they are ”wow-ed” by
Audrey 2, the man-eating plant. It is an edgy sci-fi
horror spoof.
Response from the school community: They
loved it!
One thing I would have done differently:
More time for rehearsal – this is a huge technical
challenge – with the ”voice” of Audrey 2 off stage
and the manipulation of all three puppets as they
grow throughout the show.

Gresham’s School, United Kingdom –
Bridget O’Brien
CHICAGO by Bob Fosse (book), John Kander
(music) and Fred Ebb (book and lyrics)
Cast: We had a cast of 80 but it can be done with
6 ensemble women, 7 ensemble men, 3 principal
women and 2 principal men. Plus Mary Sunshine
in the original was played by a man, we cast a
woman because of the vocal demands.
Duration of rehearsal: Casting happened at
the end of summer term, rehearsals began in
September and the performances were on 2nd5th December 2014.
Process: Rehearsals 7:30-9:30pm on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings plus one shorter slot,
11:50am-12:50pm, against sporting fixtures on
Saturday. Attendance could be a challenge if there
were sports matches. In addition principal dancers
had one games session a week, principal singers
used singing lessons to work on numbers.
Most rewarding aspect: Directing a musical with
a truly excellent book and music totally in tune
with the characters and their immoral world.
Why we chose it: First year as director of drama
and I wanted a strong contrast with the previous
school musical Carousel. I also had a lot of very
strong actresses who could sing and dance, and
very few male actors.

Response from the school community: They
absolutely loved it despite the darkness of the
piece. Originally on for three nights but we had to
add a fourth due to demand.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have insisted on a piano rehearsal score
and had far more out of rehearsal discussion with
the musical director as the music is fabulous yet
surprisingly difficult and the score is handwritten
giving the musical director a real headache.

Harrow International School Hong Kong,
Hong Kong – Corin James
ARABIAN NIGHTS by Dominic Cooke
Cast: The play can be performed with as few as 4
females and 5 males with much doubling but the
nature of the play means that you can also work
with a very large cast. Our cast was around 60.
Duration of rehearsal: 16 weeks.
Process: It could be done in less time – this
was the school’s first production and I’d just
arrived so we were feeling our way somewhat.
Also, our timetable works in such a way that
rehearsals cannot be scheduled with the flexibility
one would like. We started with a two-week
workshop period during which I had a look at the
students and tried to get an idea of their abilities
and experience. The show was then cast and we
started the process working on each story (and
the frame narrative) separately before bringing it
all together towards the end. I’d identified certain
stories that would involve the whole cast; the
others were performed by smaller ensembles
which made the process more manageable. We
performed the show twice – the running time
came in at around 2 hours with an interval.
Most rewarding aspect: The nature of the script
is such that you have the ability to perform it
in many different ways. We performed this in
the second year of the school’s operation and
so there was a strong feeling of starting from
scratch: much of the production’s budget went
on purchasing a cyclorama for the stage for
example. The stage was until very recently a
completely bare space at the end of the school
sports hall – we had lighting but no drapes,
flats or legs to define the space or to create a
backstage area. I decided that we had to work in
a very minimal way with no set and very simple
all-white costumes. The performance relied

heavily on physical theatre and an ensemble style
although we did manage to include some amazing
puppets created by Nicky Cases, one of our art
teachers. The nature of the script, with so many
different tales, means that you can adopt different
performance styles for each tale. The tales
themselves are all great too with plenty of variety
in terms of mood, structure and length. Having
started with so little and working with students
who had hugely varying levels experience with
drama and theatre it was very rewarding to
produce something that was so polished and
precise – there were some real “hair on the
back of the neck” moments when the whole
cast nailed a particular movement or image with
perfection.
Why we chose it: The way our activities are
timetabled means that it is difficult to get all
students together at the same time – for that first
production, I had three timetabled rehearsals
and a different set of students turning up to each
rehearsal. I also had to choose a production
before I’d met any of the students and before I
knew how much interest there would be in taking
part. I decided that the easiest way to deal with all
this was to choose a production with an episodic
structure and with flexibility in the casting. I’d
directed Grimm tales a couple of years previously
and wanted to work with something new. Arabian
nights seemed to have the flexibility and structure
that would work.
Response from the school community: Very
positive: all the feedback was very generous and
the whole team felt a strong sense of having
produced something special.
One thing I would have done differently:
Rehearsed for a shorter, more focused period.
Hong Kong Academy, Hong Kong – Stella
T. Ireland
ARABIAN NIGHTS by Dominic Cooke
Cast: Flexible casting of 9-60. We had a cast of 45
as some students chose to be in both the dance
crew and an acting ensemble. The majority were
girls and they played both female and male parts.
Casting is very flexible for this play. Here is our
breakdown: 2 ensembles of 15 students each.
Each ensemble performed 3 stories. 1 dance
crew of 14. 1 puppet crew of 6. 1 tech crew of 8.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks. Actors: 2
rehearsals per week for 8 weeks and then more
often. Dancers: once a week. Puppeteers: once
a week.
Process: The challenging part of the process was
coordinating a large cast where some students
played multiple parts with extremely quick
costume changes. Girls in their beautiful Arabian
dance costumes had to be thieves hunting Ali

Baba in a matter of seconds. The most challenging
scene for us was the Es Sindibad story where
we had three different types of puppets to
coordinate. Some schools have elected not to do
this scene as it can be very complicated and time
consuming. However, in the end it was our most
rewarding scene. We had one big bird puppet,
about 5 meters high, which flew into the theatre
and then over the front rows of the audience.
We had a huge audience response to that which
was a blast! We had shadow puppets telling part
of the Sindibad story on a shadow screen which
dropped down centre stage. A younger version
of Sindibad, acting out his adventures was played
by a Bunraku puppet operated by three older
students who practiced for months with our
DP Art teacher, Robin Muller, an experienced
puppeteer from the United States. The final result
was quite spectacular. We worked the hardest
on this scene and right up to the final week we
were unsure whether it would all come together.
Audiences of all ages loved this scene as it was
so multidimensional. The Bunraku puppet was
spellbinding so worth all the hard work.
Our school is a relatively young school and
does not have a developed music department
yet. This play was a good solution for us as
we wanted to integrate music and to include a
large cast. It is hard to find plays that meet this
requirement that are not musicals. We had a
small ensemble play live music led by our music
teacher, Joseph Marchione. This added a rich
warm undertone to the whole production. For
the dances we used upbeat Arabian-influenced
canned music. The dance scenes were also
incredibly rewarding.
I think ultimately what attracted me to this
play was the potential for ensemble cast work
and compelling storytelling. Several of the stories
suited a physical theatre approach while other
stories called for more naturalistic acting and
traditional storytelling. I had been attracted to
working with the stories of Arabian nights for
many years but had originally thought I would do
the Mary Zimmerman version. Dominic Cooke’s
version, adapted for the RSC, was perfect for
our school and perhaps more appropriate for
younger audiences as we also performed for our
primary school. It is so appealing as a director to
work with stories that have such a large mythic
framework and such ancient cultural roots. When
I first read the script I felt the creative process
would be boundless and a little overwhelming but
definitely an amazing journey.
Most rewarding aspect: The mix of storytelling
with puppets, physical theatre, dance, music
and acting was challenging but ultimately very
rewarding. I also had the rare opportunity of

working with my daughter, Kira Galbraith, who
joined our school this year as a co-teacher with
grade 5. She was an ensemble leader and poured
her own creativity into many of the scenes. That
was a special treat.
Why we chose it: This play was recommended
by several teachers at an ISTA festival.
Response from the school community: Our cast
and community loved this play.
One thing I would have done differently: The
running time of the play was 2 hours plus an
intermission. I had been hoping to keep each
act down to 45 minutes but was unable to do it.
The last story in the script, The story of the envious
sisters, is a little long but I did not know how to
shorten it. In my mind, if the play had been a tad
bit shorter it would have been perfect. I would
recommend leaving out one story but it is a hard
choice because each story is so unique. There are
a total of six stories.

Institut Le Rosey, Switzerland – LaurieCarroll Bérubé
THE ROARING GIRL, or MOLL COTPURSE,
by Thomas Middleton and Thomas Dekker
Cast: In Middleton and Dekker’s original: 23
males and 5 females. We changed the gender of
some roles, some characters were cut and others
merged. We began with 8 males and 8 females,
and added 10 smaller roles (ruffians, pickpockets,
wenches, etc). The roaring girl cast (and the stage
and technical crew) was made up of senior and
middle school students. My IB Theatre students
were charged with researching Comedy of
Manners in order to run movement workshops
and I also required them to each design two
period costumes.
Duration of rehearsal: 9 weeks.
Process: Tavern wenches flirt with swaggering
noblemen. A pickpocket works the crowd. A
young woman, clad in breeches and doublet,
strides into the courtyard, sword in hand. Ladies’
fans flutter. Insults fly. Suddenly, light glints off
steel. “Draw or I’ll serve an execution on thee!”
How did we create the raucous atmosphere
of a 17th century tavern-yard? I staged Roaring Girl
in front of the ivy-covered façade of our library
on wooden rostra decorated with large wine
barrels. As the audience entered, they found the
performance had already begun, actors leaned
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from windows and entered from buildings on
four sides of the courtyard, interacted with the
audience in character and encouraged them
to sing-along (to Wild rover and the Barley mow
among other songs). I streamlined the storyline
and worked to create the physicality I wanted.
I charged my IB Theatre students with running
movement rehearsals for actors playing nobility,
to work on how the lords and ladies walked,
sat, stood and used props such as handkerchiefs,
snuff boxes and fans (applying their research into
Comedy of Manners). I also added a climactic
tavern brawl and a rollicking cèilidh which
required one hour of rehearsal each week with
the full cast to be devoted to stage combat and
choreography; fencers had an extra rehearsal
during sports each week to drill them in the three
duels.
With such a large performance space
I realised that there would be no central
“backstage” area. The stage crew had to be
an ensemble as well-rehearsed as the actors.
I decided to costume the crew as well which
allowed them to move into the courtyard to
deliver a prop forgotten backstage or to clear a
bottle left behind after the ruffians’ exit. From the
start, I knew I wanted to weave traditional folk
and pub songs into the production - one actor
even learned to play the squeezebox in order to
play a minstrel. To help transition from the tavern
to Lord Wengrave’s home two actors stood
framed by the red curtains in the library windows
playing Boccherini’s La musica notturna di Madrid
as our lords and ladies entered and their servants
ceremoniously carried on chairs and cloth to
mask the barrels.
I always allow a bit of chaos in rehearsals; it
is from those playful moments that we always
discover a gem. When during a rehearsal bored
tavern wenches began tapping pewter cups on
the barrels, we were inspired; the “cup song”
(Anna Kendrick’s When I’m gone) became a
memorable moment. The cast owned that scene
– and others they had created themselves.
Most rewarding aspect: The 17th century
text was brought to life by 26 actors from 20
countries; only four were mother-tongue English
speakers. The play’s language is not easy nor is
it all polite drawing room farce but our actors
tackled both wit and banter with gusto. The cast
were willing to not only follow my lead but also
to take the lead, to create their own characters
and to find moments that worked.
Why we chose it: Middleton and Dekker’s
Roaring girl has a sprawling, episodic plot but
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there are also lots of wonderful, broadly-drawn
character types. I stumbled on it because I was
looking for a vehicle for an actress who has
remarkable stage presence, an extraordinary
voice and who is captain of the swim team - the
perfect combination for a female Cyrano. When
I discovered the Roaring girl, I fell in love with
Moll’s strength and that she doesn’t bend or give
up who she is for the love of a man (cough, The
taming of the shrew, cough).
Response from the school community: The
audience was wowed by the extraordinary
athleticism and sword play of the duels. They
loved sing-a-longs, the sense that they were
in the tavern-yard - and the use of sugar-glass
bottles in the brawl. In the end, I think they had as
much fun as we did!
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have created an even more immersive
experience by seating the audience at tables,
having the innkeeper and tavern wenches serve
up cider and juice. I could then have used the
tables as stages as well.

International School Dhaka, Bangladesh Kimi Pichardo
THE GOOD DOCTOR by Neil Simon
Cast: Script says 2 males and 3 females but can
work for an ensemble cast of 10-15 if roles are
individually cast. Our productions are inclusive – if
individuals want to participate, we incorporate
them into the ensemble in a performance or
technical role.
Duration of rehearsal: Challenging due to our
country’s political situation which was plagued
by national strikes or ”hartals” which prevented
regular attendance at school for many students
due to personal security/safety concerns. We
started with a 12 week rehearsal process meeting
twice a week after school. Due to the political
situation, we ended up having a ”hodge-podge” of
rehearsals – some after school and weekends for
whole ensemble. Some scenes (containing direct
application of skills we were working on with
units in MYP and DP classes) were built into MYP
grade 7 and 9 classes, and DP Theatre grade 11
and 12 classes.
Process: We began by reading and analysing
the script in DP Theatre classes. The students
recognised that many of the scenes lent
themselves well to broad, highly physical comedy
and we could apply skills we had been working
on: physical theatre, mime, clowning, RIs and
student workshops of physical practitioners
(Grotowski, Berkoff, Etienne DeCroux, Suzuki,
Pina Bausch etc) and Trestle mask work. We
then began investigating Russia at the turn of the
20th century and popular forms of entertainment

– traveling acrobatic circus traditions, Russian
folk dance, theatre traditions etc. Through our
research, students discovered an influx of Russian
immigration into the United States during the
period as well as the entertainment form of
vaudeville. Understanding that Neil Simon (an
American playwright) was interpreting the short
stories of Anton Chekhov (a Russian writer)
we decided to infuse the same flavour into
the production within the production concept
which revolved around the idea of a traveling
Russian vaudeville troupe. DP students used
this production as a mock IPP and then chose
production roles – some directing individual
scenes, some designing costumes and set, some
performance. As this was a secondary school
production, students from grades 6-10 also
contributed original scenes and sketches that
were performed as transition pieces between
Simon’s vignettes. To add an element of
vaudeville, the visual art department contributed
graphically designed show posters of individual
characters that were used to advertise upcoming
performances. These were hung around the
auditorium to add period appeal. The show
was performed over 2 nights in our school’s
proscenium theatre.
Most rewarding aspect: The physical comedy
really suited our ensemble and the students loved
it. Students from grade 6-12 created a cohesive
ensemble and enjoyed performing on stage
together.
Why we chose it: Considering our ongoing
challenges with the country’s political situation
we try to choose production material that is
composed of encapsulated scenes or parts so that
we can rehearse ”mini-plays” rather than piece
together a production with a linear narrative. The
students wanted something to which they could
directly apply their physical performance skills to
text. The piece has both humorous moments
as well as dramatic ones providing for a wellrounded evening of theatre. Our audience seems
to prefer productions that are highly engaging and
break the 4th wall.
Response from the school community: The
production was a success, with some of the
largest audiences we’ve seen at ISD. Most
remarkable was the parent/adult turn out which
seemed to nearly double the second night of
the performance. The students also received
immense positive feedback from the school
community – peers, teachers and parents – which
affirmed their commitment and perseverance
throughout the process.
One thing I would have done differently: The
students had originally been most excited about
”inviting” the audience into the space prior to the
show from the lobby with individual and small
group performances typical to vaudeville or circus
traditions - fortune tellers, acrobats, stilt walkers,
unicyclists, jugglers, strongmen – and again during
intermission. However, because our rehearsal
period was ultimately so affected by the political
atmosphere we had to omit those bits from
the production. If produced again I would try to
encourage building these moments in as they
would positively contribute to the overall concept
and atmosphere of the piece.
Istanbul International Community School,
Turkey – Kevin Burns

HAIRSPRAY by Marc Shaiman (music, book
and lyrics), Scott Wittman (lyrics), Mark
O’Donnell (book) and Thomas Meehan (book),
based on the 1988 John Waters film Hairspray.
Cast: We managed with just 6 males and 17
females.
Duration of rehearsal: One trimester, four 1
hour rehearsals per week, plus two mammoth
weekend rehearsals and a day out of classes.
Process: We had a full (and fully adult) orchestra
comprised of parents and teachers. They
rehearsed twice on their own and twice on a
long Saturday to get the dialogue/cues/timings
right. Then they ran the show with us three times
before the first performance. We performed
during school time to the students, grades 2-12,
and once for the parent and family community in
the middle of a Saturday with a brunch/lunch and
celebration afterward.
Most rewarding aspect: This show is so big and
so demanding and we have such limited resources
(physical and human), that it was a huge challenge.
Our sets especially required some inventiveness
and I am most proud of the way we accomplished
that. In keeping with the colourful, cartoonish
nature of the piece and the characters, we made
all our sets and our props two-dimensional, highly
coloured cut-outs. Easiest and safest blowtorch
flame ever. Chicken drumsticks, donuts, an iron
even a flat ironed brassiere – so much easier than
using the real thing!
The giant hairspray can is a set challenge and
we created ours by welding a giant white spray-can
lid position at downstage left and having the can
itself made of a large tube of cloth with a hula hoop
sewed into each end, all tucked away into the
white can-lid. In the blackout between scenes we
released the bottom hoop from its Velcro mooring,
dropping it to the floor and revealing the tube. A
slit in the back allowed the actor entrance. On cue
that actor released the upper hoop and the entire
thing fell away in one swift move; a very dramatic
moment.
Why we chose it: I love the music and I love
the quirkiness, the almost absurdist quality of it.
My music director shared my love for it and had
played the lead and was excited to take it on.
And we happened to have the perfect set of lead
actors ready to go. More importantly, I think the
message of tolerance of others’ individuality, race,
size, gender etc is an essential one and one we
cannot repeat too often. As noted below, our local
situation is fraught with just such divisions.
Response from the school community: The
choice of this musical was controversial not least
because we have no “black” students in the cast.
In dealing with this issue, I liked to make the point
that we had no “white” students either: we had
students of all the shades in between though
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including beige, pink, cream, grey, tan, amber and
brown. We had a cast of students of European,
Korean, North and South American, and Middle
Eastern - but not African - descent. (Quite
accidentally, Tracy was played by our darkestskinned actor, a student from Bolivia. This was
immaterial to our performance.)
Because we are located in Istanbul, on the
border between Europe and Asia, and because
Istanbul and Turkey do grapple with its split
identity, we had some discussions about making
“Negro day” into “Euro day” and dealing more
overtly with local and contemporary race issues.
(Because we had an almost all-female cast we also
toyed - briefly, chastely and unsuccessfully - with
“Lesbo day.”) In the end, we decided that we had
to maintain the integrity of the script but that we
would bring in resonances of these other types of
discrimination through image and suggestion even
if only in the programme notes.
As per the explicit instructions of the authors,
we made no efforts to make our lighter-skinned
actors appear darker or to speak with any kind
of stereotypical inner-city black American accent
(something the students at first worried might be
required). We instead used two other “colour”
markers to try to indicate a difference between
the races: costume and hair. The “black” actors
had costumes of a 60s colour palette and had
a streak of colouring in their hair. The “white”
actors had a 50s colour palette and were almost
all natural blonde or brunette with no colourful
hair dye.
One thing I would have done differently: Given
our resources – small stage, no established
parental support for costuming, no microphones
– I should have chosen a smaller show with
fewer costuming demands and fewer big dance
numbers. In the end though everyone did an
excellent job and it was a huge success.

Nanjing International School, China –
Annie Philip
THE WILLOW PATTERN by Judith Johnson
Cast: Students from grades 6-12.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks.
Process: The willow pattern is a Chinese tale with a
modern twist. The rehearsals took place over a 10
week period and students worked hard to make
the play creative and engaging for an audience.
Students involved took on the role of musicians,
actors, stage managers and tech crew to produce
an engaging and creative performance.
Why we chose it: We chose it as we wanted to
work with students as an ensemble and we felt
that although the tale isn’t written in a traditionally
Chinese style, the visual aspects of traditional Chinese
costume and traditional design could be used.

Response from the school community: It was
a popular performance with all age levels and all
cultures as so much of the tale was communicated
through physical and visual means.
One thing I would have done differently: If we
did it again we would include more choreography
and would give more time to think about how
music could be used in inventive ways to enhance
mood.
Pechersk School International, Ukraine –
Malina Patel
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM by William
Shakespeare
Cast: Males: 11. Females: 19. Our adaptation
used a chorus of 4 male students to play Puck.
We also had 10 fairies and cross gender casting in
the group of mechanicals, with the exception of
Pyramus and Thisbe who were played by males.
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 10 weeks.
3 x 2 hours per week.
Process: We don’t have traditional performance
facilities on our campus so I always stage the June
production outdoors in the playground. It’s a
beautiful performance space that contains trees,
a gazebo and usually clear blue skies. This means
we need to rehearse in the space as soon as
the weather allows for it. It also means having to
rehearse our rain plan which involves picking up the
show and moving it into the nearby gym in under
fifteen minutes! There are usually a few full day
rehearsals as we get closer to performance because
of the outdoor nature and size of the show.
Most rewarding aspect: Just before we started
rehearsals I took some senior students to an ISTA
high school festival in London. We were sharing
experiences while sitting on the train and they
started throwing out ideas that were inspired by
their work. As a result we developed a “creative
team” who became responsible for meeting
weekly to make production and design decisions.
They also mentored younger students by leading
warm ups and teaching workshops on character
creation through movement and voice. It was
thrilling to see the students so empowered and
so invested.
Why we chose it: The show is a perfect fit for
performing outdoors and for family audiences.
Besides, I’ve always wanted to direct this show.
Response from the school community: I wrote
the adaptation to include some modern English
language. I decided to play up the idea of using
modern language when the “parents weren’t
around” and this went a long way towards helping
our audience understand what was happening.
A large portion of our community are non-native
English speakers and of those who are, not many
are comfortable with Shakespeare’s language. We
received a lot of positive feedback from audience
members about the adaptation and the increased
level of understanding.
Surabaya International School, Indonesia
– Tatiana Breger
FOOTLOOSE by Dean Pitchford
Cast: 19 actors, 9 musicians.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 months.
Process: I was lucky enough to be able to
have an elective Musical Theatre in the upper
secondary curriculum (AP programme) and a
large group chose it. We began with small and
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demanding numbers from musicals, the study of
musical theatre and two hander monologues with
songs, building their confidence and skills till I felt
the students were ready for a demanding and full
musical such as Footloose. None of the students
had been in a musical before and even more
challenging had never seen one. I had the leads
practice during the class sessions and brought in
whoever else was interested from the general
student body in after school rehearsals.
Most rewarding aspect: Being told that we could
not do it, as it is a relatively small school (overall
350 students from K-12), and because it had never
been done before... well, I love a challenge.
Why we chose it: Initially because when I heard
the stage version (to this day I have never seen
the original movie or could bear to view the new
version all the way through) I fell in love with
two particular songs and the stage version goes
into the conflict of the two protagonists in an
interesting conflict of beliefs and humorous lines.
The development of their understanding of each
other and themselves is worthy of any great play.
No blood was spilt and of course as it is a musical
ends in a great number at the end.
One thing I would have done differently:
Never used the gym for a performance (we had
to always battle it out with the avid basketballers
practicing) and hired head microphones which
were delivered the day of dress rehearsal and
five minutes before performance to the public.
The kids sounded like they were chewing plastic
wrappers all night and of course were not used to
turning off the mikes back stage!
Vienna International School, Austria –
Elizabeth Hunt-Lucarini
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF by Joseph Stein
(book), Sheldon Harnick (lyrics) and Jerry Bock
(music)
Cast: Our total cast was 48. 10 males, 9 females.
Villagers/ensemble - multiple, as many as you
want both male and female. The Fiddler is written
as a male but we used a female. Secondary
school - grade 6-12 students in cast and crew.
Performance for the entire school community –
age 3 through adults.
Duration of rehearsal: Rehearsals began on 15th

September 2014 until 3rd December 2014. One
Saturday tech rehearsal and two Saturday full runthroughs. We ran the show three nights.
Most rewarding aspect: Using such a large
group of the school student population: 48 cast
members, 30 student musicians, 15 techies,
all from grades 6-12. Also, we delved into the
origins of the musical, Sholem Aleichem’s stories
from the schtetl, Tevya the milkman and the origins
of Yiddish storytelling and theatre. We explored
the historical context of the Jewish pogroms and
displaced families. It was very rewarding and
meaningful for the students to understand the
history connected to the musical and to help in
doing so we involved members of the Jewish
Viennese community.
Why we chose it: It was decided by the
Performing Arts department that we would
produce a full scale, traditional musical. Our
performance tradition is to produce plays that
involve students in grades 6-12 so in deciding
upon our musical it was essential that the material
be accessible to students in this broad age range.
Additionally, we wanted to produce a musical
appropriate for the entire school community.
Finally, it was essential to work on a show with a
real heart and soul. This meant using material that
was relatable to our incredibly diverse population.
Fiddler deals with themes of family, tradition,
change, war and displacement - all quite universal
themes.
Response from the school community: The
response from our community was incredible.
As mentioned, the themes of the musical are
so universal that most audience members can
connect to what they are watching. As a director,
the most important thing a cast can do is connect
with honesty, vulnerability and heart and to
my delight this happened. In addition to our
school community several members of the local
community came to the performance including a
news agency and several members of the Jewish
community.
One thing I would have done differently: Used
a Google Form connected to Google Spreadsheet
from the very beginning of the process. Essential
when working with such a large group and all
programme information is available from the very
start. As it was, I could have been much more
organised in managing so many student and adults.
I felt I was doing a lot of catch-up rather than having
it all laid out in the beginning.
Yew Chung International School
Secondary, Hong Kong – Allan M.
Nazareno
DISNEY’S THE LITTLE MERMAID by Alan
Menken (music), Howard Ashman (lyrics),
Glenn Slater (lyrics) and Doug Wright (book)
Cast: This production had a cast of nearly 70
actors on stage including students, teachers
and school staff. The orchestra had about 20
musicians and tech crew was about 40.
Duration of rehearsal: Casting was done in June,
actual rehearsals were done in September for a
first week of November playdate.
Process: Since we, at YCIS Secondary, were
the first IB school in the world to be granted the
license to perform the Broadway musical Disney’s
The little mermaid we felt that it was necessary to
present this musical in a way that was aligned with
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the IB philosophy. Thus, the biggest challenge I
faced as a director was figuring out exactly how
to do that. Disney classic animated films continue
to allure and connect audiences from around the
world, with iconic characters and narratives that
excite generations old and new. Thus, directing
this musical meant that I had to be mindful of
possible preconceived notions: I recognised that
I had to stage it in a fresh and reimagined way, an
interpretation very different from the Broadway
staging. I knew that incorporating world theatre
traditions into the show would be the most
effective creative solution. Having taught IB
Theatre for four years and attended ISTA events
during this time, I felt very prepared to carry out
this vision.
The creators of this musical had revamped
the Broadway script and readjusted the story
by making it less about Ariel’s longing to be with
her prince and more about her wanting to be
in a world where she truly belonged. It was this
significant and symbolic readjustment that inspired
my own directing concept: Ariel’s desire to exist
in the human world would be a metaphor for an
Asian’s desire to live in the West. I then began
to see this show as a commentary on “colonial
mentality”. To execute such an unusual staging
idea, I sought guidance from internationally
renowned theatre designer and IB Theatre
teacher Faust Peneyra who helped me define
an artistic concept that would act as a catalyst
for all of the show’s elements. This philosophy
eventually shaped the decision to design all the
non-human characters using conventions from
Asia-Pacific theatre and dance. It also influenced
the decision of using medieval Europe to
represent the human world mainly because the
early beginnings of colonial maritime explorations
were conducted during that time.
The character design
The costume design for Ariel was based
on the Cambodian Suvannamaccha dance. In
the South East Asian version of the Ramayana,
Suvannamacha is a mermaid who is the daughter
of Ravana. This Khmer dance narrates her story,
specifically her encounter with the Monkey
King, Hanuman. The dancer wears a mermaid
tail, a crown and golden jewellery pieces. Ariel’s
character design merged these Khmer elements
with the familiar features of the film version such
as the red hair, purple shells and the green tail.
For the villain Ursula, I started by searching
for an Asian mythological goddess with a
fearsome appearance. The search led me to
the Indian goddess of destruction, Kali. She

is considered to be one of the most widely
recognised deities in Hinduism. Kali is depicted
with wild eyes, protruding tongue, and multiple
arms; one holding a bloody sword and the other
a severed demon head. Her multiple arms
were symbolic of tentacles while her blue skin
closely resembled Ursula’s light violet skin. Since
the script defined Ursula and Triton as siblings,
it felt logical to take Triton’s design inspiration
from Indian mythology. The Indian god that best
resembled Triton was Varuna, the ruler of the
waters and the lord of moral law. He was the
god who punished those who transgressed but
was forgiving and compassionate to those who
repented. These qualities were consistent with
the description of Triton in the script. Visually,
Triton was designed with Indian elements such as
a long wraparound skirt, bangles and armbands,
and a tall, intricate crown.
In the animated feature, the crab Sebastian
was designed with lots of angular, pointy edges,
reminiscent of a Thai Khon dance costume. Khon
dance costumes feature the in tha nu or shoulder
epaulette, the cha da or crown, the hoi na or
cloth hanging from the waist, the thap suang
or pendant and the sa nap phlao or tight fitting
drawers. All of these were incorporated into
Sebastian’s costume design.
The characterisation of Ariel’s best friend
Flounder underwent adaptation as well. Instead
of being portrayed as a young innocent boy,
the revised script defined him as an adolescent,
infatuated with Ariel. The cartoon Flounder’s
yellow body with blue stripes design guided the
idea of incorporating elements from the costumes
of the Chinese shaolin monks. Shaolin monks
have gained a reputation among adolescent
boys because of their amazing feats of strength,
flexibility and pain-endurance which corresponds
well with the interpretation of Flounder’s
character.
The design for the seagull Scuttle was
inspired by a photo of an Omigoromo costume
for Bugaku dance. Further research revealed
that Bugaku was a Japanese traditional dance
that had been performed strictly in elite circles
of the imperial court for thousands of years. In
many instances, the costumes would suggest
bird characters like the phoenix. Thus, Scuttle’s
costume featured a dirty white kimono accented
with triangular pieces of linen resembling feathers,
knee-high linen pants and yellow socks that
resembled seagull feet.
Flotsam and Jetsam, Ursula’s henchmen, also
needed to look intimidating and visually powerful.
After discussions with fellow IB Theatre teacher
Robert Dil, a more in-depth look on tribal tattoos
of the Maoris (the indigenous people on New
Zealand) was conducted. These tattoos, known
as moko, or body art, were bestowed only to
people with power. In this production, the actors
wore a modified version of the facial tattoos
applied only to one-half of their faces and the
designs echoed those found on their neon green
body suits.
More emphasis was placed on portraying
Prince Eric’s character as a reluctant heir to the
throne with a strong fascination for the ocean.
Thus, the inspiration for his character centred
on Prince Henry of Portugal, otherwise known
as Henry the Navigator. Henry was considered
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to be the royal patron of colonial explorers as
he initiated the marine explorations to Africa,
paving the way for future colonization efforts.
This became the research peg for designing Eric’s
and all of the human characters’ costumes using
elements from medieval Portugal.
Since many of the characters in the human
world were described as larger than life, a
deliberate decision was made to add humour in
their character designs. For the six princesses in
The Contest, a touch of whimsy was added to
their costumes with their headdresses featuring
miniature wooden galleons flanked by feathers
and ribbons. Each princess (all unnamed in the
script) was named after the galleons in Magellan’s
fleet. Meanwhile, the costume design for Chef
Louis incorporated pumpkin pants which were
very similar to the balloon-like pants of the
conquistadores.
Staging and choreography
The most unique aspect of the staging was
the inclusion of two local theatre forms, namely
the Shatoujiao Fish Lantern Dance and Cantonese
shadow puppetry. These art forms are cultural
legacies of the Hong Kong-Guangdong people
both of which are at risk from being lost. Thus,
one of the goals of the staging was to help
promote these traditions.
Shatoujiao Fish Lantern Dance
Located at the border between Hong Kong
and China is the restricted area called Shatoujiao
(Cantonese: Sha Tou Kok). This small village is
home to a practice known as the Fish Lantern
Dance. With origins that can be traced three
hundred years ago, in the late Ming and early
Qing dynasties, this dance was performed during
the Lantern festival as prayer for good catch.
Sadly, during the 1950s, the practice was stopped
but it was recently revived and promoted to
a status as part of China’s National Intangible
Cultural Heritage. Although revival efforts have
been set in place, the practice is still at risk as
the number of practitioners has not increased
significantly. In this production, the fish lantern
dancers are featured in the Under the Sea
number and they are also seen in the transitions
between scenes.
Cantonese shadow puppetry
Shadow puppetry became the creative
solution to staging the scenes requiring
weightlessness in water such as Ariel’s rescue
of the drowning Eric and Ariel’s transformations
from mermaid to human form. Cantonese
shadow puppetry, compared to its northern
counterpart, the Peking shadow puppetry,

uses larger puppets with more symbolic
colours and are built with thick leather creating
more substantial shadows. Rods are attached
perpendicular to the puppets causing no shadows
cast of the rods and puppeteers. For this
production, the Hong Kong Puppet and Shadow
Art Centre (HKPSAC) was commissioned to
create the puppets based on the designs by props
designer Emily Eldridge. They also conducted
a workshop to teach the students how to
manipulate the shadow puppets properly.
Kathkali Mudras
Mudras are the hand gestures on which the
practice of the Indian theatre form Kathakali is
based on. For the Daughters of Triton number
each of the mersisters was given a specific mudra
that defined their character which they performed
when their characters were introduced.
Sinulog and Palawod
One of the most famous Philippine festivals
is the Cebu Sinulog which features a mardigras parade. The word Sinulog means “like
the water current movement”, referring to the
2-steps forward-1-step back basic choreography.
Additionally, on the northernmost tip of Cebu
province lies Bantayan Island which celebrates the
Palawod festival. This festival depicts the unique
fishing traditions of the island people and so the
dance steps simulate the four elements of fishing:
sulo (torch), bugsay (paddle), silik (fins) and isda
(fish). Both festivals became the inspiration for the
mardi-gras atmosphere for Under the sea.
Hawaiian Hula
When one speaks of romantic lagoons, the
images of Hawaii come to mind. Guided by the
music, I decided to set the scene of Kiss the girl
in a Hawaiian lagoon. The staging featured the
female ensemble wearing costumes resembling
water lilies and designed around the traditional
pa’u (hula dance costume). The choreography
had the girls dancing basic hula steps such as
kaholo (ha’a vamp step), hela (one foot forward
on 45 degree angle), ami (hips rotation) and lele
uwehe (combination of lele and uwehe steps).
Insight and thought
Nowadays, very few mainstream productions
offer a chance to incorporate world theatre
traditions since producers emphasise on a show’s
commercial viability. But as evidenced by the
artistic and commercial success of Julie Taymor’s
staging of The lion king audiences are open to
accepting world theatre conventions incorporated
into a distinctly Western piece. With a clear and
creative director’s vision, a production merging
different conventions can be staged in a way that
appeals to audiences and still be aligned with the
IB Theatre modules on world theatre traditions.
Most rewarding aspect: Being able to direct the
first non-US school premiere production and
directing it incorporating world theatre elements
and having a professional stage designer.
Why we chose it: It’s Disney... why not choose
it? Our school productions need to be accessible
to families and must be inclusive.
Response from the school community: Very
well indeed.
One thing I would have done differently:
It would have been nice had we been given
one more week to prepare as we only had
a 1½ weeks from a long holiday to opening
performance night.
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ISTA – a personal
perspective
By Timothy Reid
I sidle through the door of rehearsal
room 16T at Ripley Grier Studios to
observe the work my students are
doing in the master classes. The ensemble is
seated in a casual but active arrangement by the door facing the master
class leader as he describes a scenario and offers a mask for an intrepid
volunteer. I find a spot unseen and unnoticed and settle in to watch.
I marvel as the shy student I came to check in on, the one who just
moved here the month before from Florida, who was placed on her
own in an ensemble without a peer from our school, blithely steps
forward and volunteers to go first - to put on the mask and dive into the
activity. She launches bravely into the scenario - waking up as a being on
the beach for the first time to explore and experience her surroundings
and sensations. She does so without any hint of hesitation or selfconsciousness. I’m amazed at her fearlessness as I watch the quiet new
kid from IB Theatre Arts year one explore the space with moves that
have a dancer’s grace and a primal feel. She loses herself completely
in the task as she utilises her whole being to discover her new world.
As I as revel in her work and relish the opportunity she has to slide out
of her teenage shell and simply play in a supportive space, I’m again
inspired and grateful that there is a means to provide this wonder for
my students. It’s yet another experience ISTA has created for my young
charges and myself at New York TaPS.
I first learned about ISTA seven years ago when I attended
training in Vancouver with Sherri Sutton. After the blizzard of the
new curriculum changes, she told me that ISTA was starting a series
of three-day workshops in New York City that October. Sherri was
going to be one of the ensemble leaders. The logistics of traveling with
public school kids even the short 30 mile distance to New York City
for us has its challenges but it sounded like a cool experience for the
kids – and for me. That first year I could only sign up three students so
we carpooled to the train each day to trek into Manhattan for our daily
TaPS experience but it was transformative. That first New York TaPS
was a memorable one. One outstanding memory is of an intense offBroadway Macbeth – the full script memorised by a small ensemble that
passed roles to one another at will via associative props. Even though
they took that intensity a bit too far in their master class the following
day, which was a bit too hands on and careened from silent exploration
of the space to sweaty wrestling bacchanal, we managed to garner what
we could from the experience.
Our second show was another off-Broadway offering called Vigil
that ISTA artist Greg Pliska had designed the sound for. That show
marked the start of many a professional interaction ISTA has facilitated
for my students and me. Greg walked the students through his design
process in a workshop earlier in the day so it was great to see it in action
that night at the theatre. From that first set of professional connections
at the initial NY TaPS I collaborated with both Greg Pliska and mime
artist Bill Bowers to facilitate visits to our school to work with my larger
Theatre Arts classes in workshops. Both artists also assisted students
with questions for other IB Theatre projects. The collegiality that ISTA
helps to foster in the student ensembles and continues through the
interactions of teachers and theatre professionals creates a lasting sense
of connectivity and theatrical community.
The collaboration and sharing that ISTA continuously encourages
between students, artists, ensemble leaders and teachers is one of the
greatest benefits of getting involved. At that first TaPS it was great to
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collaborate with
Sherri again and
meet IB Theatre
colleagues from
other schools
from other
countries. That
tradition has
continued year
after year as I
look forward
each October
to greeting my ISTA friends, meeting new ISTA artists and connecting again
with passionate fellow IB Theatre teachers. Rob Warren arranged that first
year for the teachers to meet casually as the workshops progressed to
exchange resources and go over the new curricular changes. That initial
idea has blossomed, with the efforts of Carla Weiss and Sally Robertson,
from sharing informally in the hallway lounge to having several professional
PD sessions with talented and magnanimous artists and a dedicated
teacher space with time for connecting.
I am always amazed at the ways in which the ISTA artists and
ensemble leaders manage to weave the TaPS experiences of the
games, the ensemble activities, the break-out sessions, the master
classes, the theatre viewing and the reflections together so that students
leave inspired and with a more tangible sense of the curriculum. To
see students energised and engaged in the learning we’ve dedicated
ourselves to in the vigorous IB Theatre course while having a blast with
new global friends is a joy each autumn.
As a teacher in a public school in New York State it’s becoming
more and more vital to have an experience like TaPS that rekindles my
passion for teaching, especially for teaching theatre, and to feel a part
of a larger community that values the arts and what the arts engender,
enliven and encourage in students. The current educational climate
here in the States is swiftly obliterating the arts in schools in favour of
standardised testing. We’re constantly surrounded by new curricula
and assessments trumpeting “college and career readiness” via a series
of sterile and soulless multiple-choice tests. The political opportunists
have scapegoated teachers and made “educational reform” and “teacher
effectiveness” a launching pad for their own self-promotion in cahoots
with giant global educational testing corporations who coincidentally are
also big political donors.
Luckily, my classroom is, like many other art and theatre teachers’
I imagine, located away from the “academic” hive of classrooms in the
building. I often feel blessed to be on that fringe still allowed freedom
in what I choose to share with students in IB Theatre without having to
walk students through a regimented module or specifically prescribed
mode of rote teaching. Although there is a regimen to the IB Theatre
curriculum I’m holding steadfast to my opportunity to teach a creative
discipline. We as Theatre teachers know that we’re teaching our
students to collaborate, to work with diverse individuals, to solve
creative, artistic, technical and interpersonal problems, to tackle tough
issues, to work diligently for a cause, to listen as well as to speak, to
engage with others and with ideas, to manage with a shoestring budget,
to come together as a community or ensemble, to push our creative
boundaries and to explore notions of what it is to be human. Surely that
readies students for a career and for life.

So I relish the opportunity
each October to bring our busload
of students down to Ripley Grier
Studios on 8th Avenue in Manhattan
and ready myself and my students
for the experience of a lifetime.
Although it only happened once that
the ensemble was small enough to
replicate all of their TaPS experiences
in one room via theatrical means for
teachers to navigate through, I know
how thoroughly ISTA experiences
have affected my students and inspired
me. Each visit to the world ISTA deftly
constructs at Ripley Grier creates
myriad stories: Arthur, the shy guy
new to theatre, being selected for a
special solo experience with a nurse
and an empty wheelchair at Sleep
no more. Arash, the soccer player
and hesitant IB Theatre student
breathlessly telling me how much
he was loving and learning at TaPS
at the break. Rachel, held back at
school by judgmental peers, able
to unleash her creative impulses
acting out a Shakespeare scene in
Absurdist style. Seeing Evan stepping
out of his brother’s shadow, bravely
sliding out of the technical realm
and collaborating with his ensemble
on a unique physical theatre piece.
Watching our frenetic and technically
wired students slow down to a
Butoh pace and feel the particles
of air pass by as they incrementally
crossed the space. Hearing Danny
electrified about the Laban concepts
and directing styles he couldn’t wait
to incorporate into his independent
project. Joining Jessica and Taci as they
recounted and demonstrated the Rasa
boxing they’d learned that morning.
Buzzing along with the students each
time we’ve seen something electrifying
on stage together because the TaPS
environment opened them up to new
ways of seeing, experiencing and living
theatre.
That shy student who so boldly
took to the mask master class
returned to the opportunities at TaPS
the following fall even though she
had to courageously cobble together
funds to go. She was now possessed
by an impressive theatrical drive that
propelled her to take a clowning
workshop and maximise her TaPS
experience. She utilised those
experiences masterfully to create an
original clown piece this spring with
dramatic social and political overtones
to confront and explore an issue
she’s passionate about. As I sat in the
audience for that production I again
marvelled at her audacity and artistry
and ruminated on how lucky I am to
be a part of the ISTA community that
fosters, inspires and nurtures such
exploration, inquiry, creativity and
talent.
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High school
productions

ACS Hillingdon International School,
United Kingdom – Alyssa Ballard
MACBETH: A TALE OF DARKNESS by Nelly
E. Cuellar-Garcia
Cast: 7 male and 4 female plus an ensemble. It
is an ensemble-heavy show which made it nice
for our group. We had some females playing the
males roles (such as a female Banquo and Fleance
etc) and we needed some cast members who
could play drums in the show. We chose to stage
it in the round.
Duration of rehearsal: 1-2 rehearsals a week
for 1½ hours plus an all day Saturday rehearsal
and tech. The show is just under an hour long so
two and a half months was adequate when our
rehearsal opportunities were limited.
Process: We set our production in a postapocalyptic future when Scotland has left the
United Kingdom (the Scottish Referendum vote
was going on at that time so it was topical).
There is quite a bit of room for creativity with this
production as there are movement sequences
such as ensemble members becoming Macbeth’s
conscience or Lady Macbeth’s mind for her
sleepwalking scene etc. One of our IB Music
students composed a soundtrack for our show as
well that added extra intensity to the production.
Because our show was performed immediately
following the middle school production on the
same evenings we had our crews made up of
middle and high school students who worked
on both productions. For our production of
Macbeth students created kilts from black bin
bags as well as other carrier bags and we added
leather or military jackets as well. Because it is
an adaptation of the script we could focus on

character relationships and motivation rather than
worry that the cast would master the language.
There are enough classic lines to satisfy most
Shakespeare purists.
Most rewarding aspect: Introducing Shakespeare
to students who are sometimes turned off by
the language as they feel it is inaccessible. We
also performed the show in the round and it was
challenging to prepare the students to play to
all sides but the proximity of actors to audience
heightened the intensity and allowed us to use
our entire performance space. We just used our
actual stage as our backstage.
Why we chose it: The middle school drama
director Allan Bruce and I decided to share our
performance dates by each division performing
one acts. I chose this show to add variety to our
programme especially as some students craved a
drama after our production of High school musical
last year.
Response from the school community: We had
a positive response and people seemed to enjoy
seeing two completely different shows in one
evening as the middle school show was a comedy
and the high school production was a drama.
One thing I would have done differently: I
wished we could have delved deeper into the
movement portions of the performance as well as
explore mask work more.

American International School of
Bucharest, Rumania – Leah Bramley
URINETOWN by Mark Hollmann (music and
lyrics) and Greg Kotis (lyrics)
Cast: Officially 11-20 but flexible and can have
large chorus groups.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 weeks.
Process: We have to share students with
sports and other activities so this show was a
difficult one. Much rehearsal time was spent just
getting the songs down and dances learnt. The
characters are stereotypical so the kids found
them fun and easy to play.
Most rewarding aspect: It made fun of musicals
and the songs had a variety of musical styles. It
also had a great message – take care of our planet
before it is too late.
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Why we chose it: Loved the music and story.
Also wanted to push a few buttons in terms of the
title. There is nothing inappropriate in it but the
title alone makes people go: “What the... ???”.
Response from the school community: Loved it.
One thing I would have done differently: Tried
to get more boys involved. We struggle to get
boys to be a part of our shows – typically we only
get 2-3.

American International School of
Rotterdam, The Netherlands – Santina
Gambrill
A CRACKED VENEER – A NIGHT OF ONE
ACTS with excerpts from Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are dead by Tom Stoppard,
Cagebirds by David Campton and The monsters
are due on Maple Street by Rod Serling
Cast: Twenty grade 9-12 students were involved
with additional middle school students supporting
the performance backstage. The cast was made
up of 13 girls and 7 boys all of whom were very
strong performers. While this was a small cast to
manage these students were involved in every
activity at their school: sport, service project
groups, student council and so on. We rehearsed
two afternoons per week for two hours each
session. During production week we rehearsed
every afternoon including one extended evening
rehearsal which included a cast party to celebrate
the achievement of the group prior to the
performances. I always like to acknowledge the
success of the process prior to the performance. I
want students to know that it is the process that I
am celebrating with them. The performances are
of course great fun and huge learning experiences
but if they miss a line or forget blocking or
whatever, they know that I already think they
have been successful.
Duration of rehearsal: The rehearsal period was
3 months, beginning 26th August and ending 21st
November 2014.
Process: Every time I choose a play to produce
I agonise for weeks beforehand. I ask colleagues
for advice, try characters on students, change my
mind and swap roles around until I find, what
I believe, to be the perfect fit. This production
was no exception. With twenty very capable
performers I wanted to make sure everyone
was showcased and that they were working with
challenging, thought-provoking scripts. As a group
we workshopped many scripts and characters
until we decided on the chosen three we would
work with. This meant everyone had a role that
they could really explore and develop. I entitled
the compilation A cracked veneer – a night of one
acts. A veneer is applied to a surface to produce
an attractive appearance that covers or disguises
something’s true nature. In this production I
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tried to highlight some of the negative aspects
of human nature and society. Cracked means
broken and damaged along the surface so
together this work demonstrated the damage
we do when we “gloss” over the surface before
trying to fix what lies beneath. I am very proud
of the work this ensemble produced. They spent
hours rehearsing, developing their characters,
memorising lines and practicing patience. I
am convinced that after years of directing
performances, it is these experiences which
provide students with opportunities to learn more
about themselves and how they view the world.
Response from the school community: The
school community had mixed responses. There
was much discussion afterwards about how the
plays and excerpts worked together. However,
the real magic was listening to cast members
explain the “meaning” of the work to audience
members. Other highlights were listening to
audience members explain what they were able to
take from the compilation of works. Some made
some very insightful and thoughtful comments
about society and their own interactions within
it. The best part of working on a piece where
the story/meaning is not explicitly obvious is that
it stimulates discussion and so for this reason
the production was successful. Several audience
members also commented on the strength of the
actors’ performances. Each actor played their role
impeccably; their performances were believable
despite the difficult subject matter. The actors
showed maturity beyond their years that allowed
them to develop their characters. The work was
presented using both realistic and expressionistic
styles which did present some challenges. Some
were not convinced that it would “work”.
However, they trusted themselves and me and
in the end were able to appreciate what they had
produced. Several students in the cast commented
on this production being one of the highlights of
their high school drama experiences.
One thing I would have done differently: I
will definitely continue to produce compilation
productions, perhaps even this line up. However,
next time I will spend a little more time
frontloading the audience. With a high non-English
speaking population at the school, knowing what
the plays were about before watching them
could have helped the audience follow the action.
There was a short description and introduction
of the themes in the programme but this could
also have been shared via a school newsletter or
on social media prior to the performance. With
the discussion and explanation that took place
post-performance it would be interesting for the
audience to watch the performance again.
Bangkok Patana School, Thailand – Kate
Friend and Katie Meadows
ODYSSEY based on Homer’s Odyssey (devised)
Cast: 35 students ages 14-18, 1/3 boys. It was
very much an ensemble cast with all members
playing a variety of roles.
Duration of rehearsal: Rehearsals took place
in tandem with IB Diploma exploration of the
text, practices used etc so we had months of
workshopping and much material was discarded.
Overall we devised/rehearsed from February to June.
Process: The rehearsals themselves were the
most thrilling, invigorating and surprising I have

ever experienced as a director. Each rehearsal
began with a challenge e.g. how could Kathakali
mudras be used to convey a lost soul’s story or
how could we stage Odysseus’ escape from the
underworld and then the cast would set about
attacking their challenge with great invention,
playfulness and imagination. I loved that I never
had a clue what they would come up with
beforehand and it was great fun to throw props
and objects at them like a pile of wooden planks
or a bundle of red ribbon and see how it evolved
into a stunning visual sequence. As directors,
we encouraged a playful workshop atmosphere
and it was gratifying to see how many of the
best moments of the show sprung from such
experimentation.
We also approached casting from an
ensemble perspective: we had four different
actors playing Odysseus, partly to ease the
rehearsal process and partly to take advantage
of their different strengths as performers.
Otherwise, we didn’t assign individual parts at the
onset, instead we let students choose roles as
they came up and everyone played a wide variety
of different parts often cross gender. We had
the most wonderful girls playing flirtatious male
pirates! We also encouraged students to take a
magpie approach to their IB Theatre studies and
integrate practices wherever possible. Mark Hill’s
Butoh and Suzuki workshops during his Artist
in Residence work with the students was thus
hugely influential as was the students’ exploration
of puppetry earlier in the year.
Our technical team was also integral to
the whole process and solely composed of
IB Theatre students. Our lighting and sound
team were inspired by a day of workshops with
the wonderful Rui Cunha and spent a month
of Sundays in the black box theatre trying to
work out how to create sea effects by using dry
ice and LED lighting. Our set designer, Andy,
spent months designing a huge ship/playground
structure for the cast to clamber over (they had
such fun) and it was wonderful to have such a
passionate team of technical designers be so
integral to the process and achieve such a high
standard of work.
Why we chose it: When selecting our annual
senior production we had very specific demands:
we wanted an ensemble cast with lots of scope
for physical theatre, we wanted to be able to
apply a range of practices, to tie in with the
IB Theatre Diploma course and we wanted
something epic that would allow for imaginative
design and staging possibilities. Our colleague,
Nita Dewse, had enjoyed great success with
recent productions of Metamorphoses by Mary

Zimmerman and Arabian nights by Dominic
Cooke and the episodic, storytelling style of these
productions lent itself really well to ensemble
casting. So we decided on The odyssey as our
chosen story and set about choosing a suitable
text. We discovered there are numerous
excellent playtext versions of the epic story
out there but they tended towards a verbose
narrative style where we were searching for
a text to inspire physical theatre and a bit of
comedy along the way. As a child, I loved Sir Tony
Robinson’s Jackanory adaptation Odysseus: the
journey through hell, especially the pirates. I loved
the playfulness and wit of his version so with this
in mind we decided to set ourselves an exciting
but initially rather scary challenge, we would
listen to the stories and devise our play with the
students themselves.
Our production was further complicated by
the fact that we chose to have three separate
casts: two directed by drama teachers and a
third to be directed by IB Theatre students. As
teachers, we divided the different stories of The
odyssey between us depending on interest (Katie
got the pirates) and then, in the spirit of artistic
benevolence, gave the two scenes with the
most daunting staging challenges to the student
directors. Thus they had great fun workshopping
how to create a six headed dog monster puppet
(Scylla) – in fact my IB Diploma year 1 students
cite their lesson decapitating playdough models of
soldiers as their favourite drama experience ever
(deeply worrying).
Response from the school community: It
was truly the most rewarding experience we
have ever had as directors. The final show
was extremely well received by the Patana
community and greatly enjoyed by the cast and
crew themselves who felt true ownership of their
work and were so proud of their achievements. I
thoroughly recommend devising your own school
production, we were dazzled by the students’
ideas, their level of motivation and the true beauty
of their work; it was a joyous experience.

British International School Budapest,
Hungary – Katie Benson/Luke Kearns/
Douglas Allan
ALL MY SONS by Arthur Miller
Cast: 9: 4 female and 5 male. Challenging lead
roles for 2 males and 2 females.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months, 2 hours a week.
Process: Many of the students knew the play
so we held auditions very early on. We held
rehearsals weekly. Closer to the performance we
added some weekend rehearsals too. We held
two evening performances.
Most rewarding aspect: Our cast were fantastic
to work with, really committed and many of them
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were really able to showcase their abilities and
portray a range of complex emotions.
Why we chose it: We had a keen and able group
of predominantly year 11 students who wanted
to be involved in a performance. It is a set text for
GCSE English and many of the students involved
were studying it therefore it made sense to select
it. In addition, it is a fabulous play and the single
set and small cast suited our performance space.
Response from the school community: Very
well. We sold out of tickets well in advance of
the performances and faced an angry mob of
disappointed parents and students.
One thing I would have done differently: Time.
We seemed to start quite slowly which meant
that it was a bit chaotic at the end.
British International School Budapest,
Hungary – Katie Benson/Luke Kearns
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST by
Oscar Wilde
Cast: 9: 4 female, 5 male.
Duration of rehearsal: 2½ months, 2 hours a
week.
Process: This was quite easy to rehearse as
it splits nicely into scenes involving different
characters so we could simultaneously practice.
When we performed we set our studio as a
parlour with the audience sitting at tables and
being served tea and cucumber sandwiches
by the servants in the play and a pianist playing
classical music. This was very successful and
added to the sense of occasion.
Most rewarding aspect: Some of the scenes
are very long and have only a couple of actors of
stage; it was rewarding directing them in such a
way so as to sustain the audience’s interest. It was
also good fun as the dialogue is timelessly witty.
Why we chose it: Students were studying the
play in class and enjoying the wit and humour.
We decided that a great way for them to engage
with the text further would be to perform the
show. Another bonus for us was that it was
inexpensive to stage as we didn’t need to pay any
performance rights.
Response from the school community: This was
the first time that we staged a play with our senior
students and used our black box drama studio. The
play was very well received with many positive
compliments from parents, staff and students.
British Schools, Montevideo, Uruguay –
Agustin Maggi
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA by Andrew
Lloyd Webber, Charles Hart and Richard
Stilgoe
Duration of rehearsal: We audition in
November of the previous year and then we
rehearse twice a week for six months. Our
school has been producing high school musicals
for seventeen years now and it is a community
event. All actors on stage are high school students
chosen through a process of auditions at the end
of the year previous to production. For Phantom
more than 100 students auditioned for the
main roles and we ended up with a full double
cast that alternated every other night during 8
performances. We rehearse during after school
hours from the very beginning of the year, twice
a week, plus have choreography rehearsals on
Saturday mornings and extra band and choir
rehearsals on separate instances. The choir is

exclusively made up of alumni, parents (and
many grandparents or parents of alumni!) and
teachers and it is never smaller than 80 members.
The production is coordinated by alumni and
former parents who work ad honorem and
have been doing so for more than a decade.
Of course, we have students in backstage and
off-stage roles: stage managers and hands,
assistant student directors and ushers, props and
scenery coordinators, follow spots managers and
operators are all in the hands of students in high
school no matter what grade they are in. The
cast is also from a selection of students across the
age span, in Phantom e.g. we have one of the
leads being 18 years old but the other one just
15 years old. Everyone is accepted as a member
of the ensemble so whoever wants to participate
only has to come to choreography rehearsals on
Saturdays. This past year we had an ensemble
of 150 students. We try to provide equal
opportunities across the board.
Process: Tickets are sold two months in advance
and we reach our opening night with 8 full
houses. More than 7,000 people came to see
our students perform and the whole community
took part in this truly theatrical festivity.
Most rewarding aspect: Every production is
challenging and offers different opportunities to
students. Phantom is so much fun because of its
powerful story and the grandiosity of its music.
The archetypal connotations involved in the story
of a young woman in love both with darkness
and light seem to catch the minds and hearts of
adolescents who enjoyed the show throughout.

Columbia Grammar and Preparatory
School, United States of America – Sarah
Cusick
WE ARE CHILDREN JUST THE SAME a
devised production inspired by the high school
festival in Terezin
Cast: We cast 42 actors: 14 boys and 28 girls.
Some actors doubled and played more than
one character; there are roughly 60 possible
characters in the script. Most of the characters
are aged 12-17 since the play focuses primarily
on the experiences of the children. Devising our
own script allowed us to custom fit the number
of characters we created to the number of actors
we had. It is always difficult to find plays that offer
a large enough cast to accommodate the amount
of students who audition or that have more
female roles than male.
Duration of rehearsal: 6 weeks.
Process: Inspired by attending an ISTA festival
at Terezin, the Columbia Prep School Theatre
department devised an original production last
spring about the experiences of the children
who were interned there called We are children
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just the same. A key component of our process
is a course we offer in the spring semester,
called production workshop, that supports and
helps develop the spring play. This course is
team taught by the four members of the theatre
department affording the teachers additional
time for planning and communication. There
were twenty students assigned to different “jobs”
– dramaturge, editor, writer, assistant director,
designers, choreographer, musical director and
publicity manager etc. These students were integral
to the process taking ownership of the script and
investing passionately in its creation. We had six
weeks of rehearsal although many scenes were
not actually written until 3-4 weeks before opening
night. Changes to the script continued to be made
up until the first performance. The students were
incredibly brave and open to this unorthodox
rehearsal process. Many had to memorise lines
overnight or see entire scenes cut from the script
at the last minute. We relied heavily on ensemble
building games and exercises in the beginning of
the process. We also developed many scenes out
of group improvisations that were videoed and
then scripted.
Response from the school community:
Columbia Prep School is located on the Upper
West Side of Manhattan and has a large Jewish
population. Many of our students and audience
members have family members that lived through
the Holocaust. The positive response from
our school community to the production was
overwhelming. We had to add a performance
to accommodate the demand from audience
members who were unable to get a ticket for the
regularly scheduled performances. If we could
have added more performances we would have
but students had other obligations that kept us
from extending further.
One thing I would have done differently: Time
was our major obstacle throughout the process.
The amount of historical information to digest was
hugely time consuming; we should have started
the research process earlier – perhaps holding
the production workshop class in the fall as well
as the spring. The process felt breathless and
stressful at times although the pressure cooker
of a looming deadline also forced us to move
forward and make tough decisions quickly.
Without a doubt, this production stands tall
as one of the most rewarding experiences I have
ever had as a theatre educator and director. Both
the process and the final product exceeded any
initial expectations. It was a journey filled with
light and darkness, despair and joy, emptiness and
fullness. Each student had a personal glimpse into
the horrible depths of what human beings can do
to each other but also discovered the beauty of
what human beings can accomplish working with
each other.
EARJ – Escola Americana do Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil – Marta Cotrim
GAME OVER by Michael Bacall and Edgar Wright
Screenplay, music by Nigel Godrich based on
the graphic novel series by Bryan Lee O’Malley
turned movie Scott Pilgrim versus the world.
Cast: 22 students from high school and IB
Theatre SL mixed in one class.
Duration of rehearsal: 3 months.
Process: Adapting a screenplay to the theatre
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is a difficult task and that is why I decided to
collaborate with the students so that we went
through the process together.
Why we chose it: Scott Pilgrim versus the world
is a cult movie amongst teenagers and the
combination of games and video projections was
very enticing as a theatrical concept.
Response from the school community: Scott
Pilgrim was a big hit with high school students
due to the theme, music and use of technology.
Images taken from the graphic novel and
interactive games were projected onto the stage,
covering about 180° of the theatre proscenium.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would like to have performed the play in a more
modern theatre with more technical support.

German Swiss International School, Hong
Kong – Chris Hoskins
THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG
IN THE NIGHT TIME by Mark Haddon and
Simon Stephens
Cast: 10: 5 male and 5 female.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks.
Process: Rehearsing in lessons (2 x 80 minutes
per week) plus some occasional extras. Dress and
tech the weekend before.
Most rewarding aspect: The students were so
enthusiastic about doing such a challenging piece
and they were brilliant to work with.
Why we chose it: A challenging piece to christen
our new black box studio.
Response from the school community:
Wonderfully – so many comments about how
dedicated the performers were.
One thing I would have done differently: It
would have been nice to have a fully realised set
to interact with.
Harrow International School Hong Kong,
Hong Kong – Corin James
MACBETH by William Shakespeare
Cast: Very flexible although there are not many
female roles. We performed it with 18: 9 girls and
9 boys. A number of girls were playing male roles.
Duration of rehearsal: 14 weeks.
Process: This was a pretty traditional rehearsal
process: we started by reading through the
script and then blocked each scene before going
back and adding depth and detail. The language
and structure of the text proved to be difficult
for some and so a certain amount of time was
spent ensuring full understanding of what was
being said, where to breathe and so on. I added
in some ensemble moments and movement
sequences particularly at the beginning and
during the final act – this was partly to ensure
that the students who had smaller roles got
more stage time but also helped to tell the story

and to emphasise Macbeth’s growing isolation
towards the end. Our set was very simple with
six movable panels which were wheeled into
different configurations according to the scene.
Set changes were carried out by the cast and
directed by two stage managers. Costume was
kept to a minimum: camouflage trousers, boots
and plain black t-shirts for the ensemble, plus
white dresses for the witches and other dresses
for Lady Macbeth and Lady Macduff. Airsoft is a
popular sport in Hong Kong which meant we
could buy some real looking guns fairly cheaply
and the costumes came from Taobao (the
Chinese Ebay). We performed the play twice and
it came in at under 2 hours including an interval
(with judicious cutting).
Most rewarding aspect: Shakespeare is always
challenging and so it was great to see the students
rising to the challenge and producing something
that was an effective piece of theatre. It was
also rewarding working with a relatively small,
committed cast rather than the large casts you
often get in school productions.
Why we chose it: I wanted to start a custom of
doing a more traditional play every other year
and wanted to work with a smaller cast of older
students (we’re also doing a musical this year); I
hadn’t directed Macbeth before and had some
ideas about how to do it in an interesting way. I
also knew that we had a very strong performer
capable of taking on Lady Macbeth.
Response from the school community: There
was lots of positive feedback and a sense that this
production built on the success of Arabian nights
the year before. Some of the younger students
had difficulties accessing the language but seemed
to be able to follow the plot thanks to the strong
performances.
One thing I would have done differently: It
would have been great to have had the time to
do some character work with the performers but
there just wasn’t enough time each week.
International Community School of Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia – Jo King
OTHELLO IN AMHARIC based on Othello by
William Shakespeare
Cast: 12-20.
Duration of rehearsal: 8-12 weeks with 3-6
hours per week after school.
Process: Final results are usually excellent.
Student performers show high levels of
confidence and give engaging performances
on both nights. We had full houses on both
nights. The process can be challenging for some
students in terms of line-learning and busy after
school schedules as well as absences/missed
rehearsals. Our larger performance/multipurpose spaces prove challenging to younger and/
or less confident students on the projection front.

Availability of rehearsal space(s) and preparation
time on actual stage with full set up is also a
challenge. Windy weather, cold outdoor spaces
and unpredictable rains always give directors the
jitters as we draw close to performance nights.
Most rewarding aspect: Confidence and
commitment levels of students increased
significantly from audition to performance.
Engagement and ownership of the productions
is very high e.g. completely student-led design,
backstage and production teams. Students
developed leadership qualities and really took on
responsibilities with a high level of maturity.
Why we chose it: Play choices are usually based
on student interest, staff interest and available
student ensembles and design body.
Response from the school community:
Very well. Othello is probably the best loved
Shakespearean play in Ethiopia and we were
honored to have the support of one of Ethiopia’s
leading actors, Ato Abebe Balcha.
One thing I would have done differently: Had
another week or two of rehearsal time. Had a
large, indoor theatre/dedicated arts space.

International School of Amsterdam, The
Netherlands – Kelly Webber
LOVE AND INFORMATION by Caryl Churchill
Cast: 13 in the cast + 4 on-stage grips. 50%
female and male.
Duration of rehearsal: 7 weeks, 3 days a week.
Process: The final result was a bit different than
the premiere performance that I saw at the Royal
Court in London two years ago. The original was
a series of 57 vignettes with over 100 characters.
Our production has 55 vignettes and 128
characters none of whom we see twice. Each
character is caught in the middle of a moment,
a conversation. We never know what comes
before or after but we oscillate in the middle of
something we can all relate to in some capacity.
It is about the acquisition of information; dealing
with information; putting information back into the
world; not wanting information and the need to
organise information and ideas. All of these scenes
are contextualised by love and the relationships
we form with other people and things around
us. It’s like a living Snapchat conversation.
Photographs with captions caught in time.
Our production was fashioned on stage in the
round where every actor played myriad roles.
The stage was lit by a moonlight blue cyclorama
and the white lights of iPods, iPads and mobile
phones. There was live music, an electric guitar
that improvised a response to each scene. The
stagehands (grips) were on stage the whole time
often in the audience. The set transformed by
the shape of the black boxes and wedges used
as set pieces. It was entropic and dissonant in
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nature. Kind of like walking into a Starbucks in
any city where the sounds of conversations are
underscored by music and espresso machines.
I wanted to put the audience and actors into an
environment that was both familiar and a little
distracting. There were Epic Theatre qualities
present in the staging and there were many
moments of distortion and realism that worked to
underscore the message of “the more plugged in
and available we are, the more isolated and alone
we become”.
Most rewarding aspect: I think the excavation
of the meaning, character, through-line of
depression and the time spent cultivating
ordinary, listening and versatile characters was
both challenging and rewarding. There was an
ownership that was developed that might not
have been there had the characters and context
already been constructed by the playwright or
the editor. The cast was in the trenches with me
and we came out having developed some very
nuanced and interesting scenes with Churchill’s
text.
Why we chose it: I love Caryl Churchill and I am
fascinated by her texts. I find her highly relevant,
particularly today. I think that the colloquial,
fragmented nature of the characters and their
ordinary interactions became somewhat of a
mirror for my students. As if they were simply
participating in something that was extracted from
everyday life. I also truly believe in productions
that provide great platforms for continued
conversation with the cast. I think it is imperative
to get the actors and Churchill invites us into a
world where we investigate how “plugged in”
we are. How desensitised we have become
and how immediate our needs are. We are
overwhelmed by the multi-tasking, multi-faceted
world. We don’t know how to be silent or be
still. But, in the face of being constantly stimulated
and plugged-in, we still find ourselves in these
wonderful relationships that fuel and fill us. This is
where Churchill captures the fallible and forgiving
essence of the human spirit. A perfect and
nuanced ordinary.
Response from the school community: I think
the community enjoyed the relevance and
accessibility of the piece. I think they also enjoyed
the alternative staging where we had the audience
on the actual stage instead of in the house. The
intimate setting allowed for the audience to
experience the play as if they were actually a part
of it, observer-participants.
One thing I would have done differently: I
might have done a pre-show lecture, like I did for
Ionesco’s Rhinoceros, as there were quite a few
audience members that were so thrown by the
change in setting, style and fragmented scenes
that they lost a bit of the intent of the play. The
audience was, at times, a bit confused as to the
momentum of the play and its episodic nature.

rehearsed for ten weeks with my students and
was able to use the play in conjunction with my IB
Theatre class work with Brecht and Epic Theatre.
I feel this play can be taken in many directions
so as a director it was interesting to discuss my
directorial choices with the cast and crew. The
aspect I liked most about this production was
that I asked our school community to donate
leftover packaging/boxes things they purchased:
televisions, computers, kitchen appliances etc and
these empty boxes made up the set for the play.
We started the play with a somewhat bare stage,
except scaffolding, but by the end of the play
there was a pile of boxes on stage. This tied in
really well with the theme of this dark play.
I broke the play down into ten parts and
introduced each part with a short video and
tableau. These ended up being some people’s
favourite moments in the play. I wanted to do
this to reinforce the playwright’s message as well
as use Epic Theatre techniques. I also used live
stream video for the final big moment in the
play, projected on the cyc behind the actors. I
personally like finding opportunities for movement
with a piece and this play lends itself well for that.
I added four or five pieces of physical theatre
which increased the interest of the cast. The
challenging aspect of the play was trying to keep it
humorous. It’s dark but pushing the students into
finding the humour was enjoyable.
Response from the school community: I think
our school community responded well to the piece
but I thought it was a good idea I put a “message
from the director” in the programme explaining the
play, its themes and my choices in staging.
One thing I would have done differently: If I
were to direct this play again I would probably
work more with the cast on the split scenes in
the second part of the play. They were incredibly
difficult.
International School of Kenya, Kenya –
Katy Bingham
DRACULA by Hamilton Deane and John
Balderston
Cast: 8. Gender: 6 male and 2 female. In this
particular production I decided to change the
gender of Dr. Seward, from a male to female.

International School of Brussels, Belgium
– Alan Hayes
THE VIST by Friedrich Dürrenmatt
Cast: 20-30.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks.
Process: This is an excellent play for high school
students with a large cast of 20-30 people.
The message of mankind’s greed is only one
of the many themes explored within the play. I
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Technical demands: this is a fun technical show
– for lighting, sound and set, and the stage
directions also suggest using a trapdoor. We
happen to have one and were able to use that for
Dracula to disappear during act 3.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks, rehearsals
3 times a week until the 2 weeks prior to
performance.
Process: My directing process traditionally begins
with a full cast read through of the text, then
moving into blocking the scenes, then individual
character and scene work and development,
and finishing with unstopped runs where I am
purely watching and writing out my feedback. As a
director I have always relied heavily on my students
(student stage managers, assistant directors, set
designers, costume designers) running the sound
and lighting board etc. This has always been
beneficial and this production was no exception.
The biggest benefit of the expected student
leadership in my experience has been that it leads
to them fully owning the process and production.
The engagement and motivation from every single
member of the cast and crew was a huge part
of Dracula and one of the contributing factors as
to why it was so successful. I run a pretty tight
ship as a director and strive to maintain very high
expectations from my cast and crew. One point
of feedback I have received over the course of
my directing career in student productions (both
MS and HS) has been the “professionalism” of the
productions. This is one of my goals as a director.
This could be a fault of mine but I tend to find that I
almost forget that the actors and crew I’m working
with are secondary students.
Most rewarding aspect: Oh, so many things.
Two particulars come to mind specifically though.
I prefer working with smaller cast sizes as that
way we are able to really create an ensemble.
This production was the second in my career
where the cast, stage manager, assistant director
and I were really a collective unit. I find that
the trust, collaboration, willingness to take risks
(emotionally, physically, mentally) is heightened
in these smaller cast sizes due to the relationship
building that takes place. In addition, I also relied
heavily on my stage manager and assistant
director both of whom are seniors in the IB
theatre course. There was constant collaboration
between the three of us and we really were a
team. I learned so much from working with them
and listening to their perspectives and insights. I
really don’t want them to graduate this year.
Why we chose it: I chose this production for a
few reasons. The primary one being that I knew
the story would be intriguing to my students and
that they would be excited to participate. This
was proven to be the case when I told my IB
students last year that we would be doing Dracula
this fall. At the beginning of this school year, in our
first IB class of the year, when I asked the class
to map out what they were looking forward to
learning and experiencing this school year every
single student had Dracula on their map. Another
reason was just how much fun the script is.
Response from the school community: The
response from the school community was
amazing. The show was performed in November
and I still receive comments about it from
teachers as well as students. One instance that
comes to mind is when Dracula fell through
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the trapdoor and “disappeared into thin air”, a
response from the crowd one night was: “Wait,
what ???”. That was an excellent moment.
One thing I would have done differently: Over
the last few years I have become more inspired
and engaged in physical theatre. I would love to
be more knowledgeable and receive training in
movement-based techniques (e.g. Laban, Lecoq
or Michael Chekov). If I had the opportunity to
do Dracula again I would have focused a lot more
with the students on developing the physicality of
their characters – really exploring and playing with
how their characters move throughout the space.

International School of Luxembourg,
Luxembourg – Scott Macky
ANTIGONE by Jean Anouilh, translated by
Barbara Bray
Cast: 12 actors: 6 male, 4 female and 2 either
male or female. In our production, we were
evenly divided, 6 and 6. Anouilh suggests a set
“without historical or geographical implications”
so it can be minimal. We used a giant black
and white chess board and had the characters
move around and interact with large foam chess
pieces made by the grade 9 DT class. The play
is a modern interpretation of an ancient tragedy
so requires dramatic tension and high levels of
emotion but also irony and ambiguity. Two very
strong leads needed for Antigone and Creon.
Duration of rehearsal: 9th September to 9th
December 2014 and three evening performances.
Process: We rehearsed two days a week
after school, for an hour and a quarter, from
September to December, minus the autumn
holiday and a couple of school trips, illnesses
etc. Basically that meant rehearsing every
“scene” twice (I divided the script up into 11
small scenes). During the first rehearsal we
did a warm up, read the scene through, talked
about characters and motivations and then got
it up and worked on some basic blocking. In
the second rehearsal, we refined the blocking
and extended the character work. The last four
rehearsals were devoted to running the play from
start to finish (it was 90 minutes long initially and
ended up being 75 minutes in performances).
Then we did a technical and dress rehearsal. We
opened on a Thursday night and did a total of
three performances. Running time: 75 minutes
(but that’s with cuts made to some of the longer
speeches).
Most rewarding aspect: Although it’s a tragedy
requiring some very serious and committed acting
from the cast, we had a very warm, enjoyable
and laughter-filled rehearsal period. The cast
bonded very well and the younger actors (grades
9 and 10) really appreciated the performances of
the two 12th grade leads and told me frequently

how much they were learning from watching
them. For me, the greatest pleasure was this:
building a strong ensemble and a climate in which
they could help and learn from each other.
Why we chose it: I think Antigone is a play that
really speaks to our times. Actually in Luxembourg
last month (February 2015), Juliette Binoche
played the title role in a production directed
by Ivo van Hove at the Grand Théâtre. And
I’m regularly seeing publicity online for new
productions. Antigone represents a fragile, flawed
heroine who is willing to sacrifice her life for ideals
which she’s not even sure she believes in. Creon
is a likeable, sensitive tyrant who wants to save
her. Anouilh’s version doesn’t give the audience
easy answers but it does satisfy us dramatically at
some level.
Response from the school community:
Positively, although performing the play in the
lead-up to Christmas didn’t exactly kindle the
Christmas spirit! The play wasn’t very well
attended but those who did see it said they
thought it was powerful and the Luxembourgish
newspaper The Wort gave us a glowing review
calling the production “gripping and affecting”
and highly praising the performances by Creon
and Antigone – nice for the actors. The link is
here: http://www.wort.lu/en/culture/theatreisl-presents-gripping-and-affecting-antigone548ea4f20c88b46a8ce480cf
One thing I would have done differently: I’m
not sure I would cast two 12th grade leads next
time. They were brilliant but with the rigorous
demands of IB on their plate, plus the intensity of
playing the two main characters in the school play,
I think they were a little overwhelmed at times.
They may disagree as they said they loved the
experience.
International School of Stavanger – Sandy
Landis
STAND, IMPACT, PUTTIN’ ON THE RITZ,
TOUCHED BY FIRE, THE GLIMPSES OF
THE MOON, THE GRAND ILLUSION,
CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ written by Sandy
Landis
Cast: Flexible.
Duration of rehearsal: Eight weeks with three
meetings a week.
Process: For our high school productions we
attempt to build on what has come before. We
maintain an all-inclusive philosophy and work in an
ensemble format with various groups responsible
for different areas of the production including
tech, backstage, art and design, publicity and
management. When we incorporate music we use
student instrumentalists whenever possible. Our
goal is to ensure that each participant feels that he
or she is making a contribution to the whole rather

than distinguishing between “leads” and “chorus”.
Since 2007 we have foregone producing published
texts and have developed a process for creating
original productions specifically written for our high
school students. We happen to be lucky enough
to have a very cohesive team of teachers working
on the project each year who have expertise in
writing, composing and arranging as well as in
choreography, costuming, technology and design.
In addition to providing our team with a yearly
challenge which they seem to enjoy the rationale
behind doing original pieces is twofold. Firstly, the
text can be catered to our students regardless
of the number we have and to their strengths,
interests and availabilities. Secondly, it provides us
with the opportunity to make the project a cocurricular venture. More often than not the pieces
are works of historical fiction (though this has not
always been the case) which expose students to
significant historical events and social, political and/
or cultural movements. We also do a great deal of
genre exploration introducing students to various
performance styles.
The process for this begins each spring with
a selection of the event or era and location to
be explored. In recent years these have included
the Roaring Twenties, the Battle of Britain and
the swinging 60s. With a selection made the
production team discuss ways of exploring the
chosen context and then begin the development
phase which is, at first, limited to my work as
playwright and researcher. I then present a
proposal, we discuss possibilities and the creative
work goes forth from there. When the audition
and rehearsal process begins the following fall, the
script is normally in about a 75% complete stage
and students’ auditions and input at this stage
help to solidify and finalise the text. From there
the rehearsal process lasts for approximately ten
weeks with meetings three times a week.
We feel strongly that this process allows
students to take ownership for the project. They
must do research and immerse themselves in
whatever context we’ve chosen. And they must
take the risk of originating a role without the help
of previous performances to guide them. It also
allows us to ensure that all students feel validated
and have the opportunity to shine. While we
inevitably feature students in what are essentially
“leading” roles, we strongly resist the creation of
cast hierarchies. All students have characters with
names and featured moments on stage and we
feel that this builds camaraderie among the cast and
helps us to achieve the goals of the project: helping
students to develop their skills and confidence as
performers, allowing them to take risks and push
the boundaries and encouraging them to find their
voices. The best way to sum up the approach is
that it is process-driven rather than product-driven.
While this type of process wouldn’t work
for every school, we feel we have developed
a system that works for us and from which our
students can benefit. Overall, across school
divisions, we try to ensure that we have a
rounded programme that maximises the
educational potential of the dramatic form.
Most rewarding aspect: Seeing students who are
given opportunities to take risks take them. Seeing
students who are given opportunities to shine
use them. Seeing students collaborate and work
together as a team.
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Why we chose it: Flexibility in all things,
particularly cast size, as well as opportunities to
make the experience co-curricular.
Response from the school community: The
school community has responded consistently
positively.

International School of Tanganyika,
Tanzania – Gillian Ani, Claudia Kennedy
AFRICAN MACBETH by William Shakespeare
Cast: Flexible in number and gender (in our
production both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth
were played by a female).
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 60 hours.
Process: Directors brainstormed ways of
integrating our African setting – through costumes
made of local fabrics, hiring a drummer to teach
music, song and dance to our students, integrating
masks, performing in the round … it was
essential that the audience believed we were in
an unnamed African village. We also spent quite
a bit of time cutting the text down to what was
essential to tell our story. We discovered lots of
the tale could be told through movement, dance
or visual imagery so we cut ever more text as we
rehearsed. The rehearsal process was first about
understanding the text then how to speak the
text then how to tell our story. We experimented
quite a bit with how to work within the round.
We also had to learn and integrate some local
songs, dances and music. The final performance
was an incredible stimulating sensory experience.
From the sight of our crazed witches in manic
dance to the intensive beating of the drums, to
haunting red light passing through smoke as a sea
of masks engage in slow motion battle, to Lady
Macbeth approaching insanity – trapped amongst
our audience – under the flicker of candlelight...
this production really was a feast for the senses. It
made Shakespeare so much more accessible for
our audience. The English teachers loved it!
Most rewarding aspect: Discovering more
about African dance and drumming and how to
incorporate it into the piece, drawing on the talents
of our Tanzanian students, working on movement
pieces, especially the witches and the battle scenes,
watching students master the text, the story and
their roles and make them their own.
Why we chose it: Relevant to our context in
Africa, inspiring piece, love the poetry and have
always loved the play, had a vision for it as African
Macbeth.
Response from the school community: They
loved the combination of dance, drumming
and movement in a Shakespeare play and were
surprised by the production.

One thing I would have done differently: Taken
more time to guide students through the process
of costume design; we could have done more
with this aspect.

International School of Tanganyika,
Tanzania – Gillian Ani, Claudia Kennedy
EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN by DP Theatre
class of 2013: Joanna Moberly/Asli Shebe
(writers), May Sabet (director), Ruth Zisengwe
(lighting) and Raven Moffet (multimedia)
Cast: Any number. In this case, approximately
70 students were involved in performance and
production.
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 6080 hours. Since this was part of the students’
independent project, a large amount of class time
was also given to developing the piece.
Process: Started with an idea - to create a piece
about issues relevant to teenagers. Workshopped
possible scenes and characters with the cast
(and in the beginning, crew too), developed and
refined them as part of the devising process.
Captured in a script by the writers. The whole
piece was created, written, acted, danced, sung
and directed by students.
Most rewarding aspect: The incredible experience
of the students taking ownership and making it
happen. Empowerment pure – such a high.
Why we chose it: Students wanted to create a
piece rather than working from a script. They
were inspired and motivated so we let them fly.
Response from the school community: They
were stunned. Many emotional responses
especially from the parents of teens.
One thing I would have done differently:
Incorporated directing earlier into the curriculum
– now being revised. We often don’t teach
directing and just assume students will pick it up
from watching teachers direct them.
Istanbul International Community School,
Turkey – Kevin Burns
LOVE AND INFORMATION by Caryl Churchill
Cast: 2-30, preferably gender balanced.
Duration of rehearsal: 6 weeks.
Process: We had two separate groups rehearsing:
the IB DP Theatre Arts class and a high school
exploratory class so this was only worked on
during class time for one trimester not as an
extracurricular programme. We asked the DP
Film class to make short films of the scene titles
to play between scenes and these added not only
an exciting filmic dimension but also colour and
humour to the production. Given the episodic
nature of the play and these film titles between
scenes it didn’t matter that the two groups
never rehearsed together: they came together
seamlessly in performance, a single arts showcase
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for the middle and high school students and
faculty during the school day.
Most rewarding aspect: The creativity it forces
and allows. The play is constructed as a series
of scenes connected only by theme (love and/
or information, usually both and often in conflict).
The scenes are of varying length from haiku-like
sketches to three-pages at the longest, mostly
duologues with the rare monologue, and one or
two that can be performed by a group. The script
contains only lines of dialogue, no characters or
contexts or stage directions. Sharing the creation
of those with the students was freeing and
exciting. The process gave as much freedom to
the students as possible with the DP students
incorporating much of their work with theorists
including most successfully Brecht and Artaud. As
the director I tried to confine myself to pushing
the actors toward more powerful and creative
choices and giving feedback to tweak choices that
had too little logical sense or too little energy.
Our actors wore jeans and black t-shirts but
added one colorful accessory to suggest each
separate character. For convenience we kept
the set identical for each piece: two chairs set at
right angles, facing the audience at 45 degrees.
The little touch I am most pleased with was piling
up between, under and around those chairs
as many trashy celebrity magazines (“love” and
“information”) as we could get (scores of them –
turns out everyone reads them secretly) and have
the characters in each scene use them in different
ways. This was highly effective, creating many
opportunities for stage business as well as a great
linking motif between scenes.
Why we chose it: My talented colleague Tina
Wojtysiak at the American International School
of Budapest saw it in London at the Royal Court
and loved it then produced it at AISB and called it
one of the best process experiences ever for her
and the students. I have always loved Churchill’s
work and have directed both Top girls and Vinegar
Tom with high school students and this script is so
crisp, exciting, beautiful and contemporary that I
just had to use it immediately.
Response from the school community: The
play is meaningful, witty and contemporary, and
the middle and high school audience enjoyed it.
It can be quite abstract and ambiguous though at
times oddly concrete and the audience can find
and create their own individual understandings
of the parts and how they piece together. The
connections build in layers over the course of the
performance, working playfully and meaningfully
on the mind. My school director loved the piece
and called each scene a “precious little gem”.
One thing I would have done differently: I would
have done the whole piece. We only did close to
half because of time constraints and because we
were also working on a musical (Hairspray).
King George V School, Hong Kong – Ian
Baker
WORLD THEATRE FESTIVAL – an adaption
of The container by Clare Bayley, a dramatic
interpretation of Stripsody by Cathy
Berberbian, Co-existence, a new Butoh work
exploring beauty, A nena Soña – a new dance
theatre work about the aspirations, struggles
and triumphs of girls growing up in a modern
world and Memento mori, a new work inspired
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by Jonathon Nolan’s novel about memory.
Cast: In total, between the 5 pieces, we had over
80 students involved in total, ranging from year 7
to year 13. A nena Soña was entirely female and
Stripsody entirely male. All the other pieces were
mixed casts.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 months generally but this
depended on the nature of each piece. Like most
performances rehearsals ran after schools and at
weekends (the latter to try and avoid the myriad of
co-curricular activities that the students have).
Process: The performances ran in repertory
over a week with 3 every evening. Alongside the
festival we ran a Found plays competition based
on the idea from the Royal Court in which all
members of the school community were invited
to take part and were voted upon by audience
members during the festival week. It is a firmly
established part of the school calendar and life of
the drama department. Senior students especially
look forward to the week and possibilities of
leadership roles within it.
Most rewarding aspect: Always the growth in
students as directors and assistant director.
Why we chose it: We do a festival every two
years. This grew out of the need to offer greater
opportunities to IB Theatre students in world
theatre forms and traditions combined with a
want to extend opportunities for G & T students.
In addition it allows teachers to direct/create
in an area of theatre that personally interests
them. Whole school musicals/plays weren’t
offering enough opportunities for students to
take a leading role. Also we wanted to offer
exceptional senior students the opportunity to
direct alongside their teachers. Usually there
are 2-3 student directed performances in each
festival. This year, however, there was only one
student led piece, Memento mori, which was a
development of a trial IB Theatre Arts Practical
Performance Proposal. Having said this, all teacher
led pieces have a student assistant director too.
Response from the school community:
Always very positive. Each piece is scheduled at
different times on different days thus widening
the audience. In this festival the exposure to
Butoh was a first for many and it was talked
about widely. In addition it is great to hear the
performances being referenced in lessons.
One thing I would have done differently: Perhaps
only to have advertised the festival more widely.
Li Po Chun United World College of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong – Steve Reynolds
REFUGEE: VOICES IN EXILE a Verbatim
Theatre piece
Background
Li Po Chun is a pre-university boarding school
to 250 students from 80 nationalities based in

Hong Kong. Every year as part of the IB CAS
programme, the College organises a Project Week
in which all students and staff come “off timetable”
and devise and participate in trips within the Asia
region. The Verbatim Theatre trip in 2014 took
place at home in Hong Kong. I had developed a
long standing relationship with an NGO that ran
Hong Kong’s only refugee and asylum seeker
drop in centre. However, the refugees wanted
more from us and so the Verbatim project was
born. Verbatim Theatre can be adapted for any
age, gender and cast size of students. The unique
challenge for this project was that the 12 students
(ages 16-18) who had chosen to participate in the
project had not studied IB Theatre nor had any
experience of performing. They had one week to
devise, rehearse and perform a theatre piece to
the public.
Process: Creating Verbatim Theatre in one week.
Day one: Sunday
We met at the College (since we all live there)
and departed for an opening lunch. The College
canteen is closed during Project Week so our
group takes all its meals together in local cafes/
restaurants (each trip has a budget to spend). This
is except for breakfast where the group organise
buying of ingredients/foodstuff and prepare the
meal themselves (in another scenario, for a
complete experience – you might choose to make
the group prepare all their own meals). Eating
together is regarded as an important bonding
ritual/feature for the ensemble (the students have
never worked together before as a group). After
lunch we return to the drama studio and focus into
the evening on the following: trust and ensemble
bonding. We play a number of trust games (e.g.
in pairs one is blindfolded and led by a “sighted”
partner; falling into each other’s arms etc.). We also
play a version of “gifts and gripes” where the group
take more emotional risks - verbally sharing their
loves and dislikes in life.
Movement and voice
Because the group are inexperienced in
performance I begin every day with a physical
and vocal warm up focusing on bodily awareness,
neutral position, movement (sometimes using
Viewpoints), breathing, vocal projection and
annunciation. They need daily reinforcement of
these basics to prepare them for the fundamentals
of being clearly heard and seen onstage.
Verbatim Theatre and performance/acting skills
In a short introductory meeting prior to
the week I had explained the concepts behind
Verbatim Theatre so in this session we explored
skills and techniques specific to the theatre
form. Exercises included working in pairs and A
observing B enter the room and greet another.
A then reproduces the moment in performance.
Another exercise combines Verbatim and interview

skills with the group getting to know each other/
bonding: students interview each other in pairs
and then introduce their partner to the group
by performing them (each other) in a 2-minute
monologue. Other dramatic skills are explored
including improvisation in order to reinforce the
principles of spontaneity, risk taking, accepting the
offer and developing confidence in their creativity.
Interview and research skills
The group study research and interview skills
in general and specifically research the status
of refugees and asylum seekers in Hong Kong.
Students also practice interview techniques
for when they meet the refugees. They learn
everything from the value of open or closed
questions, setting a trusting tone in their manner
and body language and dealing with difficult
interviewees.
Day two: Monday
After the group warm up we depart for
the refugee and asylum seeker drop in centre.
The centre is cramped and in a fairly run down
building. We join the refugees for lunch (many
of them come to eat at the centre) so our first
contact with them is informal. The students
are primed to take the initiative in mixing with
the refugees, sitting amongst them at lunch and
being open, friendly and respectful. We then
meet the refugees that will be working with
us. I had previously arranged that there is one
refugee per student of the same gender (the
refugees were informed of the project at the
centre and volunteered to participate). Students
have also studied background material/outlines
of the refugee’s individual cases the day before.
So today the students decide on who they
will pair up with from the refugees (and in this
way, the casting is done). The students and the
refugees speak English with each other and the
first meeting involves “ice breaker” activities such
as name games with a focus on having fun and
getting the two groups to feel easy with each
other. The games are planned by me with student
input in advance. To finish the session we start to
move towards the heart of the project. Working
together in groups, the refugees and students
create frozen images or tableaux with the titles
“home” and “now”. This Image Theatre type
approach is a great and relatively safe way into
deeper material particularly for those that don’t
want to “act”. The refugees are a mixed group
mainly from Asia/South Asia and Africa. They look
just like anyone you might pass in the street but
their images start to share deeper, more traumatic
experiences and stories than we could imagine.
After dinner the students return to the College
and write up their experiences – what they
saw, heard and felt. To ensure we have enough
material and that the students are directly engaged
in the material I decide that they will each tell two
stories – the first is recounting their own day by
day experience of the project and the second is
their observations (that will lead to portrayal) of
their refugee partner.
Day three: Tuesday
After the usual warm up we “check in”
sharing our feelings and impressions of the day
before. Already the students have a growing
sense of responsibility to honour the stories
of the refugee/asylum seekers. We then study
scriptwriting principles and techniques covering
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everything from page layout, stage direction and
parenthicals to rising stakes etc. This will help
the students to begin writing monologues later
that day. In the afternoon the refugees/asylum
seeker group visit the College for the first time.
I had been told that due to the relative lack of
structure in their days (their status means they
may not take a job in Hong Kong and their rights
are very limited) they may not be punctual or
reliable in attendance. Their attendance and
collaboration is crucial to the project. I try to
support them by offering College transport (or
transport money) and meals (we take them out
to eat or give them food allowance). They all turn
up … and we head out for lunch and an informal
bonding. This afternoon is when the students
visibly pair with a refugee/asylum seeker. After
some warm up games the students take their
partners aside and begin in-depth interviews.
The students begin by “modelling” behaviour
– telling the refugees about their own lives in
a trusting and intimate manner. The refugee
group respond very positively and the pairs
are sat around the drama studio in engrossing
conversations. Students have the option of
writing the words of the refugees in notebooks
or making audio recordings – depending on
the comfort levels of their interviewees. The
students also observe and note the mannerisms
and moods of their refugee partners. After the
visitors have left we have a sharing – in the
style of group therapy – we feedback on our
thoughts, feelings and observations. We do this
every day at some point. Although I am training
to become a professional psychotherapist (in
psychodrama) when possible I invite the College
counsellor to attend and support these sessions.
Some of the students have heard traumatic
stories from their refugee partners today – rape,
dismemberment, being resuscitated after death,
seeing family members taken or burned alive –
far more impactful stories than we had imagined.
So therapeutic support for the students is very
important. Actually, the effect of the experience
is to galvanise the students to work deeper with
the refugees and bring their stories to life impactfully on stage. On both Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings I have been lucky enough to acquire
tickets for professional theatre performances (we
are in the midst of the Hong Kong Arts Festival)
and we go to see A midsummer night’s dream and
Strindberg’s Miss Julie in turn. This is all part of the
theatrical education of the students. It is very helpful
for these novices to experience the presence of
professional performances and productions. It also
however, provides variety, social time and release
from the intensity of the days.
Day four: Wednesday
Apart from a visit to a theatre performance in

the evening the day is devoted to monologue
writing at the College. The students work alone
writing duel monologues of their own experience
to date and of their refugee partners stories (in
the first person using the actual words of the
refugee/asylum seekers) – so they will perform as
themselves telling their story of the week and as
their refugee partners telling the story of their lives
on stage. Whilst they are drafting and rehearsing
their monologues I have the opportunity to spend
time with them individually, helping to edit and
hone their work. In the afternoon, they share
their work in progress with each other and take
constructive feedback. They need it because
tomorrow the refugee group are returning to
view the monologues. Maximum time of each
monologue is 5-6 minutes.
Day five: Thursday
Usual warm up in the morning then the
students complete and polish up their monologues.
All of the refugee group arrive and pair up with
their student partners in spaces around the
drama studio and theatre. The visitors watch the
monologues of their student partners and give
feedback. They have seen “themselves” portrayed
by the students and heard the students own
experience of the meetings/week. This part of the
process really keeps the students focused. They
know that they must perform to their partner
and they are keen to do a good job. However,
the most important function of this process is for
the refugees to feel supported, comfortable and
inspired by the performances, and give feedback
and suggestions for changes or to say “no” if they
want anything removed from the acting portrayal
or story told (we always honour those that give us
their words and respect their right to have their
stories seen or not seen on their terms). As the
pairs complete the process there are more tears
than we’d imagined – tears or relief, of recognition,
of sadness and of affirmation. After lunch together
we say we will see the refugee group again
tomorrow … at the performance.
So far I have been a facilitator and an editor/
advisor. Now I really step into the role of director.
In the afternoon and evening, I break up all the
monologues into pieces, identifying themes and
moods and converging story lines. We decide
that the first part of the performance will consist
of segments of each monologue focusing on the
refugee/asylum seekers lives before exile. The
second part takes segments of each monologue
that focus on the circumstances that led the
refugees to flee their homes (often political) and
their journey to Hong Kong. The third part takes
segments of each monologue that focuses on the
challenges of being refugees in Hong Kong and
their dreams for the future. We decide to have
all the cast on stage throughout, seated upstage
in a semi-circle with individual students coming
forward to give 1-2 minute extracts of their
monologues at a time as appropriate. To further
break the piece up and add visual strength we also
intersperse the monologues with frozen images/
tableaux of the refugee stories based on the
images they shared with us on Monday. It would
be quite possible to devise the performance as
a whole group from the beginning (looking at
theme or plot first), however I find this structure
that builds the performance out of individual
monologues, economical and efficient in the
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limited time we have and really helps the students
focus on bringing to life the actual words of the
refugees. We work late.
Day six: Friday – performance day
After warm up we spend the morning
continuing to structure, devise and rehearse the
performance. The pressure on us – with so little
time to pull the pieces together – is intense, nerve
wracking... and completely exhilarating. You never
do a theatre project without high stakes again.
In the afternoon we travel to the theatre
venue where we will perform tonight. It is the
best known professional fringe venue in Hong
Kong. To raise the stakes for the students and
share the voices of our refugee friends wider we
have hired an external venue rather than perform
at the College. It takes the theatrical learning
experience for my students to a new level. I have
visited the theatre the week before the project
for a production meeting with the technical staff
(“What is the play about?” “I don’t know we
haven’t devised it yet!” “Oh, well what lighting do
you need?” “I don’t know yet.” “Sound?” “Should
know next week – when we start devising the
piece.”). But this is the first time the students have
seen the venue. On the stage we have two run
throughs once blocking the piece and doing a
slow technical run and finally a full dress rehearsal.
Before the performance begins, the
College has organised a major press conference
with Hong Kong media (our week has been
punctuated with visits to or from the press and
Hong Kong radio). This is good publicity for
the College and for the plight of the refugees/
asylum seekers. The students feel like celebrities
… all good as long as we pull off a good show.
The performance is sold out and all our refugee/
asylum seeker friends come to watch along with
staff from the drop in centre, people from the
College and the general public. All proceeds from
the performance are donated to the refugee
centres budding arts programme. To my surprise
we have put together 90 minutes of material
(I thought it would be less) and the students
deliver a powerful, moving and professional
performance. Regardless of their performing
ability, they perform with absolute commitment
and passion. There are moments of humour
alongside horror as they students recount their
week – their learning – and perform the refugee/
asylum seekers’ stories.
We finish the performance with an old gospel
song of longing and hope and thank our guests
for their support. There are tears all round. We
take some photos and for the first time, some
of the refugees pose in the photos with us (they
are sensitive to being identified – particularly by
those that drove them from their countries – we
also changed their names for the performance).
Afterwards we take the refugee/asylum seekers
for pizza to celebrate our collaboration and in the
following week hold a de-brief/reflection session
in which the refugee group come along to share
with us about the project as a whole and to which
the College counsellor also attends.
Reflections
The Verbatim Theatre project holds so much
value and so many challenges.
• Students learn to become a theatre company/
ensemble and performers in just one week –
ending with a public performance.
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• S tudents learn about specific theatre skills
from script writing to Verbatim techniques.
• Students learn about areas that are not
specific to theatre – like research and
interview skills.
• Students develop their confidence,
communication and team skills.
• The project is an amazing way to combine
Creativity and Community Service as a CAS
project.
• Most of all, the students meet a section
of society they might never otherwise do
so. Their stereotyped perceptions are
challenged. They learn the importance of
giving to others, of supporting those less
fortunate, of striving for a just and equal
society. Verbatim Theatre – these kinds of
projects - makes a difference…
• The refugees – or whatever type of group
you are working with – experience being the
centre of attention for a short time – instead
of being invisible. Their voice is heard and
shared and their lives and stories are told and
honoured.
I began the Verbatim Theatre project with a
group of students who travelled to Beijing to
work with physically and mentally challenged
students in 2012. The following year a group
led a project at an orphanage in Cambodia.
This year, we are about to commence a project
collaborating with ex-prison offenders in Hong
Kong. The process has never failed me yet …
the rewards in terms of human values as well as
theatre are great.
Manchester High School for Girls, United
Kingdom – Jill Haves
SOUTH PACIFIC by Rodgers and Hammerstein
Cast: 70 – all female.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 months.
Process: It seemed to take a while for all the
big numbers to come together – as these things
always do no matter what you say you’ll do
differently next year. However, when it mattered,
it looked and sounded really super. The girls
were encouraged to take ownership of the show
from day one so it really was their show by the
opening night.
Most rewarding aspect: It was great fun to be
creating the South Pacific Islands in the middle of
a cold autumn. We thoroughly enjoyed putting

together the Thanksgiving Follies scene. Trying
to make something look thrown together at the
last minute is actually quite hard. It was also very
entertaining to have a girl playing a man, playing a
woman, as our Captain Brackett did in the Follies
scene.
Why we chose it: It was something that our
Head of Music suggested. I would never have
thought of South Pacific but it turned out to be
a fantastic show that everyone engaged with. It
was a real crowd pleaser with lots of well-known
songs as well as being a lot of fun to put together.
Response from the school community: The
school community responded very well. We
were virtually sold out over 3 nights and given
that the Hall holds over 300 people that was a
real achievement. It helped to have an early start
for the middle evening – 6:00pm – which meant
that families with young children could attend. It
also gave cast, crew and teachers the chance to
get home a little earlier on that night.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have made the shower for I’m gonna wash
that man right outa my hair a lot earlier. We ended
up breaking one shower during the technical
rehearsal and had to make another rather basic
one at the last minute.

Munich International School, Germany –
Jo Riley and Antonio Koudele
THE ARRIVAL after the graphic novel by
Shaun Tan
Cast: 12 actors mixed gender, mixed age; 6
musicians, 4 tech.
Duration of rehearsal: 14 weeks, meeting twice
weekly for 90 minutes. One full day rehearsal.
Process: This was actually the starting point of
a wonderful ISTA festival. The students came
back to school and wanted to work on it more
straight away. We began with an empty space
and pooled ideas of images we wanted to bring
alive: immigrants on a ship; origami bird; clouds;
letters from home; mysterious languages and
signs; a weird creature companion. Different
teams of actors, designers, techies and musicians
devised together, shaped and changed, ditched
and built until we had created the core scenes of
the play that we could string together as narrative.
By flipping the stage space into the raked seating
and having the audience seated on the floor we
created tiers of horizontal performance spaces
that could represent different layers of time and
space so that scenes could float into each other
and sometimes even overlap.
Most rewarding aspect: It was exciting to play

with performance and production elements in any
way we wanted.
Spectator action
• Vast sheets of cloth used as sails in the wind
in the audience floor space so that the
spectators were on the boat, sailing away
from home. Fog horn blasting, sounds of the
waves heaving, sailors calling, handing out
blankets and stale bread for comfort.
• Spectators herded by actors with whistles
onto the tiered seating rows to be examined,
stamped, clipped, checked before returning
to their seats. Mug shots of each audience
had already been taken as they entered the
theatre and these were projected in black
and white on 5 large screens as they passed
immigration. A public shaming!
• Letters, stained, old, torn, written by
the actors reflecting the homesick stage
characters as well as their own personal
homesick yearnings and feelings of being
strange were handed out to the spectators to
read as if they were family.
• Banners for each actor to hold at the end of
the performance with their own message
about what “home” means.
Technical action
• 5 large projection screens linked to a video
splitter and controlled from behind with
either floating clouds; trees in the different
seasons; mug shots; images of each actor’s 5
favourite home safe places; a rolling montage
of suitcases of all sizes; a short movie showing
the little girl speaking Greek when she
worked in the mines.
• One screen was linked directly to a video
camera that could project in close up moments
from the action in a live feed. The camera
was operated by a student picking out what to
focus on – a hand, a face, a movement.
• Inside a suitcase, when the lid was lifted, a
projection of a little girl dancing to music,
happily.
Design
• Weird and exotic instruments in bright
colours.
• Drab greys, browns, greens and blacks, faded
clothes, tired fabrics for all.
• Non-descript bundles of tangled wire, flat
card shapes, and aluminium tins represent the
monotony of the factory.
• A moving puppet for the creature comfort
with a tube connected to the puppet player’s
mouth to operate a licking tongue (party
whistle).
• A shelf, held by two actors to represent
home with a photograph of the family.
• Masks of faces from the cover leaf of the
novel to illustrate devised monologues taken
from real stories of contemporary immigrants.
Choreography
• A poi performance with electric balls for the
new music.
• Complicite as the company moves with
origami birds under their hats and lets them fly.
• A percussion piece working in the factory.
Sound design
• Weather, wind, water.
• Sounds of silence, April, come she will, For
Emily, Scarborough Fair and more from Simon
and Garfunkel.
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• Electric for the new music.
• Little English; many languages - as many as
we can manage – calls, shouts, sighs.
Response from the school community: We
forgot when the junior school came to watch
that they would enter the world of the play
completely. The audience action took so much
longer because they wanted to do it all. Adults
were also very open and playful. Everyone in our
community knows how it feels to be an outsider.
One thing I would have done differently: More
time building character. Students wanted to
embody and act a specific role. Only an adult is
happy to be an anonymous representation of a
stereotype.

Overseas School of Colombo, Sri Lanka –
Rachel Jackson
LIVING WITH LADY MACBETH by Rob John
Cast: 9 students; mixed gender.
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 12 weeks.
Process: The entire performance was 45
minutes in length. The last 25 minutes of the play
however was entered into the CBB (Council
for Business with Britain) Inter-schools Drama
Competition and was student directed (a first
year IBDP Theatre student). The performance
took second place as well as being awarded
having best actress and best supporting actress
(of which there were 3!). After the competition
I directed the first 20 minutes and adapted the
competition section. All the students remained on
stage the whole time so there was a true sense of
ensemble. For the competition, two performers
played two roles but in the final performance the
student director took up one of these roles.
Most rewarding aspect: I enjoyed working with
the students that I had on board because they
were able to share their ideas without slowing
down the process … at times it was a truly
collaborative effort.
Why we chose it: It was recommended to me by
a friend as a good high school play for a small cast.
Response from the school community: They
loved it. It was something different for them with
regards to the use of the chorus, everyone on
stage the entire time, the black and red costume
and tension as well as the moments of comic relief.
The content too (bullying and going for something
you believe in despite obstacles) was something
that was taken back into the classroom.
One thing I would have done differently: Spent
more time further developing characterisation
as at times the roles appeared as a little twodimensional.

YERMA by Federico Garcia Lorca and
translated by Peter Luke
Cast: 9 students (plus 1 primary student to play a
small boy); 2 male/7 female.
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 12 weeks.
Process: The entire cast remained on stage
for the majority of the performance except for
when there were a couple of costume changes.
The reason for this was to create a sense of
foreboding and voyeurism … others always
looking in on other people’s business. The
“washerwomen” sat on different steps of the
ladders looking inwards where the rest of the
action took place. The entire performance ran at
just over an hour so there was no interval. The
music teacher, along with her one first year IBDP
Music student, co-wrote five songs for the play.
Most rewarding aspect: I thoroughly enjoyed
working alongside the music teacher (as well as
the students, of course) because the songs/music
really added to the overall mood of the piece.
It was also a unique way of performing for the
students as the stage was sparse with only seven
ladders and one stool.
Why we chose it: It was one of the few plays that
I was familiar with that would work for the small
number of students that I had as well as work
with the imbalance of males and females. Plus, I
loved the idea of including music and song.
Response from the school community: The
content of the play was toned down so that it
became more about women and relationships
rather than about one woman’s desperation to
have a child. Some really interesting discussions
took place however during rehearsals.
One thing I would have done differently: The
costumes did not turn out as I had originally
planned. I was intending on the colours of the
elements based on Paganism but the chosen
fabrics did not match.
Pechersk School International, Ukraine –
Malina Patel
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST by
Oscar Wilde
Cast: Our version had Lane and Merriman
doubled. 4 males and 4 females.
Duration of rehearsal: Approximately 8 weeks. 2
x 2 hours per week.
Process: We chose to set it in the 1920s and
added a musical element by including a group of
four lounge singers who sang American standards
pre-show and during intervals. This choice really
helped to set an atmosphere and gave the Lane/
Merriman character more of a backstory as he
was the only one who interacted with the girls.
Rehearsals generally ran twice a week for two
hours a piece. The final two weeks included
longer rehearsals on weekends and full day
tech/dress time. We always do three evening
performances because I find it more valuable for
students to have the opportunity to reflect on the
role of the audience in performance.
Most rewarding aspect: How much the show
grew each night. It just kept getting better and
better. By the third and final show I was wishing
we could do a three-week run.
Why we chose it: I wanted something that could
be used to help me introduce specific skills to my
DP Theatre students. It allowed us to explore
context, adaptation of a creative vision and text
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analysis – all necessary skills for their coursework.
Response from the school community: The most
common piece of feedback that I received was
from the adults in the community. They couldn’t
believe how well the students met the challenges
of the language of the play and everyone was very
impressed by their work.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have given the actors the opportunity to
have an invited dress or a preview audience.
They really blossomed once they had an audience
to interact with and I feel they could have used
that earlier in the process.

Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Australia –
Sarah Combes
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM by William
Shakespeare
Cast: 16 students, all female.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 weeks.
Process: Fostering students’ engagement with
Shakespearean text is more often than not
made possible by finding a connection to their
own world. Themes of love (the unrequited
kind), defying adults and challenging society’s
expectations all seem to resonate favorably with
young audiences.
Given its popularity, I wanted to reimagine
the world of this text by exploring the shadowy,
darker undertones of the fairies’ forest and the
bureaucracy of Athens. This was achieved by
setting the play in a not-so-distant dystopian
future where all that remained of the natural
landscape was waste, plastic, chaos and structural
upheaval. I wanted to use A midsummer night’s
dream as an opportunity to explore our increasing
separation from nature and the strength of our
ties to an urban existence and ultimately the sense
of alienation this brings. With an all female cast,
and “future world” setting it was decided that
the Duke of Athens, Theseus would be cut from
the script entirely and Hippolyta (Theseus’ wife)
would be the sole ruler of Athens instead. The
mechanicals were characterised as out-of-work
actors, employed as cleaners and janitors who
seek a creatively liberating space to rehearse
their play. While the young lovers (career driven
corporate types) want to flee the structured
rules that dominate their dull urban lives. The
natural world in the play is an escape for the
characters but as it turns out each of them prefer
the familiarity of home as they ultimately return to
their Athenian world.
Our process began with a series of
devising workshops, using a stylised approach
to movement and characterisation by creating
a physical language for the fairies, mortals and
mechanicals. Drawing from the methodology of
Lecoq and Laban, students were able to portray
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the executive word of the mortals by using
mechanical, robotic and repetitive movements
to contrast with the earthy, fluid yet erratic
qualities of the fairies. Exploring the physical
possibilities of the key relationships led to more
specific character work; using movement to
differentiate characters through gait, rhythm,
given circumstances, status. This was particularly
important for those girls playing male roles.
Characters like Bottom were highly exaggerated
in rehearsal only to be pulled back ever so slightly
for the performance nights.
We also drew upon the rich imagery of
Shakespeare’s language as a stimulus for more
choreographed movement sequences. It was also
important to bring a sense of playfulness when
dealing with the Shakespearean banter particularly
when rehearsing scenes featuring the young
lovers and mechanicals. Students really enjoyed
incorporating a lot of slapstick and physical
comedy as a way to translate Shakespeare’s
clever use of insults and word play.
Most rewarding aspect: Performing Shakespeare
is always a rewarding experience for students
and their teachers alike particularly as students
face the extra challenge of navigating their way
through Shakespeare’s language in order to make
personal connections to the characters and major
themes of the play. For me personally, one of
the most rewarding aspects of this production
was the opportunity to draw inspiration from
Hidden worlds MS festival hosted by Jakarta
Intercultural School in 2014. As part of the
community service aspect of the festival we
visited one of Jakarta’s trash-picking sites. It was
then that we discovered the amazing work of
the XS Project; an organisation which recycles
plastic from the waste, making products to sell
and fund the education of the children who live
on the trash-picking site. The experience left
me wondering what role the school could play
in raising awareness not only about the lives
of those children but what the future world
would look like if the current rate of plastic
waste accumulation continues. So, in an effort
to promote sustainability, it was decided that
the set and costumes would be made out of
plastic or recycled material wherever possible.
The aesthetic appeal and functionality of the XS
Project products gave me many ideas for the set
and costumes and an overall design concept and
intention for the play. It also strengthened our
vision of a post-apocalyptic future and created
a vivid contrast between the oppressive world
of mortals and the one scavenged by fairies.
The students were very excited by this idea and
started collecting their own plastic waste to build
the set and costumes. Eventually the collection
of plastic in all shapes and forms was extended to
the rest of the school.
The fact that this vision was actually realised
(thanks to the hard work of PLC’s Theatre
Manager Rob Kelly) was incredibly rewarding.
The students not only gained valuable insight into
the production process but their involvement
in this capacity strengthened their sense of
ownership over the production.
Why we chose it: A midsummer night’s dream
was written during a turbulent and exciting period
of history ruled by Elizabeth I who famously
said: “I know I have the body of a weak and

feeble woman but I have the heart and stomach
of a king”. It was a time when old-fashioned
and previously accepted ideas started being
questioned. A midsummer night’s dream examines
the idea of romantic love versus family obligation.
In this play, it is men who seem to own all the
choices but it is the women who actually make
the choices and get what their heart truly desires
by the final act. In keeping with the audacious
spirit of the play my intention was for an allfemale adaptation to bring a new perspective to
traditionally male roles by gender swapping some
key characters.
Shakespeare’s writing facilitates “genderbending” with a number of his plays featuring
women dressed as men. I wanted take this one
step further with the intention being to reinterpret
the patriarchal framework of theatre from the
past. On the Elizabethan stage it was the norm for
men to play women but now we have women
playing men. There has been a strong tradition of
women performing the role of Hamlet and it is no
longer considered radical to cast productions with
one gender or swap the gender of characters.
Response from the school community: The
audience response was extremely positive and
enthusiastic. I edited the text so that it ran for
an hour and fifteen minutes. Stripping the play
back made it more accessible for audiences and
produced a more fast-paced, lively performance.
We certainly managed to tickle the funny bone
of audiences made up of students, friends and
families.
One thing I would have done differently: The
whole process was thoroughly enjoyable and
disaster free. Although I will never attempt to
spray-paint anything made of rubber, ever again.
HAIRSPRAY by Mark O’Dommell & Thomas
Meehan (book), Marc Shaiman (music and
lyrics) and Scott Wittman (lyrics)
Cast: 54.
Duration of rehearsal: 2½ school terms.

matinee.
Most rewarding aspect: The topic resonated
with the students and their families. Creating our
own soundtrack which had a strong impact on the
mood and the acting.
Why we chose it: Sizable and manageable roles
for many students. They all felt integral to the
success of the show.
Response from the school community: They
loved it. Good laughter and some adults crying.
One thing I would have done differently:
We did an opening movement sequence that
established the relations between the characters.
This could have gone on even longer.

Process: We used the traditional musical
theatre rehearsal techniques: vocal training and
rehearsals, chorus rehearsals, choreography,
acting rehearsals, technical rehearsals and
costume rehearsals.
Most rewarding aspect: Although Hairspray
addresses the issue of racism and the acceptance
of the “other” it is packaged in a very light hearted
and playful manner. Most of the scenes are
comedic/satirical and very “camp” and the music
is “feel good sing-a-longs” and this made the
rehearsals and the performance very enjoyable
and the majority of people had a fun-filled and
pleasurable experience.
Response from the school community: The
school community had such great fun watching it
and most of the performances ended with audience
members dancing in the aisles. Many people came
and watched the musical more than once.
One thing I would have done differently: I was
new to the school and it was my first production
here and through the process I have seen again
that each school has its own ethos and approach
to school productions. Some schools approach it
as a professional production and will do anything
to ensure the high performance standard. Other
schools want it to be as “painless” as possible
and the rehearsal schedule will be short and very
intense while other schools see a production as
part of their extensive co-curriculum programme
and will make sure this production will have no
impact on the academic programme. However, if
a production is a success schools will use it as one
of their key marketing tools.
Robert College of Istanbul, Turkey – Jake
Becker
ALMOST, MAINE by John Cariani
Cast: 19 but you could go with 4 if you wanted i.e.
2 girls/2 guys. We went with 10 girls and 9 guys.
Duration of rehearsal: 10 weeks.
Process: Three 80-minute practices per week.
Three shows including a double feature with
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Schule Schloss Salem, Germany – Keith
Le Fever
LIEBE, LIST UNG LEIDENSCHAFT by Michael
Wedekind adapted from Goldoni’s La donna di
garbo
Cast: 4 females and 6 males.
Duration of rehearsal: A little over three weeks.
Boarding school weeks include evenings and
weekends.
Process: This was rushed as we didn’t have
enough time to rehearse properly. We asked to
postpone the premiere but our request wasn’t
granted so we managed the production in 22
days. The audience reacted well to this fast paced
comedy but the characters (actors) were still on
the surface of their development and the timing
was raw at best. Even our added Lazzis were not
yet fully rehearsed and we were caught off guard
by audience members actually coming on stage
… albeit at our feigned request … we counted
on them being far too reserved. This production
was in German.
Most rewarding aspect: Great characters and
a wonderful script which perfectly fit our group.
The adaptation from theatre director and writer
Michael Wedekind is excellent.
Response from the school community: It was a
huge success also in the German community of
our small town.
One thing I would have done differently:
Demanded more rehearsal time.

ONE ACTS directed by the students
Cast: Just one night by Kim Levin (3f/1m),
Schneewitti von Thorsten Böhner (3f/2m),
Carwash or you are what you drive by Stephanie
Hutchinson (2f/2m), An allem ist die Katze schuld
von Ulrich Kabitz (3f/2m), Gray matters by
Jeanette D. Farr (1f/1m) and Offene Beziehung
von Bettina Owczarski (1f/1m)
Duration of rehearsal: A little over three weeks.
Boarding school weeks include evenings and
weekends.
Process: The One acts are our traditional method

of having students direct short plays as well as a
great platform for our bilingual theatre workshop
group to act. This year we had four student
directors and 22 students acting in English or
German. The audiences enjoy the fast paced
change in storylines and themes. This year some
of the one acts had serious themes such as
racism, a woman’s rights in intimate situations and
the shallowness of status symbols.
Most rewarding aspect: It was entertaining as
well as thought provoking. The student directors
chose their plays well and their casting choices
were superb.
Response from the school community: It
supported the bilingual nature of our school.
Some of the themes were discussed in classes
following the performances.

Shanghai American School – Puxi, China Jean Simmons
WEST SIDE STORY based on a conception
of Jerome Robbins. Book by Author Laurents,
music by Leonard Bernstein and lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim
Cast: 40 (I created some extra Jet and Shark
girl roles). The script is very boy-heavy and we
needed partners for Dance at the gym.
Duration of rehearsal: 9 weeks. Three
afternoons each week and some Saturdays.
Process: Rehearsals were broken down carefully
between dance, acting and music. The orchestra
rehearsed separately until the final two weeks
when we moved to our performance space.
Most rewarding aspect: This particular
production was challenging in so many ways but
the performers rose to the challenge and the
community really connected with the themes.
Why we chose it: I have directed the orchestra
in a previous school’s production of the show
so knew the music well. It was the current SAS
orchestra director’s dream before his retirement
to do this production. So we jumped in at the
deep end. It was a great chance to collaborate
and to play to our strengths.
Response from the school community: They
were very supportive. We were lucky to also have
a fabulous stagecraft class and student set designers
who dreamed big and pulled through with the
goods. Teacher and student collaboration on all
levels from make up to tech was really great as we
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all had a strong love and respect for the work.
One thing I would have done differently: This
is a tough show to build ensemble as there
are only a few scenes where the entire cast is
together, Tonite quintet and Dance at the gym, and
even then it’s not everyone. The Jet girls have
not much to do either. I think, given more time
and creative space, I would have woven more
ensemble activities in during the early stages,
however, I don’t think the kids saw this as an issue
as much as I did. They gave every role their all
and really came together as a very strong group.

Sturgis Public Charter School East, United
States – Rachel Ollagnon
THESE SHINING LIVES by Melanie Marnich
Cast: Flexible casting – 2 men, 4 women (or more).
Duration of rehearsal: 2 months.
Process: Since we had the limitation of forty
minutes, I contacted the publisher and received
permission to cut the script as well as securing
the performance rights. Then I got busy with
my pencil, taking a full-length script and shrinking
it to half. After that I began to work on my
vision of the production. Since the story is told
from Catherine’s point of view with her both
participating in and showing her story, after her
death, I imagined having all the actors on stage
throughout the entire show and having them
change costumes and props on stage in front of
the audience as if Catherine was conjuring them
from her thoughts. For casting, These shining lives
has a flexible cast and can be done with as few as
six or seven actors or many more. I decided to
cast an ensemble of ten to twelve actors. After
auditions and hearing scenes from the play, I cast
six females and five males. Four women played
the main roles of Catherine, Pearl, Charlotte
and Francis and two were ensemble members
who acted as guides, helping move props and
costumes and played the additional characters.
I cast five boys to play the male roles. Mr. Reed
and Tom were played by two and the other three
played all the other male roles. Once we began
to rehearse I realised that I wanted live music in
the show. So I recruited an actor-musician to be
on stage with the ensemble throughout the entire
production and play the clarinet in the show. So
we had six males and six females in the cast, all
on stage the entire show, sometimes participating
and sometimes observing, from the opening
curtain until the final black out. Besides amazing
actors, I was fortunate to have an enthusiastic,
hard-working tech and design crew.
My set and prop designer, costume designer,
and hair and make up designer were thrilled to
have the challenge of the time period and spent
hours creating the visual world that helped the
actors feel the era and drew the audience into
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the world of the story. From the first day of
rehearsal, the men all agreed to grow out their
hair and then get true period haircuts the week
before the first performances. The girls all had
long hair which was a challenge. But they learned
how to pin curl, clip, style and spray their hair
for authentic looks. Then a week before the first
performances, the boys and I spent all of one
Saturday at the hair dressers, getting their haircuts
and learning how to gel, style and dry their hair
to look true to the period. The costume designer
borrowed many of the dresses, hats and suits
from a local theatre company and designed and
sewed others plus the women’s work aprons.
She created a colour palette that brought life
and mood to the production. I was amazed at
how well our set came together. We had the
added task of having to create a set that could be
moved to any competition venue (UHaul truck),
be moved in and out by our stage crew, set and
struck on stage within the competition’s fiveminute set up and strike time limit.
We travelled to competition with a total of
twenty-seven students, the twelve actors and
fifteen tech and crew members. We managed
to both fashion the world of Catherine yet also
allowed space for all the actors to be watching the
action and go in and out of the action (since they
were all on stage all the time). Plus we gave the
suggestion of each of the play’s settings while not
being too naturalistic which would not have suited
the style and feel of the production. The technical
elements of set and props, costumes, hair make
up and music were vital to creating the world of
the characters and really fun to create. The actors
took on the challenge of playing these characters
and honouring their stories as I hoped they would
with grit, sensitivity and intelligence.
Most rewarding aspect: Being an IB school with
many of our cast and crew members from the
IB Theatre class, the students were able to use
a variety of techniques and aspects that they had
learned in their course work. Historical research
and understanding was required by everyone.
Books, newspaper articles, and documentaries
were all used to educate the cast and crew about
the story and era plus give them an understanding
of the physical requirements of the characters.
Immersing themselves in the era and the world
of these characters was an education. The
physical demise and illness of the four main
female characters allowed the actresses to use
both physical acting techniques and the Magic
If of Stanislavski. For the emotional demands of
many of the roles Emotional Recall and the Magic
If were both incorporated by the actors. In the
movement, spatial awareness and transitions
many of the techniques of Viewpoints were
used. Plus the Brechtian nature of the story with
Catherine’s ending as the opening of the show
gave the actors another style to incorporate. The
acting and concentration required of the actors
sustaining that level of intensity and focus for forty
minutes gave an acting challenge to everyone on
stage. The performers felt strongly that they had
an important story to tell and a shocking part of
history to communicate. They were able to touch
their audiences emotionally and educate them as
well. Engaging with world issues and becoming
more aware of these issues is an integral part of
the IB. These shining lives is a script that requires a

high level of understanding and thoughtfulness on
so many levels.
Why we choose it: In Massachusetts, as in many
states in the United States, there is a statewide
one act play competition for high schools. METG,
the Massachusetts Educational Theatre Guild, is
the organisation that oversees the competition in
that state and it is open to any private or public
high school that chooses to join. Sturgis High
School has competed for several years but 2014
was the first year that I directed the production
that would go to competition. For METG, the
production must be a maximum of forty minutes.
There are many rules and regulations for the
competition but the forty-minute limit is the one
that is most pertinent here. I read and reviewed
many one act plays and full length plays (with
the possibility of cutting one) and had not found
one that really spoke to me. As a director in a
high school a play has to work for me on several
levels. It must be a script that grips me - both
intellectually and emotionally. It must have
characters that I feel are engaging and accessible
for high school students. The script must be
well-written, have literary value and be relevant
or pertinent in some pronounced way. Stylistically,
it must lend itself to creativity and possibility.
Overall, it must feel as if it has potential.
Additionally, it must be a production that I feel
we as a school company can produce successfully.
At Sturgis, we do not have a huge budget, do not
have expensive tech equipment or space and are
a small school, I considered all these aspects in
my choices. As I read through the pile of scripts
that I had purchased I put aside a few that were
possibilities. Yet none had truly jumped out at
me. Then I read These shining lives by Marlene
Marnich. I loved it on the first read and re-read
it several times becoming more excited each
time. Finally I had found a play that fit every one
of my requirements. Thematically and stylistically
there was a lot to bite into in the script and I felt
we would be up for the challenge. The play is
written in a creative style – using both realistic
and Brechtian techniques that I knew would
give me options as a director and be intriguing
for my students. As a period piece I envisioned
creating the world of the 1920s and 30s and how
specific we could be. The story and characters
are based on an incident in American history that
raises fascinating ethical and legal questions that
still reverberate today. These shining lives tells
the stories of ordinary women who joined the
work-force and painted clocks in the Westclox
factory in the 1920s and 30s. They used radium
to paint the dials. Eventually all the workers
became ill from the effects of radium poisoning.

The company claimed no responsibility and
urged the women to stay quiet. But they fought
the company, often facing the anger of their
communities and succeeded in taking their case
through the U.S. Supreme Court and changing
worker’s compensation laws. Catherine, the main
character in the play is based on a real person
who died just days after finally winning her last
court case. Many people have heard of this group
as the Radium Girls. Again, for both director and
students, all of this was stimulating and fascinating,
creatively and intellectually.
Response from the school community: We
performed These shining lives for the general
public and school community during one
week. We created a feedback and suggestion
questionnaire for our audiences and used the
audience comments to further develop our
production. Then we had February break and
another week of rehearsals before we went
to the first round of the METG competition in
early March. The performances and following
rehearsals gave us time to improve and make
adjustments in the production before the
competition. Our show did well at the METG
competitions. We advanced to the semi-finals (the
level before the final state competition). Over the
course of the competition, all four main actresses
received multiple acting awards and the costume
designer and clarinetist received special technical
awards for costume design and music. As a
company of twenty-seven students - actors and
crew plus me as director - we were all intensely
engaged. We loved doing the show and never got
tired of rehearsing it, performing it or having our
audiences react.
One thing I would have done differently:
Running the risk of sounding cliché I loved
this production and cannot think of anything
I would have done differently. The bond that
develops when working on a meaningful theatre
production with a group of caring, talented and
hard-working students is difficult to put into
words. As theatre teachers and theatre lovers, I
don’t think we can ask for much more.

TASIS, The American School in England –
Brendan Harris
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING by William
Shakespeare
Cast: 20 cast and crew.
Duration of rehearsal: 8 weeks. 4 nights a week.
3 nights 90 minutes, 1 night 3 hours.
Process: For the past four years at TASIS we have
produced a Shakespeare play for our fall show.
We’ve done Hamlet, Twelfth night, A midsummer
nights dream and now this year’s production of
www.ista.co.uk

Much ado. Shakespeare’s plays are packed with
passion and humanity and I love unraveling the
fascinating and nuanced meanings with students.
From main to minor character, Shakespeare’s
plays challenge and reward students like no
other writer. Aside from these benefits, I chose
Much ado because I thought it had an accessible
plot, popular recent film adaptations, good roles
to cast and an interesting range of drama and
comedy. As usual, we were top heavy with
girls who auditioned. But one of the benefits of
Shakespeare is flexibility when it comes to gender
and casting. We cast the patriarch of the story,
Leonato, as a matriarch and this worked brilliantly
(we did Twelfth night with an all-girls cast which
also worked great). While the plot may have
been easy to come to grips with I really struggled
to find the right tone during rehearsals. Comedy
fell flat and drama was stagnant. For the first time
I had a dedicated assistant director, an English
teacher who was also an expert on Shakespeare
and it was only through his support that we
found the right directorial angle that allowed
students to shine. If you keep the pace quick and
make generous cuts I find Shakespeare is always
a crowd pleaser. A frequent comment I get is
that Shakespeare was easier to understand than
expected and just a lot of fun.
One thing I would have done differently:
Besides two more weeks of rehearsal? Like many
of Shakespeare’s lighter plays, I see Much ado as
a lowbrow comedy for the masses. Our version
needed a grander style of silliness and more
physical comedy.
ANYTHING GOES by Cole Porter
Cast: There are 17 named parts. We have a cast
of 31. The script does require a larger chorus.
Duration of rehearsal: 11 weeks of rehearsal with
4 rehearsals each week.
Process: The set was a challenge for this musical,
mostly due to the constraints of our theatre. It has
a sloping roof and consequently trying to build an
upper deck presented its difficulties. Our eventual
solution was to rent rostra where we could adjust
the height of the upper deck to suit our space and
clad it to represent the deck of an ocean liner.
We decided to place the band USC and make a
feature out of them during the show. Our band
this year is mostly professional and, with our

new personal microphones, we are hoping to
strike a good balance between the band and the
singers. As I write this our performance week is
next week and things are on track for another fine
production.
Most rewarding aspect: We have an excellent
backstage crew. Our student stage manager is
experienced, independent and proactive which
has huge benefits. We also have a strong theatre
team who pull together to work out logistics
(food, costumes, late rehearsals etc).
Why we chose it: We chose this piece partly
due to the strong female roles and because it has
some excellent dance numbers. Our previous
show (Sound of music) did not require much
movement and we wanted a piece where we
could work with movement and dance more - to
really challenge our students in a different way to
last year.
Üsküdar American Academy, Turkey –
Brian Hennelly, Dyane Stillman
ROMEO AND JULIET: THE MANGA
VERSION by William Shakespeare
Cast: 56 students in the cast: 42 female, 14 male.
Crew: 5 female, 4 male.
Duration of rehearsal: 3½ months. 10th
January-17th April 2014.
Process: Watching more than fifty high school
students from prep-12th grade working together
to prepare this production has been one of the
most rewarding experiences of my teaching
career. Students took on leadership positions
and their guidance and enthusiasm made the
experience worthwhile even for students who
were at first daunted by the prospect of working
with Shakespeare’s language. We performed
Shakespeare’s famous love story almost exactly
as it was performed in Elizabethan times with
three arches and a simple set except that our
theatre had a roof and inspired by the Manga
graphic novel version of Romeo and Juliet, UAA’s
production was set in the rich and intriguing world
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of Japan. Temple gateways framed the citizens of
Verona, clad in traditional Japanese kimonos and
Tokyo-teen Harajuku Street inspired designs. We
had two Romeos and two Juliets to emphasise
how the heart-breaking impact of violence literally
changes a person … and a community. Also,
our 11th graders are devoted to theatre but they
have additional responsibilities in their lives this
year. This way they had a manageable schedule
and it gave more students the opportunity to
participate in the play.
Most rewarding aspect: This was a wonderful
opportunity for the students who worked on A
midsummer night’s dream last year to compare
a comedy and a tragedy written by Shakespeare
both of which explore themes about young
people questioning the status quo.
Response from the school community: The
overall response was positive and my favourite
responses came from parents, teachers and
administrators who gained insight about students
they usually see in a completely different context.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have cut a few students early on who
were obviously over-extended in terms of
activities because their absences had a direct
impact on students who were focused more
directly on this production.

UWCSEA East Campus, Singapore –
Anna Parr
NATION a novel by Terry Pratchett and
adapted by Mark Ravenhill
Cast: We had a cast of 30 but it could easily
be performed with more or less. A number
of challenging action scenes such as a tsunami,
battles and a drowning. You need a strong central
male actor and lots of imagination to physicalise
the action.
Duration of rehearsal: 15 weeks.
Most rewarding aspect: The experimental and
explorative process where the students had a
lot of input. Facilitating a collaborative ensemble
piece where students worked together to imagine
the many different worlds of the play. The
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opportunity to recontextualise the location from
the Pacific to Indonesia and draw upon the human
element in the aftermath of the terrifying Krakatoa
eruption and tsunami.
Why we chose it: I was drawn to the visual
storytelling aspects of the story and excited by
the very beautiful themes of hope and faith. The
production was for students in grades 9 and 10
which tied in meaningfully with the dramatic
elements and devices taught in GCSE Drama.
Response from the school community: By
performing the production in a thrust configuration
we created a new theatre experience for the
audience who were intrigued by a different way
to engage with a play. The cultural context also
resonated with our multicultural audience who
could connect with many of the visual elements
such as the shadow puppetry, live percussion and
culturally specific aesthetic.
One thing I would have done differently: There
are some visual elements that we chose to realise
which were challenging. You could perform the
play without constructing the ship, crow’s nest
and sails but for our production these were very
successful in building the world of the play.

UWCSEA East Campus, Singapore –
Bronwyn Bye
URINETOWN by Greg Kotis and Mark
Hollman
Cast: We had a cast of 36 but it could easily be
performed with as little as 16 (as in the Broadway
production) or many more. A very balanced
show with good roles for girls and boys.
Duration of rehearsal: 15 weeks.
Most rewarding aspect: The strength of this
show is that it aligns so beautifully with what
we teach in the classroom. It was great to see
students accessing Brecht’s Epic Theatre in a truly
enjoyable way. As some of my students wrote in
their programme notes: “I am interested in the
use of Epic Theatre in this production. There are
a lot of Brechtian elements, though it’s drastically
different from Arturo Ui of a couple years ago.
The seriousness of the issues in the play contrasts
with its playful style and levity, making its points
all the more pronounced. I think it’s a fantastic
example of how pieces of theatre can really
provoke thought and concerns for issues without
being dry or overly tragic.” Nadya, grade 11.
“This year I am studying IB Theatre HL and in
recent years I have performed in The resistible
rise of Arturo Ui, Twelfth night and Medea. It is
fascinating to see how the Brechtian theory we
learn in class can be translated into real satire on
stage. Being a huge advocate of social and political
commentary in the arts, I loved the opportunity
to express those same sentiments in a large scale
production.” Asy, grade 12.

Why we chose it: I chose Urinetown for three
reasons really. Firstly the message of sustainability
is at its core and this is something that our school
is passionate about. Secondly, the style of the
piece is clearly Epic Theatre which greatly helped
our GCSE and IB students see theory in practice.
And finally, it is a truly funny show that we as staff,
the cast and the audience very much enjoyed
watching.
Response from the school community: We had
an extremely positive response from all areas of
the school community. Many people commented
that they were a little unsure what to expect due
to the title but had been genuinely surprised and
entertained by the production. I think it changed
many people’s understanding of what musical
theatre is. I particularly enjoyed the feedback from
parents who could see what we were trying to
achieve both pedagogically and artistically. They
were happy that their children had been a part
of a production that was a great deal of fun but
from which they also learned something about
the world.
One thing I would have done differently: This
was the first musical production that our high
school had performed. I think, given that, it was
an ambitious choice but one that certainly paid off.
I was exceedingly fortunate to be supported by a
truly wonderful music department which ensured
that the production was a success. Without that
I think that Urinetown would have been a very
challenging piece.
Verdala International School, Malta –
Daphne Said
PANTALONE’S NIGHTMARE a Commedia
dell’Arte piece adapted by the school.
Cast: 35 male and female actors but can be done
with just the main characters, 3 females and 5
males. For our high school play all drama students
are expected to take part – grades 9-12 - so I
created ensemble scenes and a dance number in
order to accommodate the large cast.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 months with some
preliminary work done on Commedia.
Process: A tough rehearsal time, not easy
to teach spontaneity and stick to the stylistic
parameters. The students enjoyed discovering the
world of Commedia and they felt proud to have
produced such a challenging performance.
Most rewarding aspect: It was a great opportunity
for students to apply the learning and the work
carried out in previous workshop. The students
applied what they had learnt and rather than
acting as director it was a pleasure to guide them
and create interesting moments with them.
Why we chose it: Following a one day workshop
in Commedia dell’Arte by a resident artist who
visited our school, the idea sprouted in my

mind and I felt the students were ready for the
challenge.
Response from the school community: They
enjoyed it and appreciated that it was a tough
piece of work but felt the students rose to the
challenge – they are always very supportive.
One thing I would have done differently: Rather
than having one story which meant we had to
sacrifice some interesting work and ideas maybe
having two or three shorter pieces.
Yokohama International School, Japan –
Shane Meiklejohn
PLAY BALL by Maurine Dallas Watkins
Cast: 8 females, 7 males, 6 possibly either gender.
Duration of rehearsal: 2 x 2hr/week for 4
months.
Process: “Come on, sister, yuh gotta play ball!”
cries the newspaper reporter. The idiom “play
ball” originates from baseball but in 1920s
vernacular it meant to go along with what is
suggested. Play ball is a satirical story of a naive girl
who seeks the bright lights of glamour through
the wrong choices. Young and beautiful Roxie
Hart is imprisoned for the murder of her lover
at a jail full of other female inmates. Roxie then
tries to win her release in a show trial by winning
the hearts of the public and with the help of
flamboyant and popular lawyer, Billy Flynn. She
“plays ball” to achieve what she wants: fame and
freedom.
Play ball is a 1926 stage play written by
Maurine Watkins, a journalist who covered the
original 1924 trials of two real life murderesses:
Beulah Annan (Roxie) and Belva Gaertner
(Velma). The play was a smash hit on Broadway
in the late 1920s. Belva, who had just been

released, even attended the opening night.
It won so much acclaim that the famous film
director Cecil B. DeMille produced a 1927 silent
film Chicago and later movie makers revived it
with a sound version in 1942 titled Roxie Hart
starring Ginger Rogers. Maurine went on to write
numerous screenplays for Hollywood during the
1930s but retired from writing in the 1940s due
to ill health. The wife of renowned Broadway
choreographer and producer Bob Fosse fell in
love with the play after reading it and suggested
he make a musical from it. Fosse eventually
acquired the rights from the Watkins estate and,
with John Kander and Fred Ebb, reworked the
stage play as Chicago! The musical opening in
1975. Since then, with many revivals, the musical
story of Roxie Hart has become even more
popular. In 2002, a memorable film version of
Chicago with Renée Zellweger, Catherine ZetaJones and Richard Gere was released and highly
successful. In fact the play was originally titled
Chicago by Watkins but as her estate sold the
rights to the producers of Chicago! The musical
the stage play can no longer be called by this
name, hence Play ball.
We set Play ball in the round so the audience
were immersed in Roxie’s life with three major
stage areas - the bedroom of Roxie’s apartment,
the common room of Cook County Jail and the
Cook County Courthouse. The audience became
the police investigating the case, the inmates of
the prison and the jury in the trial.
Most rewarding aspect: Actually recreating
1924 as authentically as possible on stage. We
went to great lengths to make the audience feel
they were there as we purchased Graflex Speed
Graphic cameras, a side crank wall telephone,
a gramophone and decor reminiscent of the
period. We even began the show with a silent
film which showed the first two pages of the
script where Roxie shoots her lover – and a
1920s news flash with the sound coming from a
replica radio. For my DP Theatre class recreating
the 1920s was not only a huge learning curve
about colour schemes, period furniture, fashion,
make up, hairstyles and social mores of the time
but immensely rewarding and fun experience. We
also included some early 1920s songs that were
out of copyright, changing many of the lyrics to
suit the story of the show.
Why we chose it: This is a great play for a DP
Theatre class to tackle especially for a production
unit. We really wanted to do Chicago, The
musical, but felt it was a little too risqué for our
community and each alternate year I direct a
standard play rather than a musical so my DP
Theatre class and I decided on Play ball. It had
all the aspects of Chicago but with a much more
clever subtle delivery. Plus I’ve always been

fascinated with the flamboyance and style of the
1920s. When we think of the 1920s it seems
images of flappers, gangsters and the Charleston
come to mind. But not everyone was The Great
Gatsby. Yes, it was a time of vibrant energy after
the depressing European war of the late 1910s.
Everyone was starting afresh - business boomed,
art deco blossomed, phonographs and their
78rpm records were mass produced and radio
stretched its tentacles across the world. Even fast
food was born with the White Castle and A&W
hamburger chains expanding numerous outlets
across America. People were on the go with
much more sophisticated cars. Women embraced
a new era with risqué fashion, daring dance
moves, short hair, new trends in make up, much
better jobs and, of course, the right to vote. They
were making their statement.
Roxie wanted to make her statement
too – don’t we all? All of us have some burning
desire, some craving to be noticed in some way.
Roxie’s trials and tribulations remind me much
of Helen Kane “The Betty Boop Girl” and her
character’s many misadventures on film in the
1920s and 1930s. Her naivety yet brashness is
so reminiscent of the period and this is why we
chose so much of her music.
We tried to be as realistic as possible with
the set so the audience felt a part of Roxie’s
life though we had to be a little more abstract
with the technology of time. Photographers
would have actually pulled a film plate out of
the camera after shooting. Roxie’s apartment
was colourful too, a reflection of her vibrant
life - full of spectacular dreams and even though
she searched for fame in all the wrong places,
the audience somehow feel a bond with her
just like the public sympathised with the real
Roxie Hart, Beulah Annan, in 1924. Maurine
Watkins captured the essence of 1920s media
sensationalism in this dramatic satire - something
that still lingers today in the many celebrity gossip
tabloids and websites.
Response from the school community:
Audiences responded quite well to our authentic
interpretation though the play is extremely long
and it does take its toll on younger audiences.
The second act is basically a huge courtroom
scene but if you involve the audience a little - it
keeps them from nodding off.
One thing I would have done differently: Just
a slight technical hitch – we had terrible trouble
syncing the flash SFX with the lighting flash during
the photographer’s scenes. I really wished we
had developed some way of actually making light
emanate from the old flash units but we ran out
of time.
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ISTA – a personal
perspective
By Catherine Rankin
My first ISTA festival proved to be an
opening to a whole new world when I
ventured off to my first festival ten years
ago. I had just started my first international
school position in a small school in Beijing and was
lucky enough that my predecessor had booked my students and I into
TaPS in Shanghai. I had already been acquainted with ISTA through their IB
training which I found to be the best professional development that I had
received in a long time. Little did I know what would occur at TaPS and
middle school festivals.
It was an eye opening experience for not only did I watch
my students become exposed to some of the best practices and
practitioners but it also allowed me to engage in theatrical discussions
and a hell of a lot of fun. In my first festival, I learnt so much during those
three days about new areas of theatre that would impact my teaching.
I had trained in Australia back in the 1990s and taught in Australia and
England in quite a traditional field of study – Stanislavski, Brecht and
Greek theatre. Here my students and I were being introduced to Butoh
and Noh theatre. This was the start of a change of artistic direction for
me into the realm of physical theatre. Memories of Shanghai TaPS filled
my mind on my return to school - the wonderful Sherri Sutton and
her comedy, the Theatre syllabus and a mind boggling performance of
Hamlet in the style of Peking Opera. “Wow, this ISTA is amazing! All this
over three days!” I thought.
From that moment, I had a thirst for anything ISTA. As a teacher
from a small school, with limited professional development available and
an even smaller budget, any time I could get students to attend I was off.
I was lucky to have a small cohort of students who also believed in how
wonderful the whole ISTA experience was. Sometimes the distance
travelled was not very far – a high school or middle school festival
down the road at IS Beijing and Dulwich Beijing but the professional
journey was immense. I remember watching Randy Moss and the other
artists taking the story of Lady White Snake and transforming it with
bamboo sticks into a theatre in the round piece. At Dulwich I went into
a Buffoons workshop led by Avital Manor Peleg which led to Buffoons
and Lecoq becoming one of the focuses of study for my Masters in
Applied Theatre. Taiwan, under the watchful eye of Doug Bishop, filled
with laughter especially as we stayed at a Love Hotel – watching those
couples come in and go out in an hour was hilarious. As I watched my
students explore the areas of comedy and the use of their bodies in
space I thought about the way I taught. It was through a discussion with
Sherri that a lightbulb moment occurred when she commented about
students using different spaces for performances and what novel ideas
for performance emerged. That was the key to the school I was in – we
had no facilities and a small room for a stage but that allowed us to be
more creative. So excursions to the art galleries became the inspiration
and performance spaces for physical theatre pieces, the school hallways
and canteens became a Boal inspired Invisible Theatre piece about
school uniforms and the small end on stage became a theatre in the
round performance where the audience was asked to question what
their real role was. All of these ideas emerged from discussion with the
friends I was making on the ISTA trail and impacted my teaching.
ISTA has become a family - an extended family. I know ten years
is only a short time but there is something so joyful about seeing a
friend you have made on the list of teachers coming to a festival and
the laughs, hugs and joy of seeing their faces. I know Carrie Grev – my
teaching buddy here at IS Manila - is just as excited as me when there
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is an ISTA festival on
the horizon. The ISTA
office has been vital in
creating that feeling; from
behind the scenes they
have supported me. I
remember a time when
the school I was at, all
due to tightening the
budget, cut all funding
and would not support
ISTA trips. Sally, Jo and the staff
were so understanding and supportive. They let me change to an
individual member to keep the connection and more importantly helped
me feel like I wasn’t completely alone. I thought – this is more than just a
business; this is something special. And I still believe that today.
Discussions with artists and teachers at ISTA events gave me
the belief in myself to apply for the curriculum review committee. It
was there I met a group of wonderful people – all with strong ISTA
connections. They became my family - when I was away from mine to celebrate my 40th, the stories, the laughs and the crazy fun times.
It is people like Sherri, Dinos, Jeff, Jo, Anthony, Agustin and L-C who
epitomise ISTA – they make you feel welcomed and valued no matter
what your experience. And for that I will be always blessed.
ISTA this year has helped me develop professionally in numerous
ways. I have seen a different side of the festival/workshop experiences
becoming an ISTA artist and teacher workshop leader. Both times, my
nerves and doubts where both calmed by the wonderful Dinos. I found
I loved being a workshop leader – there is a thrill and excitement that
comes with anything ISTA and it was wonderful to be on the other
side. Watching the students creatively challenge themselves and have
lightbulb moments where it all came together was such a powerful
experience. Helping teachers understand the new course and listen to
their interesting discussions has been a privilege. My connections with
ISTA have created a year filled with fun, craziness and laughter... not to
mention the good old professional development.
The final chapter for this year is my link with ISTA Connect. Its
purpose is to “use theatre to engage with young people in their local
communities outside the school and develop their service learning
programmes” (Sally Robertson). It was wonderful to discuss with
Michael Westberg, who hosted the first ISTA Connect in Jakarta
Intercultural School, and Neil Farrelly, who will be organising Calcutta,
the different possibilities these types of festivals can become and the
real difference they make in the lives of international students and
the students from the host culture. At IS Manila, we hosted an ISTA
Connect festival with the focus of Bayanihan – community. It was
brilliant to have ISTA scholars, a small group of students from our service
partners, working as part of the ensembles. My highlight was during the
out and about when we used drama to transform the boys’ orphanage
into the woods of Where the wild things are. Dinos, Jonothan Neelands
and I metamorphosed the small basketball area into a mystical woods
by masking tape, hanging material and ribbons as the ensemble and
the boys made masks and created scenes from the book. The power
of drama was shown in the ability to connect people from completely
different backgrounds, to learn but of equal importance to create joy.
It has been an amazing ten years with ISTA and I can’t wait for the
next ten years. Whether it be a festival, TaPS or workshops – here I come.

IB Theatre
productions

Carey Baptist Grammar School, Australia
– Jane Penhallurick
TWELVE ANGRY JURORS by Reginald Rose
Cast: 13. The original script is all male, we had 3
boys and 10 girls.
Duration of rehearsal: IB Theatre class time
during term 1 (2½ months) and 2 weeks of more
intensive rehearsals in term 2.
Process: The students and I worked
collaboratively to decide which characters
could be changed from male to female after the
first read through. This was a really interesting
process and sparked sometimes heated debate
about stereotypes surrounding masculinity and
femininity. We also decided to re-contextualise
the play to the mid-1960s to allow for so many
female jurors. My love of Mad Men was also an
influencing factor! Rehearsals largely occurred
during our class times which was occasionally
challenging as we were also juggling Research
Investigations, discussion of productions we
have seen and workshops. The large amount
of dialogue proved a challenge to some cast
members. Ultimately, the final production was
polished and powerful. The stagecraft designs
effectively evoked the claustrophobic atmosphere
of the jury room and the diversity of the jurors.
The performances were compelling, from
calm, methodical Juror 8 carefully picking apart

the prosecution’s case, to explosive Juror 10’s
racist outburst at the end of act 2. Although the
audience found moments of humour and levity
that we didn’t realise existed, you could cut the
tension with a knife as tempers rose and the
characters’ “true colours” were revealed.
Most rewarding aspect: Even though this
is a wonderful script and story and presents
beautifully rich and interesting characters, twelve
people sitting around a table talking is inherently
un-theatrical. In terms of direction it was a
wonderful challenge to create tension and timing
through movement. In the rehearsal room I
was constantly saying: “UP! Get UP! Move,
lecture, pace, take control of the room, charm,
manipulate, rant, accuse…”. Finding the action
and intention to support the dialogue was the key
to unlocking this piece and sharing the journey of
the characters with the audience.
Why we chose it: It’s a terrific story and a terrific
script. When I first selected it, it also suited the
number of students in the class. Unfortunately,
another student joined after we commenced
rehearsals; she was very good natured about
taking on the tiny role of the guard.
Response from the school community: We had
a really positive response from parents, staff
members and other students. One of my year 9
students said to me at interval: “Even though it’s
not funny... it’s really good!” High praise indeed
from a 14-year old.
One thing I would have done differently: I
would have liked larger audiences, I think the
students deserved it.
Concordian International School Bangkok,
Thailand – Clynt Whitaker

THE ILLUMINATI IN DRAMA LIBRE by Alice
Gerstenberg
This play was originally published in Ten one-act
plays. Alice Gerstenberg. New York: Brentano’s,
1921. It is now a public domain work and may be
performed without royalties.
Cast: I only had three students so a challenge
to find something to work with. This piece calls
for one female and one male but I adapted it for
three characters – the additional male to create
the love/conflict triangle as the through-line.
Duration of rehearsal: 4 weeks.
Process: The play was chosen deliberately to
challenge the actors. Consisting mainly of oneword lines, three people enter the space, focused
on themselves and their unusual world which is in
a state of constant flux, a world where absurdist
text holds potential meaning and colours and
alter their entire dynamic. This is a short piece
of theatre and the first of the season for the IB
Theatre students. The setting we decided was a
wedding – here are the opening lines:
[The characters whirl in.]
HE: [Flirtatiously.] Well?
SHE: [Flirtatiously.] Well?
HE: Who?
SHE: Guess.
HE: Impossible!
SHE: Try.
HE: Then?
SHE: Answer!
HE: What?
SHE: Truth.
HE: Again?
SHE: Stop!
HE: Here?
SHE: No.
I found a wonderful collection of music from the
1930s that was used to accentuate the mood/
time/place; the males wore tuxedos, the female
a wedding dress etc. We used our previous work
on physical theatre and dance to in part devise
the piece/add movement and show relationships/
conflict.
Most rewarding aspect: The way the piece came
together and the three actors finding their feet as
an ensemble set us up for the rest of the year/
programme.
Why we chose it: The play matched the need of
a piece for a small pool of actors, open to some
adaptation/devising, copyright free and easily
accessible and thematically interesting (absurdism,
cubism, non sequitur, stichomythia).
Response from the school community: Our
black box studio fits 35-40 – two performances,
standing room only.
One thing I would have done differently: Wish I
had videoed the performance – it worked well.
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LA VIE DE VILLAGE (devised)
This was a devised piece of theatre using Pieter
Bruegel’s painting Children’s games as part of the
stimulus. The actors also had to observe young
children at play during the day at school.
http://www.pieter-bruegel-the-elder.org/
Children’s-Games-1559-60.html

Cast: 4 students playing multiple roles.
Duration of rehearsal: 4 weeks plus 4 after
school run-throughs in the final week.
Process: The goal was to depict a cycle of a day
in a French country village square.
We divided the day up into segments - early
morning, mid-morning, lunchtime, afternoon, late
afternoon and evening - and each student actor
had the responsibility to flesh out a couple of
scenes based on what would be going on at that
particular time. With only four actors there were
quick costume changes with students playing
multiple roles and scenes included setting up the
market place, kids going to school, café scene,
family scene, a night out on the town scene and
ended up at the beginning of early morning with
road sweepers and the cock crowing. We used
sound effects, a few selective props and simple
costume changes to create multiple characters.
Prior to this we had completed a study of Jacques
Lecoq as a practitioner and we employed some
of his concepts to the devising process – this from
the poster An original piece of theatre devised by
the IB Fragment Theatre Ensemble based on the
methodology and philosophy of Jacques Lecoq’s
Le corps poetique (The moving body). Students
had been studying the work of Lecoq and using
the concept of tout bouge (everything moves)
devised an original piece of dramatic action that
aims to represent the life of a market square in a
French village from dawn to nightfall. The students
had to feel and make us feel the rhythmic
progression of life in the course of one day. This
performance captured the essence of Lecoq’s
belief in jue (play).
Most rewarding aspect: Seeing the growth in
the students-actors as they took up the mantle of
directing gave me a buzz and confidence in how
I was trying to deliver the programme. It is hard
when you are the only theatre teacher – no one
to bounce ideas with etc.
Why we chose it: Working from a stimulus
provided student actors with opportunities to
devise, design and direct – useful for the PPP
and TPPP (old syllabus) and the core syllabus of
the new (2016) course – theatre processes –
collaboratively creating original theatre.
Response from the school community: Two
performances – standing room only, positive
response and well supported.
One thing I would have done differently: Kept
better records of both the process and product as
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this was very much a frantic exercise – our third
production of the semester – and with four other
classes something had to give. Writing this brings
it all back.
International School of Geneva,
Switzerland – Edmundo Timm
ALICE IN WONDERLAND by Lewis Carrol
Cast: 13 students. 5 IB Theatre students and 6
students from different years (3 boys and 8 girls).
Duration of rehearsal: 5 weeks of rehearsal –
starting on 1st December 2014.
Process: The idea was to bring a happy, festive
show for a young audience and explore the
fantastic and colourful aspects of this play. Like
a happy birthday party of Alice mood, students
explored the work of Bob Wilson and Pillobolus
as inspirations. The show was performed on
28th-29th January 2015.

Most rewarding aspect: Collaboration work
among other IB students involved with the arts,
technical challenges of production, creation of
videos and light effects. The play was co-directed
by two IB 13 students: Stavros Kafantaris and
Arielle Kahana. They decided to collaborate with
other IB Art/ Music students to get involved in the
production.
Why we chose it: The idea was to explore
the visual aspects of the production using the
new tech facilities in our new art centre using
cyclorama, video projections, shadow effects and
make up.
Response from the school community: Very
well. Even though it was done by high schools
students we had lots of young audience members
attending the production.
One thing I would have done differently: The
difficulty of working with IB students not doing
theatre is to agree on a common rehearsal

schedule, so we should have started the work
earlier in the year and have more time devoted
for rehearsals.

LA VIE EN ROSE a devised piece by the IB
Theatre students
Cast: 13 students and 2 professional dancers. 6
IB Theatre students and 7 students from different
years (4 boys and 9 girls).
Duration of rehearsal: 5 weeks.
Process: This was a devised piece inspired by
teenagers abused in relationships exploring
physical theatre and Artaud’s Theatre of Cruelty
concepts. The project was a collaboration with
the professional dance company L’Avant Scene
under the responsibility of Jania Batista who is
based in Lausanne.
Most rewarding aspect: The group work:
students undertaking the responsibility of creating
their own play and having the maturity to explore
such serious issues was unique. It was directed
by IB Theatre students who created a Mood box
and did further research on Artaud’s ideas e.g.
use of lights, loud music, breaking the 4th wall etc.
Why we chose it: Everything started with a
PPP stimulus exercises and the IB students had
to develop a concept and build a Mood box.
From that we chose two ideas and blended
them together. I also think Theatre of Cruelty is
a powerful inspiration for young adults and gives
them a sense of liberation.
Response from the school community: It was
a very powerful and intense show that explored
how young girls can feel abused in a relationship
with a violent/jealous boy. Students and parents
appreciated the honesty of the performance and I
re-did this project two years later.
One thing I would have done differently:
Add live music to accompany the dancers and
involve the IB students more with the dance/
physical aspects of the production. The original
idea was to have students dancing together with
the dancers like we had done once in a previous
production but we were short on time.

Biographies
ACS Hillingdon
International School
Alyssa Ballard. While I was
first a drama teacher from
Virginia, United States, I’ve
also become an English
teacher over my 13-year
teaching career. In addition
to directing productions
at ACS Hillingdon
International School, I’m also the Head of English.
My favourite class to teach is IB Literature and
Performance because it is the best of both worlds.
American International School of
Bucharest
Leah Bramley. I’m a
Kiwi with over 20 years
international teaching
experience. Although
originally an English teacher
I am now a fulltime drama
teacher and love being the
one who brings some fun
and creativity to students’
days.
Danielle Pullar. I have been
teaching internationally
for the last eleven years
and I have the fortune to
belong to that group of
drama teachers who are
split between drama and
English. After a sevenyear long absence from
teaching drama I am truly
loving being back in the creative,
eclectic and at times (for me at least) chaotic world
of theatre. Rediscovering old tricks and learning
new ways to pass on the passion for the art of
theatre is a joyful challenge.
American International School of
Rotterdam
Santina Gambrill. I started
my teaching career in
Australia, as a secondary
dance and PDHPE teacher.
Not long after I added
drama and language arts to
my repertoire and I began
directing and producing
school musicals and plays.
I have continued to direct middle
and high school drama productions in schools
in both China and the Netherlands with varied
genres and cast size experiences. Each production
has highlighted and cemented the importance of
an arts education in a child’s school experience. I
will forever be an advocate of the arts because of
the observed positive impact the discipline has on
everyone involved.
Kenneth Muller. Weekend
trips to New York City
for theatre matinees were
childhood highlights; theatre
is contagious … or maybe
addictive. During my career
as a teacher in international
education, I have

been assigned drama classes and performance
responsibilities a number of times. Whenever the
numbers/genders of cast members for a given
production could not be matched with a script, I
simply wrote my own. Thus far, I have written six
original plays and directed five of those; two of the
plays (including And the beat goes on) are currently
under consideration for publication. Writing a play
is indeed a workout for the brain; it is the reflection
of a time and a culture (or many); it is a homage to
one of the older art forms in human history.
American School of The
Hague
Caroline Hurd. I studied
performance arts at
university before working
in arts administration,
record companies and as a
production assistant in the
West End theatre before
going into teaching. I have
been teaching drama at the American School of
The Hague for ten years.
Melissa Richardson. I am
in my third year as MS/
HS choral director at the
American School of The
Hague where I also teach
music history. Last spring
I served as chorus master
and vocal director for
H.M.S. Pinafore. I enjoyed
introducing 10-12 year-old singers to
recitative and watching how naturally they sang
their lines.
Mignon van Beusekom. I
studied dance mainly in New
York focusing on modern
jazz dance and certified
as a Simonson Technique
Teacher. After working at
a college and a local youth
theatre school I have been
teaching, choreographing
and developing curriculum in the area of
dance and movement at the American School of The
Hague for ten years now.
Bangkok Patana School
Kate Friend. I was Head
of Drama at Bangkok
Patana School from 2008
until August 2014 and
was very sad to leave
such a wonderful drama
department. I now live in
Lausanne, Switzerland.
Katie Meadows. This
is my 2nd year working
as a drama teacher at
Bangkok Patana School. I
love physical theatre and
incorporating music into
my work.
British International
School Budapest
Douglas Allan. My interest
in theatre started with
musicals in secondary
school as a performer in
Oliver!, H.M.S. Pinafore,

Calamity Jane and Joseph. I also discovered I
enjoyed studying theatrical texts at university and
tried to imbue my students with this passion when
I became a teacher. At the moment colleagues and
I are preparing to host our first ISTA drama festival
in February 2015.
Katie Benson. From a young
age I have been active in
the world of theatre mainly
enjoying acting. Since I began
teaching, I have enjoyed the
opportunity to produce and
direct plays. I love seeing
students shine on stage
and particularly enjoy the
opportunity to work with students
I don’t usually get to see.
Luke Kearns. With acting
in the blood, I have
always been fascinated by
theatre. I particularly enjoy
working on productions
and the camaraderie it
engenders. Moreover
I always find the final
product rewarding,
watching students immerse
themselves in a role on stage
Jon Spinks. Since I began
teaching I have been involved
in a whole range of musical
theatre with students aged
5-18. I have also written and
composed several musicals
for primary school students. I
love the moment when the
curtains open a show for the
first time and the hard work
that has been put in by the students can finally
be shown to a live audience. I have seen musical
theatre do amazing things for developing students’
confidence and ability to work as part of a team.
British Schools,
Montevideo
Agustin Maggi. I have been
teaching drama both at
junior and high school level
for almost 25 years now
and have directed musicals
at The British Schools
for 17 years. I also teach
IB Theatre and try to work in the
professional arena both as an actor and a director
when time allows.
British School New Delhi
Sophie Galton. I have
worked at the British School
for nearly seven years and
it has been a wonderful
opportunity. The show was
really a highlight for me as it
allowed me to celebrate the
school’s momentous journey,
despite being such a small part
of the 50 years.
British School of Beijing
Heidi Arnold. I have been
a drama teacher for twelve
years now working both
internationally and in the
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United Kingdom. I enjoy directing a range of things
from site specific performances to digital shows
and now musicals.
British School of
Bucharest
Vicki Ellison (née Oliver).
I left BSB last summer
and am currently living
in Astana, Kazakhstan
with my husband
who is working at an
international school here. I am a musicals
fanatic and A midsummer night’s dream was my
tenth school production. I can’t really say that I am
a practitioner of any specific type of drama; I’m
a generalist who has taught across all key stages
both in the United
Kingdom and abroad.
Carey Baptist Grammar
School
Jane Penhallurick. I am
the Head of Drama at
Carey Baptist Grammar
School in Melbourne. I’ve
been at the school since
2004 which was also my
first year of teaching. I
teach students from year 7 to year 12 in both
the VCE (Victorian Certificate of Education) and
IB (International Baccalaureate) theatre courses.
I direct several of the school’s curricular and cocurricular shows. A highlight for me is the annual
middle school musical.
Cevre College
Seda Oz Cadirci. I’m
an EFL teacher at the
secondary school in Çevre
College. I’ve been teaching
English for ten years. I
teach every day and I love
it. I’ve been a member of
the English Drama club for
eight years. High school musical, Jr was the fourth
musical I put on stage.
Merve Şahlıoğlu. I was born
in Istanbul on 17th February
1983. I am an English
teacher, drama teacher
and educational technology
leader at Çevre College. I
started my teaching career
in 2005 after graduating
from Istanbul University,
American Culture and Literature. I’ve been
working as an English drama teacher for nine years.
Columbia Grammar
and Preparatory School
Sarah Cusick. I have been
the Head of the Theatre
department at Columbia
Prep School for seventeen
years offering classes
in acting, directing and
theatre history while
directing two productions a year. I was a teaching
artist for ISTA in the 1990s when I lived in Paris,
offering physical theatre workshops such as “You
me and a sheet”. I trained with Anne Bogart in
Viewpoints while receiving my MFA in Directing
from Columbia University.
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Concordian International School Bangkok
Thailand
Clynt Whitaker. From New
Zealand, I have been teaching
theatre and literature in
Malaysia, Shanghai, Taipei and
currently at the Concordian
International School
Bangkok. I have worked with
ISTA and am an IB examiner.
Dulwich College
Shanghai
Edward Hake. I studied
dance and drama in
contemporary culture and
for fourteen years I taught
ages 6-18 in England.
I served on the board
of a children’s theatre
company and performed with touring
musical theatres, community theatres and dance
companies in various venues around London. My
latest adventure is teaching at Dulwich College in
Shanghai as Head of Drama.
Escola Americana do
Rio de Janeiro
Marta Cotrim. I have
always been interested in
human cultural expression
from rituals, through
traditional theatre all
the way to avant-garde
performances. After working
in Brazil as a professional actress and dancer I
decided to study in Europe. So at age nineteen I
left my country only to return 16 years later having
lived in six different countries and studied with as
many gurus as I could find in France, Holland, Bali,
England, Italy and Greece.
EF Academy
Ginny Borton. I have
been a theatre educator
for almost 30 years. As an
actress, I have appeared
in television and film and
worked off-Broadway
and in regional theatres. I
have taught theatre arts at
the State University of New York, Rockland
Community College and in public schools in New
York and Connecticut. I earned a BA from The
New School in New York and a Master’s degree in
Educational Theatre from NYU. I have New York
State certification in both theatre and English, IB
certification in Theatre Arts and IGCSE certification
in English literature. I grew up and attended schools
all over the world – in Taiwan, Indonesia, West
Pakistan, Turkey, India, Saudi Arabia and Hawaii –
and use this personal experience to connect with
the international students I teach at EF Academy.
Gems World Academy
Dubai
Amber Kirk (director).
I have been in love with
the theatre since I was
nine years old and saw a
performance of Cats by
Andrew Lloyd Webber

at the Aotea Centre in Auckland, New Zealand.
This began an exciting journey that lead me to
create, devise, write, direct and act in a myriad
of productions and performances, spending eight
years as a academia addict at Waikato Institute of
Technology, The University of Waikato and The
University of Auckland. I have been teaching drama
and theatre in New Zealand and Dubai covering
six different curriculums over eight years.
Josh Hatt. I currently teach
MYP Drama at GEMS
World Academy. Originally
from Nova Scotia, Canada,
I began my international
teaching career in 2010. In
2015 I will begin teaching
middle school drama at
Shanghai American School,
Pudong campus.
Christy Cyr (stage
manager). I’ve been a
theatre enthusiast for as
long as I can remember and
luckily for me I met Josh
and Amber when I began
at GWA. While I’ve been
a part of production teams
in the past, these two have
opened my eyes to a whole new theatrical world.
This year I was able to split my teaching load
between MYP Drama and MYP English (grades
six and seven) so I am finally able to be a part of
GWA’s theatre culture from the beginning.
German Swiss International School
Chris Hoskins. I teach drama and music at GSIS
where I have been since 2002. My year 11 group
is currently devising work based on poems for their
final project.
Graded, The American
School of Sao Paulo
Isabel Moreas. I’m a
passionate artist and
theatre teacher that had
the privilege of being the
middle school theatre
teacher at Graded
for four years. I now live
in Mumbai, India and I’m pursuing my Master’s
degree at NYU in Educational Theatre. I’m a
true believer that the arts have an empowering,
transformative force.
Gresham’s School
Bridget O’Brien. This is
my first year as Director of
Drama and ninth year at
Gresham’s. I have mainly
directed straight shows,
my last being The three
Panteau!
musketeers-Le Panteau!.
Though I have had success with two other
fabulous musicals, Anything goes and Return to the
forbidden planet, both of
which I highly recommend
for their book and score.
Harrow International
School Hong Kong
Corin James. I’ve been
teaching for fifteen years

and have been based in Asia since 2002. I spent six
years in Thailand and five in Beijing before moving
to Hong Kong in 2013. I have always taught both
drama and English and have directed at least one
play each year. I am currently Head of Drama at
Harrow International School Hong Kong and also
teach English. I was assisted in directing Arabian
nights by Seb Pope and Tomi Greene who were
working at the school as part of their gap year
between school and university.
Hong Kong Academy
Stella T. Ireland (director)
(director).
I have been teaching in
Bangladesh and Hong Kong
for seven years. Prior to this I
was the founder and director
of META Performing Arts
in Washington State for ten
years.
Alyson Doty (assistant
director). I teach grade
6 and 7 drama at HKA. I
joined the theatre team at
HKA this current year as
assistant director. I am an
avid fan of ISTA and plan
to continue teaching MYP
Drama.
Stanislawa
de Tilly-Blaru (student
director). Hong Kong
Academy graduating class of
2015, I intend to go into the
performing arts and hope to
continue my studies in theatre
on the East coast of the
United States.
IELEV 125. Yil Schools
Zuhal Eren. I was born
in Turkey but started my
education in Paris, France.
Ever since, I have lived
and worked in different
countries and continents as
an English teacher. I have
travelled widely across
the world from the Galapagos
Islands to the Amazon, from Madagascar to
Zanzibar Island, learning the local languages and
getting accustomed to their culture. I am interested
in music, dance, drama, sports, ethnicity and
pedagogy. I am a lucky citizen of the world, free
and diverse.
Institut Le Rosey
Laurie-Carroll Bérubé. I
inherited “theatre genes”
from actor-parents and
grandparents. Raised in
New York, I trained for
the stage with Gene
Frankel of the Actors
Studio. During a six-week
visit to the USSR, however, I decided not to
continue acting professionally. Instead, I pursued
graduate studies in Soviet Military Analysis at
Georgetown University. After stints at the United
Nations Secretariat and at the International Labour
Organisation in Geneva, I was drawn into teaching
at boarding schools in French-speaking Switzerland.
Over the past 31 years my husband and I have

been “in loco parentis” raising other people’s
children, as well as our own four daughters, in
their on-campus accommodations. My husband
and I have worked at Institut Le Rosey since 1987
where I have taught history, English, drama, A-level
Theatre Studies and IB Theatre.
International School
Dhaka
Kimi Pichardo (director).
Originally from Atlanta,
Georgia, I am a proud
alumna of both a
women’s college and
the nationally-acclaimed
Gainesville Theatre
Alliance where I
developed skills in improvisation, musical theatre,
children’s theatre and theatre for young audiences.
After graduating college I worked professionally
with Swamp Gravy – a community theatre piece
devised and directed by Dr. Richard Geer – meant
to revive economically repressed communities
through storytelling and theatrical performance. I
have been teaching theatre for over fifteen years
in the United States, the Dominican Republic and
now Dhaka, Bangladesh, where I am an MYP
Drama/DP Theatre instructor – enthusiastically
adding Asian traditions to my skill set.
Paul Bongiovanni (assistant
director). Prior to teaching,
I was an actor and director
in Melbourne, Australia,
where I worked mainly
in fringe theatre but
occasionally performed in
major theatre company
productions. I won a
Greenroom “Best actor”
award for my professional work in
various performances. I began my own Theatre
in Education company which ran for ten years and
was highly successful. I returned to the teaching
profession at a late age and have enjoyed being
a contributing member of the theatre classroom
- most recently at the International School of
Manila and International School Dhaka where I am
currently DP Theatre/MYP Drama instructor.
International School
Manila
Catherine Rankin. I
love physical theatre – it
probably comes from the
fact that I am partly deaf.
Whether it has been in
country Australia, inner
city London or the
international scene, I can
always seem to get students to use
movement to look at things a little differently.
International
Community School of
Addis Ababa
Joanne “Jo” King. I am
Head of Performing
Arts Department and
an avid advocate of the
arts and a big believer in
student-driven, inclusive
productions. I am also a
consummate creator and consumer of pancakes.

International School of
Amsterdam
Kelly Webber. I teach
IB Theatre, MYP
Music and ToK at the
International School of
Amsterdam. I continue
to work with musicians
and actors to facilitate
integrated performance
opportunities, and to study opera performance
and teach yoga in my spare time.
International School of
Brussels
Alan Hayes. I’ve been
teaching at ISB for the
past seven years and am
currently a trustee of ISTA.
I enjoy all types of theatre
and try to choose pieces
of theatre that I can tie
into my work with my IB
Theatre students.
Carl Robinson. As well
as being a theatre-maker/
performer in my free
time and an ISTA artist,
I am a cross-divisional
drama teacher at the
International School of
Brussels. My background
in performance is
with experimental,
collaboratively devised theatre
and my experiences in this discipline drive my
practice as a teacher and artist.
International School of
Geneva
Edmundo Timm. I was
born in Brazil and have
worked with professional
theatre and dance
companies in many
different countries. Since
1998 I have taught theatre
at the International School
of Geneva at high school level.
International School of
Kenya
Katy Bingham. I am an
actor, director, singer
and yogi originally from
Los Angeles, California.
I have longed to live
and work outside of the
United States and feel so
fortunate to have found a
career that includes many of my loves - theatre,
working with young people and exploring the
beautiful cultures in this world.
International School of
Luxembourg
Scott Macky. I did
my theatre training in
New Zealand at Toi
Whakaari and after a
brief stint in professional
theatre in Wellington
came overseas. I’ve
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been teaching internationally for fifteen years in
Morocco, Germany, Turkey and Spain. This is my
second year at ISL and I’m lucky to have wonderful
students and supportive
colleagues.
International School of
Stavanger
Sandy Landis. I’ve been
teaching at the International
School of Stavanger for
the last thirteen years
and continue to direct
productions at both middle and
high school levels each year. I am also an amateur
writer and have now written
eight plays for our high school.
International School of
Tanganyika
Gillian Ani and Claudia
Kennedy. We worked
together at the International
School of Tanganyika, teaching
MYP Drama and IB Theatre
where Gillian is also Head of
Creative Arts.
International School Suva
Alexandra Karountzos. I
originally taught in Melbourne
Australia for eighteen years
before coming to Fiji. I joined
ISS at the start of 2006
as Head of the Arts
department and teacher
of drama. With no existing
theatrical programme I had
great delight in developing
a drama course and
working with an amazing
team who assisted in
developing a culture of
student-led productions in
the school community.
Istanbul International
Community School
Kevin Burns. I am an
actor, director and theatre
arts teacher who has
collaborated with ISTA
in many roles over the
past twenty years, most
recently as Rep at the
Hong Kong middle
school festival. I believe that
the theatre experience, both as entertainment
and as provocation to empathy and reflection, is
an important tool for individual and community
growth. I therefore gravitate to theatrical pieces
– like Love and information and Hairspray – with
contemporary socio-political relevance as well as
quirky, absurdist humour.
Jakarta Intercultural
School
Michael Westberg.
Currently the middle
school drama teacher
at Jakarta Intercultural
School, I have also taught
and devised theatre/
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drama programmes for students in grades K-12
at other international schools in the Netherlands,
Chile and Switzerland.
King George V School
Ian Baker. Trained in
theatre and having taught
in the United Kingdom for
six years, I came to Hong
Kong in 1996 and am
still here teaching drama
and theatre. I delight in
the idea of being able
to expose students and the wider community
to world theatre forms and performances styles
that are more unusual so they can see there is life
beyond the high school musical.
Koc School
Vuslat Ciggin. I am an English and drama teacher
and have been working at the school for seventeen
years. I also write and direct plays for the school.
This is my thirteenth play.
Li Po Chun United
World College of Hong
Kong
Steve Reynolds. I have
been teaching in England,
Tanzania and Hong
Kong for 30 years. I am
currently in a senior
teaching post at the
UWC in Hong Kong. I’m an
examiner team leader and workshop leader for
the IB. I’m currently training to be a professional
psychotherapist (individual and group). Most of
all, I love my family and completely adore my two
young children.
Maadi British
International School
Steven Williams. I have
been the Music and
Performing Arts Leader
for Learning at MBIS since
January 2011. I am heavily
involved in three school
productions per year and
any other performances
that take place at MBIS.
Sarah Thompson. I am the
Literacy Leader for Learning
and a year 5 teacher at
MBIS and have been since
September 2014. I was
previously the literacy
coordinator at another
school in Egypt where
I was involved in many
productions and was also
the co-director of the
Glee club.
Lydia Kangas. I am the
Design and Technology
Leader for Learning and
a year 5 teacher at MBIS
and I have been here
since September 2011. I
have worked overseas for
twenty years and have
been involved in many
school productions.

Manchester High School
for Girls
Jill Haves. I’ve been
teaching drama and theatre
arts since 1997. I live
and teach in Manchester,
United Kingdom, where
we are extremely fortunate
to have some fantastic,
ground breaking theatres,
festivals and companies on our doorstep.
Mont’Kiara
International School
Sterling Johnson. I am the
IB Theatre and HS/MS
drama teacher at Mont’
Kiara International School in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and
have been involved in the
theatre in some capacity
for most of my adult life. I
have also taught theatre and drama in Canada,
Italy, China and Korea. I hail from Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada.
James Instone. I am
the Head of Visual and
Performing Arts at Mont’
Kiara International
School, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. I am a global
nomad originally born
in England, raised and
educated in New Zealand
and Australia, and have worked
as a teacher, ensemble director, composer
and performing musician in Singapore, Brunei
Darussalam and Malaysia. I am married to
Jacqueline, a grade 1 teacher and have two musical
children: Sami, an 11-year old violinist, actor and
“Minecraft” addict, and Halia, a 9-year old singer,
dancer and flautist.
Nia Womack-Freeman.
I have been a dance
teaching artist/educator
for twelve years in K-12
public schools in America
and private international
schools in China and
Malaysia. I trained in West
African dance, modern
dance, creative movement and
composition, and other cultural dance traditions.
For the past three years I have been the MS/HS
dance teacher at Mont’ Kiara International School
where I teach IB Dance, MS Dance, musical
theatre for dancers and beginning to intermediate
HS Modern Dance.
Munich International
School
Jo Riley. The joy of
making theatre led me,
via Cambridge University,
to a number of small
touring companies in the
United Kingdom but I
found spoken theatre two dimensional
so I decided to travel to China to explore a
different kind of theatre. I was one of the first
foreign students to study at the Central Academy
of Drama in Beijing. Chinese theatre has inspired
me to use design elements as key actors on stage.

I have been working at the Munich International
School for nearly fourteen years.
Antonio Koudele.
My grandfather was a
violinmaker and my father
a pianist so I was brought
up around music. At seven
I discovered my love for
the guitar. At the Richard
Strauss Conservatory I
worked as a studio, TV/
radio and live musician
as well as a guitarist for
Broadway musicals. I have worked with artists like
Luciano Pavarotti, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Gloria
Gaynor and many others. I also have my own
band the Grupo de Bossa Nova.
Nanjing International
School
Annie Philip. I studied at
Central School of Speech
and Drama in the United
Kingdom and have
been a drama teacher
at Nanjing International
School since 2009.
Overseas School of
Colombo
Rachel Jackson. After
completing my PGCE
in Drama I taught in the
United Kingdom before
moving back to Asia, my
home. I then spent two
and a half years teaching
drama at Bangkok Patana School,
Thailand, before moving on to the Chinese
International School, Hong Kong, where I spent six
years. I am currently teaching IBMYP Drama and
DP Theatre at the Overseas School of Colombo in
Sri Lanka. I thoroughly enjoy working with young
people who are also drama enthusiasts and I am
particularly inspired by anything to do with physical
theatre and using the body to create, to inform as
well as to entertain.
Pechersk School
International
Malina Patel. I have
been teaching theatre in
international schools for
seven years now and plan
to keep doing so for some
time to come. I am also an IB
examiner and an ISTA artist – experiences
that constantly help to make
me a better teacher and all
round creative person.
Presbyterian Ladies
College
Sarah Combes. Before
teaching drama (MYP and
WACE) at PLC, I worked
overseas in several schools
across London, teaching
drama, media and English.
Liane Campbell. I have
been teaching drama,
MYP Drama and IB DP
Theatre in Australasia

for seventeen years. Much of that time at the
American Embassy School, New Delhi and the
last seven years back in my
hometown, most recently
as Director of Theatre Arts
at the Presbyterian Ladies’
College, Perth. However,
my creative path has now
taken a new turn.
Bauke Snyman. I am the
Director of Theatre Arts
at Presbyterian Ladies
College, Perth.
Robert College of
Istanbul
Jake Becker. I’ve been
teaching English in Turkey
for the last twelve years
but this is my first time
directing. As nervous as I
was, things turned out very
well in the end. Given that
there were only two actors in most
scenes blocking was fairly easy, although characters
can get lost in space.
Ruamrudee
International School
Shorna Shand (director).
I am currently the Head
of Performing Arts at
Ruamrudee International
School. This is my third
years at RIS, throughout
this time I have assisted
in the production of Grimm tales and last year’s
original musical Not another teen musical. I
currently teach MS and HS Drama and IB Theatre.
Whilst doing this I am also completing my Master’s
in Educational Leadership and Management.
Kim McDonald (musical
director). I’ve been teaching
music in the elementary
section of Ruamrudee
International School for the
past eleven years. Our
elementary school choir
enjoyed participating in the
school production of 42nd
Street. The experience of
working with older students
was both exciting and inspiring for our young
students. It was so lovely to watch some of my choir
members copying parts the high school students
were performing in the play while we were waiting
in the green room. It’s amazing how much children
learn, just from watching others.
Nimfa Moreto (dance
choreographer). I’ve been
teaching at Ruamrudee
International School
elementary section, theatre
arts, dance and drama
for 25 years. Every year
it is our school tradition
to stage different major
productions for our
students from pre-school to grade five.
Starting with a cultural show then a Christmas
musical followed with a Star Kids Discovery Show
where we showcase the talents of our students.
Last is the end of the year dance and choir recital.

We also have a K-12 production that happens
every 5-7 years. And this year our 42nd Street
production was a huge success.
Schule Schloss Salem
Keith Le Fever. I have
been a drama teacher at
Schule Schloss Salem since
1990. I studied theatre
with a focus on acting
at the Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburg,
graduating. In 1979 I cocreated and was artistic
director of The English Theatre Frankfurt.
Shanghai American
School – Puxi
Juanita McGarrigle. I
have been working at SAS
for six years as a drama
teacher although I am also
trained in and have taught
instrumental music and
visual arts. I grew up in a
very creative family, playing
music professionally and being on stage throughout
my formative years. I have been living and working
overseas for the past twenty years teaching a
variety of subjects. I enjoy the energy and vitality
of the middle school and pushing the students
outside of their comfort zones to create amazing
characters and confidence in their skills.
Jean Simmons. I am
currently the high school
theatre teacher at SAS
Puxi where I teach grades
9-12. I’m one of very few
Australian teachers here
and have worked in many
countries teaching music
and theatre including
Vietnam, Hong Kong and
the Netherlands. I really appreciate being a
small part of the ISTA community.
Sturgis Public Charter
School East
Rachel Ollagnon. I am
originally from New York
City but have lived and
worked in five different
countries. I hold a BFA
in Acting from New
York University’s Tisch
School of the Arts and
an MA in Etudes Anglophones from the Sorbonne,
France. At the time of writing this, I am teaching
IB Theatre HL/SL and introductory theatre classes
at Sturgis Public Charter School East in Hyannis,
Massachusetts.
Surabaya International
School
Tatiana Breger. Originally
from Melbourne, Australia,
with a background in
professional acting on stage
and screen, Bachelor of
Education in Music, Drama
and Film (Melbourne
University) but fell in
love with the challenges of teaching in international
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schools around the world and have never regretted
leaving my comfort zone, meeting new people and
appreciating new cultures. I have learnt a lot and
hope that some along the way learnt from me.
Taipei American
School
Georgina Christou.
Originally from the
United Kingdom I have
been employed at Taipei
American School since
2011. I hold a Bachelor’s
degree in Drama and
English Literature from
the University of Hertfordshire, a post graduate
certificate in Education as a specialist drama teacher
from Middlesex University and a Master’s in
Education from The College of New Jersey. Prior
to my arrival in Taiwan, I was a drama department
head at a high school in the United Kingdom. I
have been in Taiwan since 2009 as a drama teacher
initially at Taipei European School where I taught
middle school drama, GCSE Drama and IB Theatre.
TASIS, The American
School in England
Brendan Harris. Originally
from Chicago and now
a British citizen, this is
my ninth year at TASIS.
Prior to England I taught
IB Theatre at Colegio
International de Caracas
in Venezuela. What I love about teaching
theatre is creating and telling stories and how story
teaches us who we are. My proudest role is that of
parent (along with my wife, Annie) to our beautiful
daughter, Caeli, and soon to be proud parent again
to our son due in July.
Nikki Holdaway. This is
my ninth year as the middle
school drama teacher at
TASIS England. I taught
drama in the United States
as well as at an English
boarding school before
coming to TASIS. I enjoy
using drama as a means
to explore issues relevant to the
students. I also love musical theatre and thrive on
the community that is built through the process.
Üsküdar American Academy, Istanbul
Brian Hennelly. I have been teaching English for
thirteen years now both in the United States and
abroad, and at every turn I have looked for ways to
incorporate theatre into my classroom. My passion
for theatre started at a young age performing in
every single school production available to me
from age eleven. At ÜAA I have been fortunate
to assist with the English drama club and the
productions it mounts. It is a testament to the
programme and to the students that we are able
to explore the world of
theatre from Shakespeare
(a long-time love of mine)
to improvisational theatre
(born in large part in my
hometown of Chicago).
Dyane Stillman. When
I earned my teaching
certification in English
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I had no idea I would one day look back over
twenty years of teaching while sitting at my desk in
the drama room at a private Turkish high school in
Turkey. But here I am and in terms of a biography,
I offer thanks to my professors of English at
Lycoming College and of Theatre and Education
at Emerson College where I earned my MA. I
must acknowledge my instructors, directors and
colleagues at Shakespeare & Company in Lenox,
MA, and at the Bloomsburg Theatre Ensemble in
Bloomsburg, PA. This is my fourth year in Turkey
and my third as an English and drama teacher at
ÜAA in Istanbul.
UWCSEA East
Campus, Singapore
Anna Parr. I am currently
teaching high school
in the UWCSEA East
Drama Department and
I have had the privilege
of working with ISTA as
an ensemble leader for
the last five years. As an experienced international
educator with many years behind me now in Asia, I
encourage familiarity with the role of the arts in the
immediate community as well as the far-reaching
cultures of South East Asia and support this learning
through facilitating a range of opportunities in school.
Bronwyn Bye. I am
currently Head of the
Drama department at
UWCSEA East Campus in
Singapore having overseen
the inception and
subsequent growth of the
drama department since
2010. I am Australian and
taught for many years in
Australia before embarking on my
international adventure with time in Qatar before
Singapore.
Verdala International
School
Daphne Said. I have
been teaching drama
and theatre at Verdala
International School for
five years now. Apart
from heading a drama
programme at a local theatre
arts school – Masquerade Malta – I also keep
myself active in local TV and theatre productions.
Even though the high school play is my
responsibility I do get support from my colleagues
who all go out of their way to ensure that the
show is a success. A special mention definitely goes
to our art teacher Samantha Hothersall who gives
up her time to create scenery for the show.
Vienna International
School
Elizabeth Hunt-Lucarini.
I am an IB Theatre teacher
at Vienna International
School. Originally from
the border region of
Arizona and Mexico, I
have worked in schools
in Russia, Romania, Germany,
Vietnam, Austria and the United States. Prior
to teaching, I worked in regional theatre in the

United States as an actor and director. In addition
to teaching theatre and drama, I am a trained and
licensed psychotherapist and have used drama in a
therapeutic setting with children and adolescents.
This year marks my last year of teaching. I am
looking forward to my new life as a psychotherapist
in which I will work with adolescents and adults
using drama and integrated arts therapies.
Whitby School
Allyn Rathus. I hold
a Master of Arts in
Educational Theatre with
Teacher Certification for
all grades from NYU
Steinhardt. I received
my BFA in Drama from
CAP21 (NYU Tisch
School of the Arts). I am the Visual
and Performing Arts Curriculum Leader at Whitby
School in Greenwich, Connecticut and have
taught drama at the Central Foundation Boy’s
School in London, The Mandell School in New
York City and Kent Place School in New Jersey.
Other recent credits include Perez Hilton saves the
universe! (producer), You’re a good man, Charlie
Brown (producer), Broadway: August: Osage
County, The threepenny opera and Assassins (The
Roundabout Theatre Company). Acting: Woyzeck
(NYU-Steinhardt), All my children (ABC), Guiding
light (CBS), As the world turns (CBS) and various
national commercials and campaigns.
Yew Chung
International School
Allan M. Nazareno.
Disney’s The little mermaid
marked my 40th directing
project and it was truly
fitting since 2014 marked
my 25th year as teacher.
Currently, I am the
Performing Arts Coordinator at Yew Chung
International School Secondary in Hong Kong,
teaching IB Theatre and IGCSE Drama as well as a
few lower school music classes. I started directing
in 1997 on Guam, United States, with Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s Joseph. Since then, I’ve directed
mainly school productions. Shows I’ve directed
have been performed on Guam, Hong Kong,
Cebu, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. I feel blessed
indeed to have my wife Cecille and children Avery
(IB Theatre and incoming college freshman theatre
student) and Sofia, to share my passion for musical
theatre. I’ve also directed my 41st project which
happens to be the junior version of this show in
my hometown of Cebu, Philippines.
Yokohama International
School
Shane Meiklejohn. I come
from Australia, have lived
in Japan for sixteen years
and teach MYP Drama and
DP Theatre at Yokohama
International School. I
previously worked in the
media industry as a photographer
and have an MA in Media Production. I have been
trained in improvisation at Loose Moose Theatre in
Calgary, Canada and in Butoh by Akaji Maro at the
Dairakukadan Summer School in Japan. I am also
an IBDP Assistant Theatre Examiner.

What’s happening
in schools?…
at a quick glance
Whole school productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

42nd Street

Book by Michael Stewart
and Mark Bramble, lyrics
by Al Dubin and music by
Harry Warren

Tams-Witmark

31 + 54
elementary singers
and dancers,
18 stage wind
ensemble members
and 3 pianists.

25

6

7½ weeks

2 hour
rehearsals, 4
days a week
for leads, 3
days a week
for ensemble
members.

Ruamrudee
International
School

Breaking ground

I scripted it but a lot came
from the students and staff
who have been a part of
The British School over the
years. (Sophie Galton)

None … yet!

Over 100 students,
staff, parents,
support staff and
alumni.

3 months

British School
New Delhi

Creepy
Addams, The

Luke Fuller

School script has
not been formally
published yet.

44

16 weeks

International
School Suva

Hairspray Jr.

Book by Mark O'Donnell
and Thomas Meehan, music
by Marc Shaiman, lyrics by
Scott Wittman and Marc
Shaiman

MTI

50 elementary,
middle and high
school students.

12 weeks

Mont'Kiara
International
School

Shrek, the
musical

Based on the DreamWorks,
Animation Motion Picture
and the book by William
Steig

78 MS and HS
students and 20
PS students on
stage, 207 students
including off
stage crews, 52
teacher and parent
supervisors over
the course of three
shows, tech and
dress rehearsals.

12 weeks

Two days a
week after
school and
2-3 Saturdays
a month

Gems World
Academy
Dubai

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

Primary school productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Alice, the
musical

Lewis Carrol. Adapted and
dramatised by Mark and
Helen Johnson and Richard
Davis.

Out of the Ark Ltd

110

2 weeks

Go for gold

Gawen Robinson

Musicline

Flexible

10 weeks

3 meetings a
week

International
School of
Stavanger

Shakespeare
rocks!

Steve Titford

Musicline

Flexible

10 weeks

3 meetings a
week

International
School of
Stavanger

Maadi British
International
School

Primary/middle school productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

High school
musical Jr.

David Simpatico
(playwright) and Bryan
Louiselle (composer)

Disney’s/ MTI
Music Theatre
International

75

68

7

8 months

2 hours a
week

Cevre
College
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Middle school productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Bah humbug!

Book by Rebecca Ryland,
music and lyrics by Bill
Francoeur

Pioneer Drama
Services Inc.

Large, mixed
gender cast.

Fame Jr.

Conceived and developed
by David De Silva, book by
José Fernandez, lyrics by
Jacques Levy and music by
Steve Margoshes

MTI

Speaking: 7 male
and 6 female.
Unlimited chorus.

Finian’s rainbow
Jr.

Music by Burton Lane, lyrics
by Yip Harburg, book by
Yip Harburg and Fred Saidy,
adaptation by Deena R.
Harburg

Large cast (20+)
mixed gender, many
female roles.

10 weeks

Framed

Devised

15

6 weeks

Roughly 4
hours a week

International
School of
Brussels

H.M.S. Pinafore

W.S. Gilbert and Arthur
Sullivan

Shawnee Press

8 + chorus

14 weeks

1½ hrs 3 x
per week

American
School of The
Hague

Hamlet,
zombie killer of
Denmark

Chris Stiles

www.Theatrefolk.
com

Dec-20

8-12 weeks

3-6 hours per
week after
school

International
Community
School of
Addis Ababa

Hansel and
Gretel and the
Creepy Woods

Jeannette Jaquish

Play script taken
from www. Theater
FunScripts.com

11

9

2

During the
whole year
round extracurricular club
time.

IELEV 125. Yil
Schools

Hiding in the
open

Kira Obolensky

Playscripts.com

8-14 actors, we
used 16 actors.

10

6

3 months

Graded, The
American
School of Sao
Paulo

Hilarious
history of the
Trojan war, The

D.M. Larson

From a website

35

Oct-March

Lord of the flies

William Browning

Faber and Faber

36 mixed cast. 2
main casts of 12
and a chorus of 12.

8 weeks

Dulwich
College
Shanghai

Midsummer
night’s dream, A

William Shakespeare

20+ mixed cast.

10 weeks

Jakarta
Intercultural
School

Midsummer
night’s dream, A

William Shakespeare

30. The cast was
split and alternated
performances.

3 months

Twice a week

Whitby
School

Oliver!

Book, music and lyrics
written by Lionel Bart.
Based on Charles Dickens’
Oliver Twist.

Tams-Witmark
Music Library, Inc.

27 students, grades
5-8.

3 months

Twice a week

Whitby
School

Peter Pan

Piers Charter Robinson
based on a novel by
J.M.Barrie

International
Theatre and Music
Limited

80+

Romeo and
Juliet

William Shakespeare

Tams-Witmark
Music Library, Inc.

30+, grades 5-8.

4 months

Searching for
heroes

Tony Horitz

Samuel French

2 main, 38 small
speaking roles +
extras. We had 90
on stage.

3 months

Seussical

Book/music by Stephen
Flaherty, co-conceived by
Eric Idle

25

9 weeks

Thousand
cranes, A

Kathryn Schultz Miller

Dramatic Publishing
Co.

3-10 though we did
it with 42.

6-8 weeks

Urinetown

Greg Kotis (book and lyrics)
and Mark Hollmann (lyrics
and music)

Music Theatre
International, Inc.

30

3 months
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Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

10 weeks

6

2

7

2

22

4 months

School
Jakarta
Intercultural
School

1½ hrs per
week

British
International
School
Budapest
Jakarta
Intercultural
School

2½ hours
once a week

3 months

Koc School

Taipei
American
School
Twice a week

Whitby
School
International
School Manila

90 minutes x
4 per week

TASIS England
Presbyterian
Ladies’
College

Twice a week

Whitby
School

Middle school productions (continued)
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

Wolf boy

Peter Charlton

Learning from life:
five plays for young
people. Sydney:
Currency Press,
1985

10

Approx 12
weeks

Zombied

Mary McMahon and Don
Woodward

Maverick Musicals

18

8 weeks

4 rehearsals a
week, 2 weekend dates.

Shanghai
American
School

Rehearsal
time

School

Overseas
School of
Colombo, Sri
Lanka

Middle/high school productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Arabian nights

Dominic Cooke

Nick Hern

60, though can be
performed with
only 9.

4

5

16 weeks

Arabian Nights

Dominic Cooke

Nick Hern

Flexible 9-60.

10 weeks

2 rehearsals
per week.

Hong Kong
Academy

Chicago

Book by Fred Ebb and Bob
Fosse, music by John Kander
and lyrics by Fred Ebb

Samuel French

80 but it can be
done with less.

3 months

2 hrs twice
a week plus
one shorter
slot.

Gresham’s
School

Disney’s The
little mermaid

Alan Menken (music),
Howard Ashman (lyrics),
Glenn Slater (lyrics) and
Doug Wright (book)

Music Theatre
International

70 actors, 20 in the
orchestra and 40 in
the tech crew.

2 months

Yew Chung
International
School
Secondary

Fiddler on the
roof

Joseph Stein (book),
Sheldon Harnick (lyrics) and
Jerry Bock (music)

Music Theatre
International

48 with as many
villagers as you
want.

3 months

Vienna
International
School

Footlose

Dean Pitchford

2 months

Surabaya
International
School

Good doctor,
The

Neil Simon

Samuel French

5 but can work for
up to 10-15.

Grease

Jim Jacobs and Warren
Casey

Theatre Rights
Worldwide

20 equal gender
ratio although can
be adapted.

Hairspray, the
musical

Marc Shaiman (music
and lyrics), Scott
Wittman (lyrics), Mark
O'Donnell (book) and
Thomas Meehan (book)

Joseph Weinberger

23

Little shop of
horrors

Alan Menken (music) and
Howard Ashman (book and
lyrics)

Music Theatre
International

40, though this is
flexible.

10-12 weeks

EF Academy

Love etc. An
evening of one
act plays: The
Seussification
of Romeo and
Juliet, The 9
worst breakups
of all time, Sixty
second singles

The Seussification of Romeo
and Juliet by Peter Bloedel
The 9 worst breakups of all
time by Ian Mc Wethy
Sixty second singles by Jon
Jory

Playscripts.com

As large or small as
you like.

6 weeks

American
International
School of
Bucharest

Midsummer
night’s dream, A

William Shakespeare

50 incl. music and
stage management.
Ages 9-16.

5 months –
October to
March

2 hrs per
week + one
Saturday
+ 3-4
lunchtimes
per week +
3 days offtimetable.

British School
of Bucharest

Midsummer
night’s dream, A

William Shakespeare

Approx 10
weeks

3 x 2 hours
per week.

Pechersk
School
International

9

10

19 actors, 9
musicians.

Public domain

30

3

2

12 weeks

Harrow
International
School Hong
Kong

Twice a week

3 months

17

19

6

11

One trimester

International
School Dhaka
British School
of Beijing

1 hour
rehearsals x 4
per week

Istanbul
International
Community
School
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Middle/high school productions (continued)
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Nightmare
before
Christmas, The

Tim Burton

http://nightmare
beforechristmas.
net/nightmare/
scripts

12 actors, 6
musicians and 7 in
the crew.

Roaring girl, The

Thomas Middleton and
Thomas Dekker

Project Gutenberg*

16 and we added
10 smaller roles.

Willow pattern,
The

Judith Johnson

Harper Collins
Educ (2005)

Female

8

Male

8

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

2½ months

EARJ – Escola
Americana
do Rio de
Janeiro

9 weeks

Institut Le
Rosey

10 weeks

Nanjing
International
School

*http://ebooks.gutenberg.us/WorldeBookLibrary.com/roaringmid.htm (also as scanned facsimile: https://archive.org/details/roaringgirl00midduoft)

High school productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

African
Macbeth

William Shakespeare

Any edition – we
cut it loads anyway

Flexible in number
and gender.

All my sons

Arthur Miller

Josef Weinberger
Ltd

9

4

5

3 months

2 hrs per
week

British
International
School
Budapest

Almost, Maine

John Cariani

Dramatist Play
Service

19 but also possible
with only 2 girls
and 2 boys.

10

9

10 weeks

Three
80-minute
practices per
week

Robert
College of
Istanbul

Antigone

Jean Anouilh, translated by
Barbara Bray

Bloomsbury
Methuen Drama
(2005)

12

6

6

3 months

75 minutes x
2 per week

International
School of
Luxembourg

Anything goes

Cole Porter

Tams Witmark

17 though we did it
with 31.

11 weeks

4 rehearsals
per week

TASIS,
England

Arrival, The

Shaun Tan

Hodder’s Childrens
Books 2006.

12 actors mixed
gender, mixed age;
6 musicians, 4 tech.

6

6

14 weeks

90 minutes x
twice a week.
One full day
rehearsal.

Munich
International
School

Cracked veneer,
A

Excerpts from Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are dead
by Tom Stoppard, Cagebirds
by David Campton, The
monsters are due on Maple
Street by Rod Serling

Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are
dead – Grove Press
Cagebirds – Dramatic Publishing
The monsters are
due on Maple Street
– Prentice Hall, Inc.

20

13

7

3 months

2 hours twice
a week

American
International
School of
Rotterdam

Curious
incident of the
dog in the night
time, The

Mark Haddon and Simon
Stephens

Methuen Drama

10

5

5

10 weeks

2 x 80
minutes per
week

German
Swiss
International
School

Dracula

Hamilton Deane & John
Balderston

Samuel French, Inc.

8

2

6

10 weeks

3 times a
week

International
School of
Kenya

Everything in
between

Devised

Game over

Michael Bacall and Edgar
Wright, music by Nigel
Godrich

Hairspray

Book by Mark O’Dommell
& Thomas Meeha, music by
Marc Shaiman and lyrics by
Scott Wittman and Mark
Shaiman

Importance of
being earnest,
The

Oscar Wilde
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Oni Press Graphic
Novels

Public domain

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

Approx 60
hours

School
International
School of
Tanganyika

70

60-80 hours

International
School of
Tanganyika

22

3 months

EARJ – Escola
Americana
do Rio de
Janeiro

54

2½ school
terms

Presbyterian
Ladies’
College

9

4

5

2½ months

2 hrs per
week

British
International
School
Budapest

High school productions (continued)
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

Importance of
being earnest,
The

Oscar Wilde

Public domain

8. Our version had
Lane and Merriman
doubled.

4

4

8 weeks

2 x 2 hours
per week.

Pechersk
School
International

Liebe, List und
Leidenschaft

Michael Wedekind adapted
from Goldoni’s La donna
di garbo

Theater Verlag
Desch GmbH
Munich

10

4

6

3 weeks

Boarding
school weeks
include
evenings and
weekends.

Schule
Schloss Salem

Living with Lady
Macbeth

Rob John

Cambridge University Press

9 students, mixed
gender.

Love and
information

Caryl Churchill

Samuel French

13

Love and
information

Caryl Churchill

Samuel French

2 to 30, preferably
gender balanced.

Macbeth

William Shakespeare

Public domain

18 though this is
flexible.

9

Macbeth: a tale
of darkness

Nelly E. Cuellar-Garcia

Eldridge Publishing
House

13 plus an
ensemble.

4

Midsummer
night’s dream, A

William Shakespeare

Public domain

16

16

Much ado
about nothing

William Shakespeare

Oxford University
Press

20 cast and crew.

8 weeks

Nation

A novel by Terry Pratchett
adapted by Mark Ravenhill

Casarotto, Ramsay
and Associates
(http://www.
casarotto.co.uk/)

30 though this is
flexible.

15 weeks

Odyssey

Homer (devised)

Othello in
Amharic

Based on Othello by William
Shakespeare

Folger Shakespeare
Library

Pantalone’s
nightmare

Commedia dell’Arte – Lazzi
– adapted by the school

Phantom of the
Opera

Andrew Lloyd Webber,
Charles Hart and Richard
Stilgoe

35 students. All
members playing a
variety of roles.

Approx 12
weeks

7

23

6

7 weeks

Overseas
School of
Colombo, Sri
Lanka
3 days a week

International
School of
Amsterdam

6 weeks

Istanbul
International
Community
School

9

14 weeks

Harrow
International
School Hong
Kong

7

2½ months

1½ hours
1-2 times per
week, plus on
all day Saturday rehearsal
+ tech

8 weeks

12

ACS
Hillingdon
International
School

Presbyterian
Ladies’
College
Four nights a
week. Three
nights 90
minutes, one
night 3 hours.

TASIS,
England

UWCSEA
East Campus,
Singapore

5 months

Rehearsals
Bangkok
took place in
Patana
tandem with
School
IB Diploma
exploration
of the text,
practices used
etc. so we had
months of
workshopping

Dec-20

8-12 weeks

3-6 hours per
week after
school

Not applicable.

35 male and female
but can be done
with just the main
characters: 3 female
and 5 male.

2 months –
with some
preliminary
work done on
Commedia

The Really Useful
Group Ltd

150

6 months

International
Community
School of
Addis Ababa
Verdala
International
School

Twice a
week, plus
choreography
rehearsals
on Saturday
mornings and
extra band and
choir rehearsals
on separate
instances.

The British
School,
Montevideo
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High school productions (continued)
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

Play ball

Maurine Dallas Watkins

American
Entertainment
Holding Company,
LLC, New York

21 with 6 that can
be either male or
female.

8

7

4 months

2 x 2hr/week

Yokohama
International
School

Refugees: voices
in exile

A Verbatim Theatre piece

12

Romeo and
Juliet: the Manga
version

William Shakespeare

56 students in the
cast. 9 in the crew.

South Pacific

Rodgers and Hammerstein

Rodgers & Hammerstein Theatricals
Europe Ltd

70

These shining
lives

Melanie Marnich

Dramatists Play
Service

8 (or more)

2

We are children
just the same

A devised production
inspired by the HS festival
in Terezin

42

28

West side story

Conception of Jerome
Robbins. Book by Author
Laurents, music by Leonard
Bernstein and lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim

World theatre
festival

Various, see school for
more details

Visit, The

Friedrich Dürrenmatt

Urinetown

Urinetown

MTI

42

1 week

Li Po Chun
United World
College of
Hong Kong

3 ½ months

Üsküdar
American
Academy

2 months

Manchester
High School
for Girls

4

2 months

Sturgis Public
Charter
School East

14

6 weeks

Columbia
Grammar and
Preparatory
School

14

40. I created some
extra Jet and Shark
girl roles.

9 weeks

80

2 months

King George
V School

Samuel French

20-30

10 weeks

International
School of
Brussels

Greg Kotis (book and lyrics)
and Mark Hollmann (lyrics
and music)

MTI

Officially 11- 20
but flexible and can
have large chorus
groups.

8 weeks

American
International
School of
Bucharest

Greg Kotis (book and lyrics)
and Mark Hollmann (lyrics
and music)

MTI

36. Can be done
with 16.

15 weeks

UWCSEA
East Campus,
Singapore

3 afternoons
each week
and some
Saturdays.

Shanghai
American
School – Puxi

IB productions
Title

Playwright/composer

Publisher

Cast size

Alice in
Wonderland

Lewis Carroll

MacMillan

13

Illuminati in
drama libre, The

Alice Gerstenberg

Brentano's (now
public domain)

3

La vie de village

Devised by the students

La vie en rose

Devised by the students

Twelve angry
jurors

Reginald Rose
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Origin Theatrical

Female

Male

Duration of
rehearsal

Rehearsal
time

School

5 weeks

International
Schools of
Geneva

4 weeks

Concordian
International
School

4

4 weeks

Concordian
International
School

13 students and
2 professional
dancers.

5 weeks

International
Schools of
Geneva

IB Theatre class
time during
term 1 (2½
months) and
two weeks of
more intensive
rehearsals in
term 2

Carey Baptist
Grammar
School

13, the original
script is all male, we
had three boys and
ten girls.

1

10

2

3

Festival starting points 2015-2016
HS Europe

MS Europe

Istanbul (Eyuboglu) high school festival
10-13 December 2015
Title: The Grand Bazaar

Geneva middle school festival
30 October - 1 November 2015
Title: Musical monsters

Brussels high school festival
18-21 February 2016
Title: Belgium – The battlefield of Europe

Zurich middle school festival
12-15 November 2015
Title: Charlemagne and the headless ghosts

Rolle/Geneva high school festival
10-13 March 2016
Title: Movement and space

Istanbul (Cevre) middle school festival
19-22 November 2015
Title: Legends and myths

Terezin high school festival
11-13 March 2016
Title: Art at the HeART

Moscow middle school festival
4-7 February 2016
Title: Out of this world

Glasgow high school festival
7-9 April 2016
Title: Your choice

Brussels middle school festival
25-28 February 2016
Title: Creating new worlds

Rome high school festival
14-17 April 2016
Title: Secrets of Rome, past and present

Istanbul (Koc) middle school festival
5-8 May 2016
Title: Tall walls and great falls

Belgrade high school festival (bonsai)
15-17 April 2016
Title: Physical graffiti

Eden middle school festival
6-8 May 2016
Title: Art at the HeART

HS Asia

MS Asia

Hong Kong high school festival
30 October - 1 November 2015
Title: The ingenious harnessing of nature

Penang middle school festival
21-23 April 2016
Title: The unknown

Kolkata high school festival (ISTA Connect)
11-13 December 2015
Title: The streets of Kolkata

Bangkok middle school festival (ISTA Connect)
6-8 November 2015
Title: Theatre to change the world

Beijing high school festival
4-6 March 2016
Title: Bringing to life

Hong Kong middle school festival (ISTA Connect)
29-31 January 2016
Title: Unseen stories: unforgettable lives

Bali high school festival
18-20 March 2016
Title: Balinese theatre under the microscope

Beijing middle school festival
10-12 March 2016
Title: The dragon
Kuala Lumpur middle school festival
18-20 March 2016
Title: Rising above
Taipei middle school festival
21-23 March 2016
Title: The language of theatre

MS Americas
Atlanta middle school festival
19-22 November 2015
Title: “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” Martin Luther King

Singapore middle school festival
11-13 March 2016
Title: Digital footprints

PS Asia
Singapore primary school festival
6-8 May 2016
Title: There’s a rumble in the jungle
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Undergraduate
STUDY AT CENTRAL
An international leader for professional drama,
theatre and performance-related courses, Central
oﬀers full-time undergraduate degrees:
> Acting
> Acting Collaborative and Devised Theatre
> Acting Musical Theatre
> Costume Construction
> Design for the Stage
> Drama, Applied Theatre and Education
> Performance Arts
> Production Lighting
> Prop Making

> Puppetry, Design and Performance
> Scenic Art
> Scenic Construction
> Stage Management
> Technical and Production Management
> Theatre Lighting Design
> Theatre Sound
> Writing for Performance (subject to approval).
www.cssd.ac.uk/ista for course information
and dates for international audition/interviews
for 2015 entry.

